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 i hope that you have had good birding so far this year, 
the weather earlier on was very changeable – going 
from 22+ to 5 degrees in a matter of days with wind, 
rain and snow added to the mix! at the end of april, on 
a very damp and chilly evening walk at fingringhoe, 
we ticked off common nightingale and common 
cuckoo which for me means the start of spring.  we 
extended the spring bank holiday by having a trip to 
friesland, netherlands to take steve’s mum to visit 
friends, and, as they are keen birders, steve managed a 
day out with the binoculars while i took the ladies 
shopping! and steve is now busy sorting out the ‘wish 
list’ for our trip to calgary and Vancouver later this 
year, getting it ready to send out to the guides we 
have lined up to take us out and show us the best 
birding areas. That will then be followed by some 
non-birding days with my son and his family! 

and so on to this issue. i am pleased to announce 
that our old website transfers to the new one on the 
15th July.  when you first visit you will need to set a 
new password and indicate that we can use your 
records/photos.  we would love to hear what you 
think about the new website, which has taken a lot of 
man hours by andrew ducat to get set up but should 
be much easier for you to use and will be much easier 
for our webmasters to manage and update. Please 
email as usual to essexbirdwatchingsociety@gmail.
com with ‘website’ in the subject line. 

we have an article from one of our younger 
members, about a ringing project he has been 
involved with on Two-Tree island. This is a three-year 
project and david will write more in the coming year 
or two so we can follow up with his findings. ringing is 
such a great way of finding out so much about our 
birds, a very fascinating subject we hope to feature 
more of. EBws will be presenting david with a cheque 
towards the cost of purchasing rings and other 
necessary items to help him continue ringing Essex 
birds. if you know of any Essex project that would like 
help with funding then please do email Vice-chairman, 
steve collins.

Mark Bridges has written an interesting article for us 
about birding from, or near, your car – to help those 
less agile, for whatever reason, to still enjoy birding in 
Essex. if you know of other places you have found 
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then please do let us know and we will share these 
with members. 

as you may know, the Thames gull ringing group 
have now moved on to ringing Brant geese 
(amongst other birds) and Paul has written us an 
article outlining their plans. i can share with you now 
that EBws are planning to support this project with 
funding towards satellite tagging up to 10 Brant 
geese, we will then follow these on our website and 
with future articles from Paul and the team. This 
funding has come from monies raised at the 2018 
conference and from our records being used by 
developers as part of the Essex field club 
Partnership scheme. 

we really appreciate it when you ask if you can 
send us articles, in this issue we have some more for 
you. ‘hawfinch invasion’, ‘winter at Thorndon Park’, 
‘what’s in a name?’ and a book review – i hope you 
enjoy them all.

our field trips continue to be popular and we have 
an article on oare Marshes, where we will be visiting 
on 11th november. if you would like to join one of 
our field trips then ring gerry on 07775 663166 or 
send us an email. 

and no issue is complete without some overseas 
birding! andrew stroud went to lima in Peru for a 
visit and managed to get in some city birding.  and, 
as promised, i have started writing up the first part 
of our gambia trip last november. it is lovely to look 
back at the many photos (we still have to sort them 
out yet) and reminisce about this wonderful trip – 
we saw so many birds that i have spread it over  
two issues! 

i do hope you enjoy this issue, once again, if you 
have any comments good (or bad) or any articles for 
us, or ideas you wish us to pursue, then please do 
email essexbirdwatchingsociety@gmail.com – i 
monitor this inbox daily and emails are then 
forwarded to the relevant committee member to 
deal with. 

Near a busy road and footpath – but still plenty of visitors.
Above right: Eurasian Blue Tit.

From left to right: European Goldfinch; Common Chaffinch; House Sparrows; Great Tit.
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Following my appeal in the Winter/spring issue 
131 of Essex Birding for assistance with the report 
i am pleased to report that one, yes just the one 
member has subsequently volunteered to help 
with the sub-editing of the society’s first class 
annual Bird report. thank you mark and i know 
that you will enjoy being a valuable member of 
the editorial team. Please let us know how you 
get on.

Members will now have received their copy of the 
‘Essex Bird Report’ for 2015. however, as no 
volunteers have come forward to help with the 
editing of the report, Editor graham smith has now 
resigned.  until a volunteer or different solution has 
been found, this will unfortunately be the last report 
for the foreseeable future.  we thank graham for 
taking up the Editor gauntlet, for a second period in 
2009 and wish him a happy and long retirement.    

at the agM (which due to the unseasonable severe 
winter weather conditions across much of Essex, had 
to be postponed in March and held over until april), 
our Treasurer of 23-years anthony Harbott 
retired.  we all thank anthony for holding this most 
important senior position for so long and for keeping 
the society funds on the straight-and-narrow. on 
behalf of the members i hope that you enjoy a long 
and healthy retirement doing more of what you 
enjoy – weBs surveying at Bradwell on the ‘dengie’, 
mist-net catching in his garden and i assume that 
you will not be returning to refereeing football 
matches again? 

also, margaret mitchell stood down as President 
and as a Trustee of the society. Margaret has held a 
number of positions stretching back many years. 
Margaret joined the Exec. committee in 1989, 
moving to Vice chairman in 1991 and advanced to 
chairman in 1993 for three years, only to rejoin the 
committee again in 2001 as indoor Meeting 
secretary, finally becoming President in 2013.  we 
will miss your advice and wise council on the various 
sensitive issues as tackled over these years.  we all 
wish you a happy, healthy and long retirement.

i would like to thank the six excellent speakers that 
delivered such enthusiastic and interesting lectures 
at our 4th conference about the “Coastal and 
Marshland Birds of Essex” to a full theatre of 
members and guests. if you attended i trust that you 
enjoyed the day’s events? The funds raised will help 
provide navigation equipment to monitor migration 
routes taken by species we currently know very little 
about.  The combined efforts of all the Executive 
committee members, plus the additional volunteers 
that helped on the day, are all to be commended for 
the smooth running of the day’s lectures and the 

displays in the foyer. i must single out secretary 
Lesley Collins and Vice chairman steve Collins, for 
selling all the conference tickets as well as obtaining 
so many fabulous raffle prizes, donated by supporters 
of our conservation conference (first prize was a 
fantastic three-day dBB stay at the grant arms hotel 
in granton-on-spey), as well as putting together 
another excellent issue of ‘Essex Birding’.  and not 
forgetting our host Jo Hasnip and the technicians at 
writtle university college, who made us so welcome 
and ensured that we remained fully operational at all 
times without any glitches.

as mentioned, all of the Executive committee make 
a valuable contribution to the running of the society, 
but i would like to take this opportunity to mention 
Membership secretary Peter dwyer, who not only 
attends most of the indoor and field Trip Meetings, 
but also so many of the additional outside events 
with the society display stand, as arranged around 
the county - north, south, east and west - meeting 
existing members, speaking with potential new 
members and spreading the word of the society 
activities whenever possible. 

in June, the society supported the first national 
‘Swift Awareness Week’ to promote the plight of 
swifts across the uK. chelmsford Museum in 
oaklands Park held an event day to promote the 
swift nest boxes mounted at the Museum; 
additionally, we had a table top display in the high 
chelmer shopping centre, both of these events 
generated a lot of interest.  working closely with the 
EwT, a joint venture partnership has been formed 
which is dedicated to getting, where appropriate, 
future planning applications for the many new 
housing developments scheduled to be built across 
the county to include the fitting of unobtrusive 
integral ‘Manthorpe’ swift nesting bricks.  what is 
proposed can make so much of a difference for  
swifts at a relative minimal cost.  if you happen to 
see screaming parties of swifts where you live,  
or at places you are visiting around Essex during  
the summer, please inform John smart by e-mail 
john_smart3@btinternet.com and advise the 
number of swifts seen and the location, these  
can then be incorporated as part of the ‘Map of  
Essex swifts’. 

finally, i am very pleased to advise that the 
cancelled March indoor Meeting speaker, steve 
grimwade from ‘Swallow Birding’, has been 
rebooked to deliver his talk on the ‘wildlife of Eastern 
Europe’ at our november meeting. i hope that you 
are able to attend what promises to be an excellent 
evening as part of the new programme for 2018-19, 
as detailed on your enclosed fixture card.

Chairman’s Watchpoint
 gerry Johnsonn 
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Wood’s warblings
 simon Wood, eBws President n 

My first piece as the society’s new President must 
begin with a big, big thank you to Margaret Mitchell 
who stepped down as our President at the april agM 
after more years at the helm than she would want 
me to mention, although Margaret did have to serve 
a month more than expected due to the arrival of a 
certain weather system that was dubbed, rather 
over-dramatically i think, the “Beast from the East”.  
i am sure you will all join me in wishing Margaret 
well in her “retirement”. hopefully we will see her  
at various EBs events in the future.

i’m sure most people know who i am, so i will not 
say anything further about myself but will, instead, 
start my Presidential career by uttering a four-letter 
word …
…data 

i am of course not talking about a certain character 
in the star Trek reboot The next generation, whom 
some of you may recall but to, as the oxford English 
dictionary defines it, “facts and statistics collected 
together for reference or analysis”.  wikipedia adds 
to this by suggesting that “data, information, 
knowledge and wisdom are closely related 
concepts”.  without such data, the Birds of Essex in 
any of its versions simply could not have been 
written. it underpins much of what the EBs does and 
promotes.  we all collect it, and many of us i am sure 
analyse it to see if there are any trends evident even 
at local level. one thing that analysis of data for 
heybridge gP from the last 50 years has shown me 
just recently is that red-breasted Merganser, a rare 
visitor to the site has two strong peaks of 
occurrence, one in december/January and another 
in March, with virtually no february records. clearly 
there is some movement going on but the exact 
nature of this is unclear. That is just a small example 
of data use locally but on the national level it 
becomes part of the “bigger picture” and is vital for 

conservation organisations and for production of 
national atlases and the like.

The recording and submitting of bird records has 
undoubtedly been made easier in recent years. The 
society’s own website allows direct input of your 
sightings to the society’s database and the British 
Trust for ornithology’s Birdtrack scheme also sends 
all Essex records on to our recorder Mick Tracey.

The EBs is part of the Essex Biological and 
geological records centre service administered by 
Essex field club which in essence allows for data 
collected by member organisations (the others are 
Basildon council, Buglife, Butterfly conservation, 
Essex amphibian & reptile group, Essex Bat group) 
to be sold to developers and the like who have to 
carry out ecological research and surveys prior to 
submitting planning applications.  all this means 
three things, two very positive and one negative –
1. Much more data which means more “knowledge 

and wisdom” …
2. an important income stream for the EBs which 

will, hopefully, provide it with opportunities that 
previously could not be considered.

3. and the negative bit – our lone recorder Mick 
Tracey really does need assistance. he is doing an 
incredible job on his own handling all the data 
but with the mountain growing ever higher he 
needs a willing volunteer, or better still, 
volunteers to assist. he currently processes 
nearly a Quarter OF a miLLiOn records 
annually. 

so, out of all the members out there, there must be 
one or two willing to step forward to assist him? 
yes…? anyone...? Please do get in touch using the 
EBs email address: essexbirdwatchingsociety@
gmail.com

well, that’s me done. off birding now. Enjoy Essex 
Birding.

Red-breasted Merganser (daVid l. sMiTh)
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The beast from the East may have hindered spring 
Migration but it’s return, with related weather 
warnings and a snowy saturday start, failed to 
dampen the spirits and enthusiasm of those 
attending the EBws 4th conservation conference on 
17th March 2018. This year’s theme of ‘coastal and 
Marshland Birds of Essex’ was eloquently covered by 
presentations from high calibre lecturers, alongside 
exhibition stands of local and topical materials and 
an excellent buffet lunch before the finale – the 
grand raffle!

with over 350 miles of shoreline – Essex claims 
the longest coastline of any English county, Essex 
birders have probably walked most of it without 
counting the mileage! cornwall may dispute the 
claim but someone who probably could clarify 
would be dr chris gibson, who opened the 
conference with a lecture reflecting on the history of 
conservation of the Essex coast. 

dr chris presented a brief history of Essex coastal 
conservation schemes – from a distinct lack of any, 
to the current day where every area of Essex’s coast 
is designated aside a few small holes, at the very 
least for overwintering birds. dr chris established the 
need and importance of such schemes and detailed 
the need for sustainable development through 
mitigation schemes; the need for consideration of 
sea level rise especially relating to salt marsh erosion 
and possible mitigation by coastal realignment 
through breach of sea walls. discussing new 
residential developments in the form of garden 
Town/communities in the north east of the county 
he considered recreational disturbance upon coastal 
habitats. Presenting the concept that the Essex coast 
is of global significance, and not singular wetlands 
but several vital interconnected environments; he 
highlighted the need to remain vigilant, keep 
surveying and submitting data and to continue to 
press wildlife organizations and governmental 
agencies, especially post Brexit.

dawn Balmer (head of surveys: BTo) followed, 
presenting the winners and losers among uK 
Breeding (wading) birds. Taking a uK perspective, 
but covering many of our Essex wetland favourites, 
her lecture highlighted the importance and use of 
volunteer survey data by BTo and partner agencies, 
especially the Breeding Bird survey, waterways 
Breeding survey, nest recording scheme, BTo 
ringing data; alongside data from the Bird atlas 
2007-2011. dawn presented the concerning decline 
in wader breeding success and contraction of 80% 
across uK and ireland. our own county sightings 
likely identify with losers such as curlew, redshank, 
snipe, lapwing, ringed Plover and woodcock, 

eBws Conference report 
 Steve Swinneyn

though our own county data parallels a buck to the 
trend with a 1700% expansion in avocet breeding 
success.  at county level it was sad to hear of species 
that once bred in the county but do so no more or 
remain merely hanging on in single figures.  after 
considering some of the key factors potentially 
affecting breeding success; adult lifespan, changes to 
habitat and vegetation, climate change, predation, 
disturbance; dawn ended with the encouragement 
to remain vigilant especially looking for breeding 
evidence and record and send it to EBws or the BTo.

Taking the title from the latin ‘numenius’ taxa, 
‘new Moon on the wane – The curse of the curlews’ 
was our last lecture of the morning, delivered by rick 
simpson of wader Quest.  a new organisation for 
me, wader Quest supports projects with necessary 
equipment and resources where locals around the 
globe wish to protect a species local to them. rick 
presented a most informative talk on the numerous 
global ‘curlew’ species, bringing a realisation to the 
challenge this taxonomical group have faced and are 
facing – our own n. arquata, Eurasian curlew, is a 
specific concern having declines of -97% ireland, 
-80% wales, -50% England and scotland. Thankfully 
whimbrel is less so.

as in previous years we were treated to a superb 
buffet lunch followed with ample opportunity to 
view the exhibition stands, find out more from the 
presenters, purchase goodies and catch up with 
fellow birders – steve grimwade was on hand to 
direct me to the right location to see my first cirl 
Bunting the Monday after – although he failed to 
mention the three-foot snow drifts en-route to said 
hedgerow! 

following an excellent buffet lunch and time to 
renew acquaintances and chat, the afternoon 
sessions began with susan rendell-read presenting 
the rsPB/Eu lifE initiative, seeking to assist little 
Tern breeding productivity.  although the initiative is 
uK wide, the project is relevant to Essex as at 
one-point Essex held 20% of the uK breeding 
population. opportunity exists to join a little tern 
group, monitoring the 3 historic breeding sites and 
gathering current data, with a view to future 
assisting selected breeding colonies.  alternatively, 
the initiative would appreciate any sightings relating 
to their ringing program: yellow 3-digit rings and 
blue 2-digit rings, with an irish program 
compromising green rings (East west migration has 
been noted).

dr Teresa frost (BTo weBs national organiser) 
followed, re-energising wEBs involvement and 
motivating us to fulfil the following morning counts, 
despite the -5c wind chill and snow.  wetland Bird 
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EBws confErEncE rEPorT

Clockwise from top left: Delegates;  EBwS; Wader Quest; Brant Geese Project; Southend High School for Girls Nature Group; BTO. 
(all PhoTos: lEslEy collins)
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survey (weBs) data was presented and trends 
considered. This long-established survey, with data 
first published in 1963, is used by national bodies to 
assess not just local but global populations, 
especially identifying high percentage population 
locations. once again, details of sightings of colour 
ringed waders are much appreciated at the website 
www.cr-birding.org or mailed into BTo. 
opportunities exist for regional organisers and 
significant locations, including abberton reservoir, 
require members to assist in counts.

The final conference session was presented by 
graham white (rsPB senior wetlands Ecologist). 
having followed graham’s activity on Twitter, it was 
good to hear more of his vital work and to get an 
insight into the thinking behind reserve 
management. graham explained the importance of 
biodiversity plans and ecological objectives; 
expressed the need to view reserves as larger 
habitats, expanding them where possible; the need 
to dynamically manage water levels, rotating wet 
and dry scrapes across neighbouring sites to 
maximise feeding and breeding opportunity – Be 
prepared for change accordingly! 

graham has a hands-on focus upon our Essex rsPB 
reserves. rsPB Bowers Marsh must be considered as 
a 30-year plan and, though currently performing less 
than desired, water level management will better 

the habitat but requires approx. £150k to resolve 
current issues. havergate island flooded during a tidal 
surge in december 2013 – lowering spillways and a 
larger exit sluice enabling 1.5 cubic million metres of 
water movement, resolves future sea wall damage. 
re: wallasea island, “we cannot yet report a date for 
hides” but the breaking news is that graham has put 
money on “breeding Kentish Plover within the next 5 
years!” ...  as a species required for my uK list – i’m 
hoping he’s not going to be out of pocket! it was 
fascinating to hear how chinese shrimp farming 
techniques are planned for introduction at wallasea, 
and elsewhere, to maximise wader feeding 
opportunities and to provision potential breeding 
among larger species like spoonbill. if wetland species 
hit anything like the spectacular heights of 
overwintering raptors in recent years, we will be 
privileged to have such a reserve in the county. 
graham concluded that we may lose some species in 
the future but we will gain others: eg great white 
Egrets, Black-winged stilts, Kentish Plover? and 
county rsPB reserve habitats will reflect this! 

The success of the EBws conservation conference 
event has been notable with improvements year on 
year. huge thanks and credit to gerry, the conference 
team and the EBws committee. i’m sure that i’m not 
alone in appreciating their insight, abilities and effort 
to make the event a resounding success.

Top left: Southend High School for Girls Nature Group.  Above left: Swallow Birding.  Above right: RSPB. (all PhoTos: lEslEy collins)
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raffle

a huge thank you to everyone that bought raffle tickets that we sent out with the last Essex Birding Journal, 
and those that also bought on the day of the conference. you all helped us to raise just under £800, which truly 
reflected the wonderful prizes that had been donated.  and i would like to say again, a huge thank you to all 
those companies that donated the prizes. 

PriZe Winner

1 grant arms hotel - 3 day stay for 2 people, d B&B at the grant arms hotel e Jackson 

2 swarovski optics - wristwatch eileen mcLernon 

3 Bushnell uK - 16MP hd Essential E3 Tan, low glow, Box andrew raybould 

4 Bushnell uK - 10x42 Trophy 2016, green Binoculars richard Hibbert 

5 opticron - savanna r Pc 8x33 binoculars Chris Jones

6 hawke optics - hawke 8 x 32 received 31.5.17 Lesley Collins

7 swallowbirding – day trip for 2 people david saville 

8 British Birds – 1-year digital subscription gerry Johnson

9 EBws – day trip for 2 people ernest Foulds 

10 cJ wildlife – bird seed & feeder Ken Hudgell

11 Bird Journal – 1-year subscription Peter Hewitt 

12 andrew neal (local artist/photographer) – framed artwork andrew Cornish 

13 dave gosney (easybirder) - south Portugal book and dVd pack david Parrot

14 alan Bedding (local artist/photographer) – artwork moira Jackson

15 Paul doherty (Bird images) Birdwatching in Europe dVd                   Jonathan smith

16 EBws – 1-year free membership John thorogood 

17 rohan - £15 voucher Brian mcghie

18 alan Bedding (local artist/photographer) – artwork ruth Barnes 

19 Birds and Bees – predator proof nest box Pat Brand

20 steve cale – artwork don murray

21 BTo – Book sarah gelpke (rsPB)

well done to all our raffle 
prize winners listed above, 
which includes me!! i was 
delighted to win a (much 
needed) pair of binoculars.
(lEslEy collins)
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Back in 2016 i was given the opportunity to begin 
bird ringing operations at the Essex wildlife Trust’s 
reserve on Two Tree island in the Thames Estuary, 
tucked neatly between the pretty seaside town of 
leigh-on-sea and the large settlement of canvey 
island. The site had historical populations of 
common nightingale, now thought to be victims of 
the huge decline in the species over the past few 
decades. Today, the site’s dense brambles, light 
woodland and nettle patches make great habitat for 
some of Britain’s more familiar summer visitors, 
most notably Blackcaps and common whitethroats. 
The nettles and trees provide the perfect home for 
the countries more familiar resident species, whilst a 
carefully managed plot of seed mix provides food for 
finches such as European goldfinches and the much 
rarer common linnet. 

it is thus, with much excitement, myself and a 
trainee put plans into action in the autumn of 2016. 
Bird ringing is one of the most accurate and reliable 
forms of surveying that there is, first used for 
scientific purposes in 1899 by danish scientist hans 
christian cornelius Mortensen to study common 
starlings. it was then further established in germany 
in 1903, hungary in 1908 and then in the uK as 
early as 1909. Birds are normally caught in fine mesh 
mist nets strung between two poles, though other 
methods include everything from ground traps, 
cannon netting (where nets are fired over large 
groups of birds such as gulls) or even catching birds 
by hand! ringing involves fitting a lightweight, 
uniquely coded metal ring, to the leg of the bird, 
taking some key biometrics and releasing the bird 
back into the wild.  Today, ringing of birds provides 
crucial information on movement, longevity, 
breeding success, population trends and even their 
health.  all things that, without individualising birds, 
would be almost impossible to monitor to the same 
degree. The data gathered allows conservationists to 
better target their efforts and, of course money, 
towards more effective projects and measures 
around the country and the world. Knowing where 
our birds go to in winter allows organisations, 
working across borders, to look at protecting the 
most important sites or areas overseas too. in the 
uK & ireland Bird ringing operations are closely 
regulated and controlled by 

the BTo (British Trust of ornithology) who deal 
with licensing of ringers, collection of the data and 
monitoring of the scheme.

The idea for myself was to join the cEs (constant 
Effort sites) scheme. The cEs scheme aims to 
understand breeding success and population trends 
by monitoring sites for twelve standardised sessions 

across the summer. These sessions must be equal in 
length, have the exact same nets in place each time 
and must be unaffected by outside variables such as 
using bird feeders or any other attempts to lure birds 
into nets. ideally these sessions should then be 
repeated year on year. so, it was in 2017 that we 
joined over 130 other sites around the uK to place 
220ft of nets around a small area of the island that 
included all the major habitat types.

cEs 1 was a bit of a disaster nationwide! The 
weather all that week was horrendous and several 
sites didn’t even manage to complete theirs.  at Two 
Tree island, which i call ‘TTi’ to avoid typing it out 
over and over again (it’s a bit of a mouthful!), we 
braved it on May th. The site really feels the wind as 
it is so open, and as the nets blow about they’re 
easier for the keener eyed birds to see. regardless of 
these difficulties, our 5-hour session produced the 
first warblers of the year with four Blackcaps, three 
common whitethroats (including a returnee from 
our autumn ringing the previous year) and a 
common chiffchaff. including residents we ended 
up with 13 birds. There were also signs the birds were 
thinking about breeding as females lose the feathers 
on their belly to allow them to incubate eggs in 
spring, and we could see that occurring in five birds. 

By cEs 3 it was the end of May, we were a quarter 
of the way through and the weather had much 
improved! 56 birds had been encountered and 
common whitethroat lead Blackcap 13 birds to 
ten.  we were yet to catch a juvenile but had 
recorded 14 avian species and had caught four 
linnets as well as lesser whitethroats and  
common chiffchaffs. 

cEs 4 was the session that we had been waiting 
for, it was with much excitement that on June 2nd 
the first of the ‘class of 2017’ turned up in the nets. 

giving essex birds a ring at two tree island
  david Wilkinsonn

The piercing eyes of a Eurasian Sparrowhawk (Max hEllicar)
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giVing Brids a ring aT Two TrEE island

Back in 2016 i was given the opportunity to begin 
bird ringing operations at the Essex wildlife Trust’s 
reserve on Two Tree island in the Thames Estuary, 
tucked neatly between the pretty seaside town of 
leigh-on-sea and the large settlement of canvey 
island. The site had historical populations of 
common nightingale, now thought to be victims of 
the huge decline in the species over the past few 
decades. Today, the site’s dense brambles, light 
woodland and nettle patches make great habitat for 
some of Britain’s more familiar summer visitors, 
most notably Blackcaps and common whitethroats. 
The nettles and trees provide the perfect home for 
the countries more familiar resident species, whilst a 
carefully managed plot of seed mix provides food for 
finches such as European goldfinches and the much 
rarer common linnet. 

it is thus, with much excitement, myself and a 
trainee put plans into action in the autumn of 2016. 
Bird ringing is one of the most accurate and reliable 
forms of surveying that there is, first used for 
scientific purposes in 1899 by danish scientist hans 
christian cornelius Mortensen to study common 
starlings. it was then further established in germany 
in 1903, hungary in 1908 and then in the uK as 
early as 1909. Birds are normally caught in fine mesh 
mist nets strung between two poles, though other 
methods include everything from ground traps, 
cannon netting (where nets are fired over large 
groups of birds such as gulls) or even catching birds 
by hand! ringing involves fitting a lightweight, 
uniquely coded metal ring, to the leg of the bird, 
taking some key biometrics and releasing the bird 
back into the wild.  Today, ringing of birds provides 
crucial information on movement, longevity, 
breeding success, population trends and even their 
health.  all things that, without individualising birds, 
would be almost impossible to monitor to the same 
degree. The data gathered allows conservationists to 
better target their efforts and, of course money, 
towards more effective projects and measures 
around the country and the world. Knowing where 
our birds go to in winter allows organisations, 
working across borders, to look at protecting the 
most important sites or areas overseas too. in the 
uK & ireland Bird ringing operations are closely 
regulated and controlled by 

the BTo (British Trust of ornithology) who deal 
with licensing of ringers, collection of the data and 
monitoring of the scheme.

The idea for myself was to join the cEs (constant 
Effort sites) scheme. The cEs scheme aims to 
understand breeding success and population trends 
by monitoring sites for twelve standardised sessions 

it’s always a great feeling to see new life and we 
finally had some, well two! a bumbling baby 
common linnet and a very fluffy little juvenile 
Blackcap were both caught. it was very surprising  
on reflection that we saw our first young Blackcap,  
a summer visitor, before we saw our first young 
European robin, dunnock, Eurasian Blackbird or 
other common resident bird. you’d have thought 
they would be churning them out earliest, and 
certainly other ringers reported to me that they had 
seen young residents much earlier. Maybe that bad 
weather that impacted my cEs 1 had similarly an 
impact on them.

End of June, halfway point! and, in what was 
becoming a rather fun little battle to keep an eye on, 
common whitethroat lead Blackcap 22 birds to 21! 
The stats were really interesting and, at this point, 
worrying.  whilst most sites were reporting lots of 
juveniles and, by now, an even spread between 
young birds and adults, we had caught an impressive 
84 adult birds in cEs’ 1-6 but just 19 juveniles. it was 
clear that Two Tree’s birds had been late to start 
their breeding and the productivity, meaning their 
success, to that point was poor. however, six 
common linnets had been a nice bonus and we had 
caught young common chiffchaffs too.

cEs 9 took place on 24th July and produced what 
turned out to be the best bird of the year. having 
assumed they were all but gone from this part of 
Essex, to catch a young common nightingale  
was a shock. however, before we could pop the 
champagne to celebrate this new discovery to the 
Essex map, it was important to look at the bird more 
closely.  whilst being a first year, showing plenty of 
old juvenile feathers that it will retain for the next 
12 months, it had nearly finished its post-juvenile 
moult and thus there is no evidence to suggest it 
was born onsite, or indeed anywhere nearby.  at that 
time of year, many common nightingales are 

  SPECIES ADULT JUVENILE TOTAL

common 
whitethroat

28 39 67

Blackcap 22 20 42

European 
goldfinch 

4 15 19

winter wren 8 5 13

European robin 2 10 12

common 
chiffchaff

5 6 11

dunnock 5 4 9

Eurasian Blackbird 7 0 7

European 
greenfinch

6 1 7

common linnet 6 1 7

great Tit 0 5 5

Eurasian Blue Tit 1 3 5

song Thrush 3 1 4

cetti’s warbler 0 4 4

common 
chaffinch

4 0 4

long-Tailed Tit 1 2 3

lesser 
whitethroat

3 0 3

Eurasian reed 
warbler

2 1 3

Eurasian Jay 0 2 2

sedge warbler 1 0 1

common Magpie 0 1 1

willow warbler 0 1 1

common 
nightingale

0 1 1

common wood 
Pigeon

0 1 1

sPeCies tOtaL - - 24

grand tOtaL 108 123 231

two tree island total species list: 31  
(garden warbler, northern wheatear, great 
spotted woodpecker, goldcrest, Eurasian 
reed Bunting, Eurasian sparrowhawk & 
redwing caught outside cEs)

This  Common Nightingale 
was a welcome surprise!  

(Max hEllicar)
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giVing Brids a ring aT Two TrEE island

travelling south and are prone to stop off at sites  
like ours to refuel. in reality, it could’ve come  
from anywhere, but it does prove the island can 
support them…

from this point on the remaining sessions were 
rather uneventful and the end of august heralded 
the end of the cEs. Early starts, endless lugging of all 
sorts of paraphernalia around the island, and sixty 
hours of ringing, had at last produced the first 
controlled data set compiled at Two Tree, and i was 
very proud and relieved to have it done. common 
whitethroat had run away with it in the end beating 
Blackcap 67 birds to 42, completely against the 
typical results from other sites where the Blackcap is 
typically more abundant. 19 European goldfinches 
made them the third most common bird.

The data collected by ringing this year found some 
interesting things.  we were able to see that twelve 
different species bred in and around the survey area 
and hypothesise that a further four probably did too. 
These numbers included four warbler species, with 
common chiffchaff, Blackcap and common 
whitethroat being the all-important summer 
migrants that are so crucial to study. on the largest 
samples we used a simple equation to determine 
productivity of Blackcaps and common 
whitethroats of around 1.23 and 1.35 fledglings per 
nest. These numbers are sadly quite low, as were 
overall numbers of juveniles, indicating a poor 
breeding season probably due to that unsettled 
weather early on.  after physically ringing so many 
birds we did get some information on a wanderer! 

obviously many birds will have migrated south but 
it was nice that one was intercepted by another bird 
ringer. common chiffchaff hyd946 was ringed as a 
juvenile on 26th august probably on its way out. The 
cuckmere ringing group operating in East sussex 
captured it six weeks later on 15th october, heading 
south to the sunnier climates of the Mediterranean 
or even north or west africa to spend its winter. 
here’s hoping we catch up with that bird and some 
of its friends next year!

i cannot wait to return to Two Tree island in 2018 
and compare the data we collected on the cEs in 
2017 to what we go on to collect this year. That’s 
when it really gets interesting!

Common Whitethroat were a very numerous addition to 
the list (Max hEllicar)

Common Linnet (Max hEllicar)
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The Eu general data Protection regulation (gdPr) came into 
force in May 2018. This requires many organisations like the 
Essex Birdwatching society (EBws), registered charity no. 
1142734, to have valid lawful basis in order to process and 
protect our member’s personal data.  as a member of the EBws 
you will have already received copies of the ‘Essex Birding’ 
magazine, the annual ‘Essex Bird report’ and possibly the e-mail 
‘newsletter’. These publications do sometimes include 
advertisements, details of agM’s, conferences, indoor meetings, 
field trip meetings, other events, society sales goods and 
possible special offers from third parties. These are sent to 
members in the legitimate interests of yourself and the EBws as 
a benefit and entitlement of membership.

Very occasionally the EBws may wish to send you ‘additional 
information’ as well. By this we mean other information we think 
may be of interest to our members, for example information 
about products (such as books and equipment) or services, 
marketed by other organisations which may prove helpful to the 
birdwatcher, details of events of other organisations (rsPB, EwT, 
BTo) which may also be of interest. such material will be very 
limited and could be sent by post or e-mail, but under the new 
regulation the EBws has requested that you ‘opt in’ to receive it.  

 as an Essex Birdwatching society member, you will have 
already received a ‘declaration of correspondence’ form with the 
winter/spring issue 131 of ‘Essex Birding’. To date, Membership 
secretary Peter dwyer has received approximately 60% of the 
completed forms back. however, that means that 40% still have 
to return them! Might you be one of them that could miss out 
on something important? (i.e. very late cancellation of a 
meeting). The society appreciates that some members might 
not wish to be contacted, or only in specific ways, so please let us 
know. The EBws will keep a record of the date when your consent 
was received or withdrawn.

To enable the society to get your contact wishes right please 
complete your form and post it to Membership secretary Peter 
dwyer, 48 churchill avenue, halstead, Essex, co9 2BE 
alternatively scan and e-mail it to EssexBirdwatchingsociety@
gmail.com.  if you have misplaced your copy of the ‘declaration 
of correspondence’ form, it can be down loaded from the EBws 
website www.EBws.org.uK.

further information about the EBws data Protection / Privacy 
Policy and how we use and protect your personal data can be 
found in the information sheet no. 16, which is on the society’s 
website www.EBws.org.uk.

don’t miss out; please return your ‘declaration of 
correspondence’ form today so the society can stay-in-touch, or 
alternatively not to contact you if that is your wish? 

‘i was delighted to receive issue 131 of 
‘Essex Birding’, and loved the photo on 
page 71 of the fox and two Magpies.  it 
reminded me of an incident i witnessed in 
northlands wood, langdon hills, where a 
fox was crossing over a field from one 
wood to another and was being harassed 
by about 7 Magpies.  not once did the 
animal snap back from the several pecks 
of its back from the birds. i admired its 
control as the birds were obviously trying 
to wind it up.  
May i wish you and the committee a 
healthy and happy 2018.’
Bob Beech

‘i just wanted to let you know that the 
swarovski watch is safely in my 
possession.  i found myself lost for words 
when you phoned to give me the news on 
sunday - i have never won anything in a 
raffle before, and to win such a wonderful 
prize is amazing. i shall enjoy wearing it 
even more because it comes from EBws.  
Thank you again, and best wishes to you 
all.’
eileen mcLernon 

hi gerry

‘Just wanted to say thank you for a great 
day’s birding today. My first time round 
rutland other than bird fair and also my 
first american wigeon so win win. 
looking forward to Titchwell next month.’
matt turner

news and information

don’t miss out;  
let’s stay-in-touch
gerry Johnson

Compliments

You will, i hope, be pleased to 
have received this issue of Essex 
Birding Journal in a paper, rather 

than plastic, envelope.  i hope this 
shows that we listen to our 

members and that we are always 
looking for ways to help improve 

our environment.  
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essex birding from your car: 
birding for the less mobile
  mark Bridgesn

for various reasons at different times we’ve found 
ourselves in the position of not being able to walk 
very far, for keen birders that really isn’t helpful.  
not wishing to miss out on our birding we decided  
to see if we could find places where birds could be 
seen from, or near to, our car. This turned out to be 
surprisingly successful, not only giving us a great list 
and variety of bird species, but also some rather  
nice locations.

realising that there must also be other birders with 
limited walking abilities, the following is a description 
of just some of the best places we found, with a hint 
of what might be seen, that i hope will be of use to 
others in a similar position. 

a helpful start would be to acquire a copy of Explore 
wild Essex, published by lopinga Books, which is a 
guide to the nature reserves and country parks in 
Essex and will assist in finding most of the places 
mentioned and other sites that might be suitable. 

The EBws website will also be invaluable, both for 
checking latest sightings and what has been seen 
previously at each site, and also to give you a guide as 
to what birds may be expected at any particular time 
of the year. 

a good spotting ‘scope is recommended and a 
folding chair can also be handy at some spots.  
Most of the places mentioned have toilets and  
café facilities, which are noted at the end of each  
site description.

The locations are in no particular order but we’ll 
start with an a! abberton reservoir in fact, 
commencing on layer Breton causeway. from various 
spots along the causeway many of the birds can be 
seen from your vehicle, depending on the time of 
year this may include all three species of wagtails, 
green sandpiper, little gull, common and Black Terns 
or some of the scarcer ducks including smew and 
common Merganser, lately a wintering Eurasian 
Bittern has also been a possibility, whilst Peregrine 
falcon and western Marsh harrier are likely. The best 
views will be had by standing next to your car, warm 
clothing (at any time of the year!) is recommended, 
good numbers and a nice variety of species can be 
observed all year round from here.

Moving on to the abberton visitor centre, if possible 
park so that you can look out over the bay. start by 
scanning the fence line and grassland in front of you 
where Eurasian skylark, Meadow Pipit and European 
stonechat can often be located. The area of water in 
front of the car park can be a good place to see 
various species of grebe and Tern. The visitor centre 

also affords good views over the reservoir.
on the way out check the dead trees behind the 

car park as these are occasionally used by either 
European green or great spotted woodpeckers. 
There is a parking area just off the entrance road 
which provides access to the northern end of this 
causeway for further views of the bay and the 
muddy edges, which can be good for waders. The 
wooded area beside the entrance gate is also worth 
checking. The toilets and café are within the visitor 
centre which is approximately 40 metres from the 
car park. Postcode co2 0Eu

for a good selection of woodland birds fingringhoe 
wick reserve is ideal.  a late spring visit is a good 
time, check in at the visitor centre and gain 
permission to drive down to the car park area that is 
set aside for the less able. from here you can be right 
in the heart of the action, many woodland birds can 
be observed from this location and at the right time 
common nightingales can be very close, as can the 
occasional European Turtle dove or Eurasian 
Bullfinch. if you are able, a visit to the nearby hides 
will give good views of the various birds on the 
mudflats beside the river.

returning to the visitor centre it is well worth 
scanning over the lake as this can be a good place  
to locate common Kingfisher, whilst looking out 
from the visitor centre itself may yield western 
Marsh harrier, Peregrine falcon and little Egret.  
The visitor centre has both toilets and a café, which 
are approximately 20 metres from the disabled  
parking spaces and 40 metres from the car park. 
Postcode co5 7dn.

whilst in the area, a visit to copt hall Marshes can 
be productive at the right time of day/year. from the 
car park you get a nice panoramic view over the 

Eurasian Oystercatcher (siMon cox)
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EssEx Birding froM your car

countryside, and from here it’s possible that you 
may see western Marsh harrier, short-Eared and 
western Barn owl. The adjacent fields can yield 
Eurasian curlew, Eurasian oystercatcher, northern 
lapwing, common golden Plover and winter 
Thrushes (in winter!). There are no facilities at this 
site. Postcode co5 7rd.

wat Tyler country Park has an easily accessible 
hide (30 metres opposite the green centre car park) 
which affords views over a large lagoon and 
reedbed.  a good variety of gulls, waders and ducks 
can be found and, with patience, cetti’s warbler, 
Bearded reedling and water rail might be seen 
amongst the reedbed.  a scan of the many posts and 
pylons can often be rewarded with a Peregrine 
falcon, and western Marsh harriers can often be 
seen over the fields beyond.  a key is required for the 
hide, which can be obtained from the rsPB visitor 
centre which is adjacent to the central car park. 

a drive to the car park at the marina end of the 
country Park can also be worthwhile. check the 
adjacent creek for waders and the fields beyond for 
geese and gulls, again it’s worth scanning the 
pylons for Peregrine falcon. The main visitor centre 
has toilets and a café, which are adjacent to the car 
park.  whilst the rsPB visitor centre has no facilities, 
there is a disabled parking bay beside it or a car park 
20 metres behind it. Post code ss16 4uh.

Thurrock Thameside nature Park is also a good 
place for viewing waders, either from the visitor 
centre or the near-by hide. There is a small car park 
beside the entrance gate from where you can view 
some feeders.  among the commoner species great 
spotted woodpecker can often be seen, and 
occasionally this area is visited by ring-necked 
Parakeets (you can normally hear them coming!).  a 
slow drive along the road towards the visitor centre 
can be rewarded with common Kestrel, common 
linnet, Meadow Pipit and Eurasian skylark. Many 
wader species can be viewed here, both on the 
mudflats and managed retreat area, as well as a 
variety of ducks, geese and the odd heron species. 
short Eared and western Barn owl have been seen 
hunting over the grassland on winter afternoons. The 
toilets and café are within the visitor centre which is 
approximately 60 metres from the car park. 
Postcode ss17 0rn.

for a bit of sea watching frinton Esplanade (park 
on the roadside parking spaces, it is approximately 
50 metres to the cliff top) or The naze, are good 
places to visit from autumn to spring, this where the 
folding chair can come in handy! it’s possible to spot 
northern gannets, scoters and various divers 
passing as well as other seabirds.  at the naze it’s 
possible to scan the sea from your vehicle if you can 
get a parking spot near the cliff top. 

during migration times it’s worth also scanning 
the bushes and grassy areas, as anything can turn up. 
Toilet blocks are located at various places along The 
Esplanade at frinton with cafes in the town, whilst 
there are toilets and cafes at The naze adjacent to 

the car park. frinton Postcode co13 9ay, The 
naze postcode co14 8lB.

a winter visit to southend Pier at high tide can 
provide close views of some interesting species, as 
well as a rather pleasant train ride to the far end 
(the over one-mile walk is also available!).  at the 
pier head, scan the railings and deck areas for 
Mediterranean gull, Black-legged Kittiwake and 
ruddy Turnstone (check these carefully as a Purple 
sandpiper may just be lurking among 
them).  Various species of diver and auks are 
regularly seen out to sea and, if the tide is low, 
check the adjacent sandbanks for lounging 
common and grey seals. Toilets and refreshments 
are available at both ends of the pier, parking is  
on the seafront approximately 100 metres west  
of the lifts to pier level. Postcode ss12 2El.

Perhaps the ultimate for bird watching without 
walking is to book yourself on one of the many 
guided birding boat trips on offer around our 
coastline.

finding woodland birds can be a bit more 
difficult, but in addition to the sites already 
mentioned many of the larger areas of woodland 
in the county have decent car parks, from which 
you can scan the trees for the likes of 
woodpeckers, nuthatches, Treecreepers and Tit 
species. hatfield forest is a good site to visit as are 
norsey wood and hockley woods. hatfield forest 
(postcode cM22 6nE) has toilets and 
refreshments 50 metres from the central car park, 
norsey wood (postcode cM11 1ha) and hockley 
woods (postcode ss5 4rn) have toilets adjacent 
to the car park but no café (occasionally a mobile 
kiosk may be present in hockley woods car park). 

it should be remembered that birds 
are not confined to these areas and 
any likely looking place in the 
countryside, where it is safe to 
pull off the road and scan, 
could be rewarding.

far from being an 
exhaustive list, i hope this 
article shows that despite 
limited mobility it is still 
possible to see a lot of bird 
species and that you are 
encouraged to go out and 
explore our special county.

Little Egret (siMon cox)
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the garden birds of La molina, Lima
 andrew stroudn

in early february 2018 i had the opportunity to visit 
Peru for the first time. it was not a proper bird 
watching holiday but, having never travelled so far 
before, i was hopeful of seeing some birds / wildlife 
new to me. i was lucky to stay with a family who had 
a large back garden in a fairly leafy quiet area of the 
la Molina district, and most of my birding was done 
in their garden and the neighbouring streets. Most of 
the houses in the area were detached with spacious 
gardens, and there was a very small wooded public 
park nearby (the size of maybe 3 football pitches), 
enough habitat to find some interesting birds. 

lima is on the Pacific coast, just south of the 
equator, on a strip of land between the andes 
foothills and the ocean. The la Molina district is on 
the eastern edge of the city where the andes 
foothills start. i visited during the Peruvian summer, 
with temperatures around the mid to high 20s. The 
most noticeable factor of the climate in lima, and 
on the coastal strip south and north, is how dry it is. 
due to being west of the amazon basin the area is 
basically a desert, with vast dusty plains and bald 
hills outside the inhabited areas, aside from the river 
valleys. lima itself attracts wildlife because the 
gardens and parks provide trees and other greenery 
which are elsewhere in short supply in the areas 
outside of the city. 

after arriving late in the evening on 7th february,  
i soon encountered the chaotic traffic of lima city 
before arriving in la Molina. The city is heavily 
congested with cars, buses and lorries, as it’s an area 
susceptible to earthquakes an underground train 
system may never be established. 

after a good night’s sleep, i awoke to the repetitive 
cooing of several doves.  after breakfast i had a look 

around the garden to get my first taste of birding  
in lima, and to look for the doves. The garden had  
a small lawn, maybe a dozen 40 feet high trees, 
eucalyptus and other species suited to dry 
conditions, and some thick shrubs around the 
surrounding walls. There was a nice blend of sunny 
and shady places throughout the day. it looked an 
ideal garden for birds. i found the cooing West 
Peruvian doves, which are similar to wood Pigeons 
but with striking blue eye rings. Troops of these 
doves also flew overhead out of the city, heading in 
to the dusty hills beyond. To my surprise the garden 
and local streets were also rich in other birdlife 
unfamiliar to me. scrub Blackbirds were in full song, 
and the confident Long-tailed mockingbirds were 
bounding around the network of trees, fences and 
walls.  as expected the first few hours proved most 
productive, especially as the birds were into the 
breeding season. The garden and neighbourhood 
were clearly good habitat for doves with the tiny but 
noisy ground Croaking dove also fairly common, 
and eared doves in the area. 

The summer garden birds that i saw were mainly  
of similar groups of feeding types to the uK birds i.e. 
seed and vegetation feeders, and insect feeders, but 
with the addition of pollen eating hummingbirds. 
The bright yellow saffron Finches were common, 
and also the tiny Blue-black grassquit (the smallest 
finch/bunting that i have ever seen), and Band-
tailed seedeater. i mustered a few more species on 
my first look around, but after a little research and 
exploring i found other species to look for. 

not being familiar with some species i had 
glimpses of small birds moving through the garden 
shrubs then a quick look at my book, and tried to 

From left to right: Vermilion Flycatcher; Tropical Kingbird; Amazilia Hummingbird (andrEw sTroud)
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piece together the identification. i saw glimpses of 
Collared Warbling Finches, southern Beardless 
tyrannulets, and Cinerous Conebills for several 
days before i could identify them, the reason being 
that they were not listed as being in my field guide, 
or were not shown as being in the area, but 
checking the sightings of others i found out what 
species they really were. 

Vermilion Flycatchers were common in the area, 
in gardens and parks, and i found this species in its 
familiar red and black plumage and also the all black 
variant. They are stunning birds, and fitting in this 
colourful city. The larger but similar tropical 
Kingbird was less common but equally obliging. 

The most familiar garden birds were the saffron 
Finches, Bananaquits, which sing like a siskin and 
look like a cross between this and a Blue Tit, and 
house wrens, a giant cousin of our own bird. 

i was keen to find hummingbirds, which i had 
never before had the chance to see, and after seeing 
some amazilia Hummingbirds dashing about, 
eventually began to understand their behaviour and 
watch them feed and perch. They are a fairly large 
hummingbird with beautiful sheens of green / blue 
and an orange bill. i knew there were at least three 
more hummingbirds (adapted to the dry landscape) 
to see in the city and after a few days searching 
found male and female Peruvian sheartails in the 
ornamental garden in front of the local town hall 
buildings. The female is a minute green and white 
bird, and the male has the same sized body with a 

vivid purple throat, white underside and extremely 
long streaming tail feathers. The ornamental garden 
had up to eight hummingbirds feeding together, 
chasing the Monarch butterflies also feeding on the 
nectar. 

raptors in the area were predictably shy, but Black 
Vultures were often patrolling overhead, Harris’s 
Hawks darted about the gardens, and an american 
Kestrel put in a brief search of the gardens. 

hirundines were less common than i hoped, 
probably due to the lack of water, however, each 
morning Blue and White swallows would gather, 
before disappearing presumably to follow insects 
higher in the sky. 

lima is home to several parrot species, but the only 
type i saw in la Molina was the Pacific Parrotlet, a 
tiny squat bird, and pretty shy with it. The only bird 
that i was familiar with in the area was our own 
House sparrow. 

over the course of a week i saw 25 species in the 
garden, and 27 in the local area, which i was really 
pleased with. it was good to see and enjoy some of 
the common garden birds without feeling the urge 
to travel across the city and in to mountains / 
rainforest to see the more sought after species. for 
any birder visiting i would recommend birding 
around the area of the city that you are staying in, 
the coast at Miraflores / Baranco, which is near the 
city centre, and if you fancy a trip a little further, 
Pantanos de Villa wetlands or Pachacamac 
archaeological site, which are best reached by taxi. 

ThE gardEn Birds of la Molina, liMa

Rufous-collared Sparrow (andrEw sTroud)
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The autumn of 2017 was notable for a totally 
unexpected event- the appearance of large numbers 
of Hawfinches, throughout the country. This influx 
looks to be without precedent in living memory and 
Essex has had its share in the phenomenon.  a few 
years ago, i wrote a short piece on Hawfinches, 
referring in it to most of the encounters i had had 
with the species. This winter i have met with more 
than all the other years together.

Various explanations have been suggested, from 
tree seed failures in Eastern/central Europe/ 
scandinavia, to the effects of storm ophelia in 
mid-october. certainly, the first reports coincided 
with the unearthly orange-grey skies that were a 
feature of the latter.  a few days later i noticed 
records from Belhus country Park and the Mardyke 
Valley; as well as a couple from rainham Marshes. 
speculating that something along the lines of 
2005/2006 could be taking place, i started to keep 
my eyes and ears open; but didn’t guess the true 
extent of what was shortly to happen.

My own first encounter came on october 22nd. i 
was in lincewood, part of the EwT’s langdon 
reserve. i caught a brief movement through a gap in 
the still extant canopy: looking up though binoculars 
i saw a distinctive and slightly sardonic-looking eye 
peering down at me. Then it was gone. i thought 
‘that was a Hawfinch if ever there was one’. Making 
a couple of circuits of that part of the wood, finally i 
managed to find them: three, perched among the 
middle branches of a big hornbeam.  after a few 
minutes they moved into some adjacent sycamores 
and disappeared among the foliage.

over the next couple of weeks numbers began  
to be reported from across the county: 12 at  
frinton was the largest count of birds seen on 
passage.  among other notable sighting were seven 
at woodford green an area from which Hawfinches 
have been noted on several occasions in recent 
years.

The highest count from langdon hills (in the 
earlier part on winter) was six at the dunton 
Plotlands on november the 1st. next day five 
showed up at hatfield forest; historically, a regular 
site for these striking finches.  another such site is 
Thorndon Park, near Brentwood.  a regular visitor 
here, i was hopeful of being lucky.  walks on the 28th 
october and 5th november drew a blank; but on the 
18th november, there they were: three among some 
hornbeams in the north Eastern part of the old 
Park, an area owned by the woodland Trust.  another 
two were seen in the south western part, rookery 

Hawfinch invasion  
autumn/winter 2017–18
 andrew Cox i 

wood. one of these, a female, perched high on the 
pinnacle of a dead branch and gave good views.

over the coming weeks it was evident that much 
larger numbers were present – at least ten from 
the old Park on the 26th november included a 
colourful male which flew from concealment close 
to the dog pond and sat in full view, not six yards 
way, in bright sunshine. Hawfinches are also 
remarkably colourful in flight: a patchwork quilt in 
miniature – black, white, orange, brown. into 
december, the 2nd brought a minimum of 23 –  
a dozen in the old Park and at least 11 in 
childerditch wood. These last be-decked the trees 
like christmas decorations. The three areas 
mentioned- the dog pond and adjacent copses; 
rookery wood in the old Park and childerditch 
wood in Thorndon north proper, were those from 
which most encounters came. some could be seen 
feeding in hornbeams, at no great distance.  at 
least 30 was the highest total recorded. Thirty-plus 
had also been recorded from hatfield forest in late 
november, to the year’s end.

Elsewhere birds had turned up at several 
historically regular sites: in late november eight at 
ongar Park wood; 20 were here on december 14th 
and 14 reported on Boxing day. six at chalkney 
wood was the highest count from this site, on 
december 6th. By the years end ten were at great 
Baddow, near danbury, on december 29th. 

Back on langdon hills, a pair had taken up 
residence in hall wood, part of westley heights 
country Park. on several occasions the female was 
noted roosting in what appeared to be an old 
squirrels’ dray.  while the plumage tones are less 
saturated than the male, she is still a colourful bird, 
bathed in late afternoon sunlight. in particular the 
folded secondary feathers of the wings make pale, 
almost powder blue, panels (darker indigo on the 
male). These contrast perfectly with the back and 
rump – a beautiful shade of apricot-marmalade; a 
feature seldom depicted in bird books.

The high numbers at Thorndon Park and hatfield 
forest persisted through January, with birds still 
mostly frequenting the same general areas.  at the 
former site, while often appearing in single species 
flocks, they mixed extensively with redwings and 
Fieldfares. sometimes Common starlings and 
european goldfinches were present too; and on 
one occasion could be seen feeding in the same 
view as a pair of Bullfinches.

The middle of January saw reports from Epping 
forest and hainault forest, both former 
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Hawfinch (Paul wood)

hawfinch inVasion

strongholds; but only single figure groups. small 
numbers were also noted from Pound wood, near 
hadleigh, Markshall in the north of Essex, norsey 
wood (near Billericay) and wivenhoe.  at this last 
location feeding on oak buds was notable.

Braxted Park, sE of chelmsford, has been one of 
the few regular haunts of Hawfinches in recent 
years – this winter it became the third site to 
regularly hold double figures, with 15 being 
reported from mid-January and at least 30 at the 
month’s end.

as winter moved towards its end, records began 
to fall off a little. ironically, the largest flocks yet 
reported came at this time: 45 from hatfield forest 
in mid-february, rising to at least 55 by the 23rd. 
Thirty were still here on the 25th March. groups 
just into double figures came from Thorndon Park 
on a couple of occasions and the last report from 
Braxted Park, of 12, on the 2nd february.

smaller numbers continued to appear 
sporadically from various locations in Epping forest 
and once from ongar Park wood (seven); while 
Pound wood held at least two during february and 
March. up to six could be seen in langdon hills, 
predominantly from hall wood, occasionally from 
lincewood; again, to the end of March. one sunny 
afternoon saw a male and female showing some 
signs of early courtship behaviour; on a couple of 
times birds were seen going to roost in a big holly 
tree. Birds were reported regularly from wivehoe 
wood while seven appeared at Mill green on the 
11th March. 

one or two birds were reported from several 
locations, while three at nazeing in the lea Valley, 
on the 21st february, haunted the churchyard. 
Hawfinches were frequently reported from 
churchyards (generally in yew trees) in many parts 
of the country during this remarkable winter. 
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owned and managed by Kent wildlife Trust, oare 
Marshes is recognised as being of international 
importance to migratory and breeding wetland birds. 
it currently has sssi, ramsar, lnr and sPa status.

Location and access
The reserve is situated on the north Kent coast on 
the swale channel opposite the isle of sheppey, 
approximately 1.5 miles north of faversham, and can 
be accessed via oare village. There is a car park at the 
end of church road close to the sea wall opposite 
the watch house. Public access is restricted to 
footpaths and a nature trail to minimise disturbance 
to roosting, feeding and breeding wetland birds, 
although the entire reserve can be viewed from these 
areas and from the three viewing hides.  wheelchair 
access is available via a dedicated car park close to 
the reserve entrance, and to the east hide via firm 
level paths.

History
oare Marshes is sited on land reclaimed from the sea 
and was formerly an area consisting of saltmarsh and 
intertidal mudflats. Early reclamations were to 
provide pasture for faversham’s wool trade, and in 
later years for the manufacture of explosives such as 
gun cotton, TnT and nitro-glycerine. The industry 
was in progress from 1872 and terminated shortly 
after the 1st world war, during which a great 
explosion on the site killed 106 people. one legacy of 
the industry is the artesian well, close to the car park, 
which is sourced from a 252-foot-deep bore hole fed 
by positive pressure. The average water flow is 
approx. 100 litres per minute and helps to supply 
water to the east scrape. KwT has an abstraction 

Oare marshes Local nature reserve
 Kevin duvalln

licence from the Environment agency to use this 
water and has to provide an annual return of how 
much water is taken – usually c52 million litres.

the reserve
The reserve consists of 89 hectares of grazing marsh, 
freshwater dykes, areas of open water and reedbeds. 
The reserve is chiefly managed by manipulation of 
water levels and livestock grazing.  water levels are 
maintained at a high level though most of the year, 

Top: Marsh Frog. Above:  Common Redshank.  
Below: Highland Cattle (KEVin duVall)
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oarE MarshEs local naTurE rEsErVE

Top: Northern Shoveler. Above: East Scrape (KEVin duVall)

to preserve the damp 
marshland conditions suitable 
for wetland birds and other 
wildlife.  water levels usually 
fall naturally during the 
summer months, and this 
provides wet and muddy fringes 
to the scrapes, which are 
particularly attractive to migratory 
feeding and roosting wading birds. The 
installation of the new sea sluice in 
1996 was probably the most striking 
event in the reserves history, as it 
immediately provided a dramatic 
improvement in the water levels. 
Boundary and adjoining ditches are 
important for aquatic wildlife – oare 
Marshes has a thriving population of 
water voles. Marsh frogs, which are 
non-native and were released on the 
romney Marsh in 1935, are common along 
the ditch system and have largely ousted the 
native common frog, they can be heard ‘singing’ during 
warm weather and provide a food source for birds such as 
egrets, Herons and Western marsh Harriers.

livestock grazing is managed using a variety of animals, 
such as Konik horses and highland cattle, which can 
easily thrive on the, at times, harsh winter conditions. 
dexter cattle have also been used on the reserve in recent 
years, and also been a success. The principal aim of the 
grazing management is to maintain a varied sward of 
short turf with tussocks for breeding and wintering 
wildlife such as:  
•	 northern Lapwing - requires short vegetation and 

some bare ground for feeding and nesting. 
•	 Common redshank - similar requirements to 

Lapwing plus tussocks for nesting purposes. 
•	 Areas	of	longer	and	rougher	grassland	are	also	

maintained for Western Barn and short-eared Owls 
hunting Voles and shrews.

The reserve supports a huge diversity and range of birds 
– over 20 species of wading birds can be observed at 
certain times of the year.  amongst the breeding species 
found here are Pied avocet, northern Lapwing, Common 
redshank, Water rail, Bearded reedling, Common 
Pochard, gadwall, Little grebe, garganey and Western 
Yellow Wagtail. Migrating species include ruff, spotted 
redshank, greenshank, Curlew sandpiper, Little stint, 
Whimbrel and Black-tailed godwit (counts of up to 
c1500 in early autumn and some stay to overwinter). 
Brent goose, dunlin, eurasian Curlew, eurasian Wigeon, 
northern Pintail, Hen Harrier, merlin and short-eared 
Owl spend the winter months on and around the reserve. 
The nearby inter-tidal mudflats provide a rich source of 
feeding for thousands of wintering birds. 

other wildlife likely to be present during the year
•	 Common	Seals	on	Horse	Sands
•	 Golden	Samphire	and	Sea	Lavender	on	the	saltmarsh
•	 A	variety	of	dragonfly	species
•	 Grass	Snakes	
•	 Spiny-restharrow	and	Slender	Hare’s	ear	
•	 Butterflies	e.g.	Clouded	Yellow	and	Moths	e.g.	Emperor.
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indoor meetings

graham ekins opened the society’s 2018 
programme of indoor meetings with an excellent 
talk about a part of asia which has a unique 
location in the world. geographically Thailand is 
situated with laos, Vietnam and Myanmar (formally 
Burma) on its boarders, with both china and the 
himalayan Mountain range having a big influence on 
the many varied habitats and the species that can be 
seen in Thailand.  as well as the endemic species, 
birds from as far as australia, Tibet and china can be 
seen and being a Buddhist country there is no, or 
very little, hunting so the wildlife is usually quite 
confiding.

we were soon into splendid photographs 
– spotted Owlet, Zebra dove, Coppersmith 
Barbet with its crimson head and throat, rufous-
bellied Woodpecker, nordmann’s greenshank, 
malayan Plover, taiga Flycatcher with its black 
rump, great Knot, Oriental magpie robin, Little 
green Bee-eater which can also be seen in west 
africa and one of the rarest birds in the world 
– spoon-billed sandpipers. 

The butterflies included red lacewing 2½ times 
larger than our red admiral, commodore, green 
commodore and large yeoman, three of many  
with military names. dusky langur leaf monkey, 
grey Bellied and Burmese squirrels along with 
northern Tree shrew with its long tail and slow  
loris all featured.

after some beautiful butterflies and interesting 
mammals, we were back with birds. Orange-bellied 
Leafbird, Purple sunbird, greater and Lesser 
necked Laughingthrush, stripe-throated Bulbul, 
siberian Blue robin, Bar-backed Partridge, scaly 
breasted Partridge, red Junglefowl a not so 
distant relative of the domestic chicken, emerald 
dove and Long-tailed nightjar twice the size of 
the nightjar seen in the uK.

Moving to the south of Thailand with images of 
Chinese Blue Flycatcher, Puff throated Babbler, 
rail Babbler one of graham’s top ten birds in the 
world, Orange-bellied Flowerpecker, the 
endangered Chinese egret with just 2,000 pairs in 
the world, Crested serpent eagle, mangrove Pitta, 
striated Heron, Brown-winged Kingfisher with its 
huge red bill and the blue, Collared Kingfisher, 
Javan Frogmouth and Collard scops Owl. 

it was then back to chiang Mai, a different part of 
northern Thailand, where we were privileged to see 
White-capped redstart with its red breast and tail 

 5th January 2018n

Wildlife of thailand
By gerry Johnson

plumage, golden Babbler, Blue Whistling thrush, 
Crested Finchbill, Chestnut-tailed minla, 
Chestnut-crowned Laughingthrush, dark-backed 
sibia, giant nuthatch, Cook’s swift, daurian 
redstart, sooty-headed Bulbul, grey-headed 
Canary-flycatcher, Yellow-billed Fantail, Yellow 
Bittern, Long-tailed shrike, Chinese Pond Heron, 
mountain Bamboo Partridge, Little Pratincole, 
Large niltava, Chestnut-capped Babbler, 
grey-headed swamphen, Lesser Whistling duck 
and many more, some with stunning plumage.  asian 
water Monitor which reach some two-metres in 
length, slow loris, long-tailed Macaque and Banded 
rat snake. The images were first class with some 
taken in difficult conditions and having only the 
briefest of sightings.

graham visited Thailand for 3½ weeks during 
february in the dry season covering the superb 
saltpans south of Bangkok; the vast tropical forests 
of Kaeng Krachen on the border with Myanmar; the 
coastal Krabi and upland forests of Khao luang; 
north to chiang Mai and the three forested 
mountains of doi inthanon, doi lang and doi ang 
Khang, each with their different climates and 
species, all with accommodation in very good 
quality lodges and good food. it is essential to get a 
good local guide to ensure that you get the very best 
results from any visit. 

if you decide to go in the wet season special leech 
socks are an essential part of your wardrobe. leeches 
actually detect humans from some distance and 
home-in on our carbon dioxide emissions. outside 
of the dry season you will still have to contend with 
many leeches that drop off the trees and go down 
your neck! 

fortunately, our large audience of members and 
guests could enjoy and appreciate all the splendid 
photographs, and professional commentary, without 
the inconvenience of any biting insects or leeches. 
The evening was an excellent start to 2018 and i 
wonder which exotic parts of the world graham 
might introduce us to next time.

Silver-eared Mesia, a Northern Thailand forest birds 
everyone who visits wishes to see (grahaM EKins)
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 2nd February 2018n

nightjars, Woodlarks and dartford Warblers
By gerry Johnson

dr greg Conway, 20-years a research ecologist 
with the terrestrial ecology team at the BtO, 
started with a few details about thetford Forest, 
one of the areas where the subject species can be 
found. Thetford forest was created between 1922 and 
1939; it covers 19,000 hectare (47,000 acres) and 
consists mainly of scots and corsican Pine trees with 
some deciduous trees. it is one of the special sites 
where the special bird species can be found in the 
‘Brecklands’ of suffolk and norfolk. 

The first image of a european nightjar showed the 
degree of their exceptional cryptic plumage and why, if 
they remain stationary on the ground, it is easily 
possible to walk by without seeing it.  another 
photograph of a female nightjar in the hand showed 
the lack of white patches on the tail.

in the 1970’s there were ca.4,500 pairs in Thetford 
forest which declined to less than ca.2,000 pairs in the 
1980’s. But by understanding nightjar requirements 
better, and suitable land management, their numbers 
increased to ca.5,000 in 2010. nightjars are confined 

to a fewer areas which is due to the loss of habitats, 
especially in the south. interestingly dersingham 
Bog, just north of sandringham, has five-times the 
number of nightjars, which is thought to be due to 
the wetlands with an abundance of insect prey. it 
was originally thought that heather heaths were 
important but, following surveys, many old sites are 
no longer occupied, and nightjars are now in rough 
cleared areas of forest sites. There are very few in 
ireland due to the lack of suitable habitat.

There is still much to learn about the nightjars 
foraging range, food availability and their migration 
(the routes they take to get to their winter grounds 
in central africa). generally, they take 4-5 days to 
reach the congo, stopping in north africa to feed. 
They leave the uK in august/early september and 
return in late april to early June. Modern tracking 
technology weighs just 2 grams. geolocators have 
an accuracy of +/- 100 Km. whereas gPs loggers 
have a much better accuracy of +/- 15 metres but 
are considerably more expensive.
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indoor MEETings

 2nd march 2018n

Wildlife of eastern europe
By gerry Johnson

With the arrival of the ‘Beast from the East’ plus 
storm ‘Emma’ coming up from Portugal both 
hitting the uK during the preceding week of 
our march indoor meeting, much of Essex was 
subsequently covered in deep snow, up to 20 cm. 
in some places; sheet black ice covering many 
main roads and a biting gale force wind from the 
East making the wind-chill temperature feel like 
minus 12-14 deg c.  with these very severe winter 
weather conditions prevailing we needed to 
carefully consider members’ welfare travelling 
from around the county to attend the annual 
general Meeting and the indoor Meeting.  after 
consultation it was decided to cancel the entire 

evening in the interest of everybody’s safety. 
The cancellation was posted on social media 

sites; on the society website; on e-mail groups and 
directly to members for whom the Membership 
secretary Peter dwyer had received back their 
‘Declaration of Communication’ form. Please 
accept our apologies for any inconvenience that 
might have been caused due to the cancellation. 

however, there is a silver lining; steve grimwade 
has been re-booked to deliver his ‘Wildlife of 
Eastern Europe’ talk at our 2nd november 2018 
indoor Meeting when similar weather conditions 
are unlikely to interrupt the evening’s 
proceedings!

But before any tracking device can be fitted the 
nightjars nests must be located by teams of walkers 
covering areas walking no more than two-metres 
apart to avoid missing a nest. The ‘nest’ is basically a 
small depression with a few stones and a little 
vegetation. finding nests in tall vegetation and 
bracken is challenging.  Very fine nets are erected 
around a nest site as they are site faithful. nightjars 
are difficult to catch as they often see the fine nets 
and are doubly difficult to re-catch to obtain the 
data from the instrument. 

from the data collected, foraging flights out of the 
forest to feed over heaths has been plotted. These 
flights usually range between 8-10 Km. But one 
nightjar flew north from Thetford forest to the 
north norfolk coast; then east 25 Km. out to sea 
before turning and returning to land near yarmouth, 
then back to the forest.  

Moving onto Woodlarks; the uK is on the edge of 
their main breeding range of central Europe. They are 
a sedentary heathland species, adapted at using 
bracken cover. Between 1972 and 1991 woodlark 
numbers reduced by 50%, but they are now 
increasing again in the uK. This recovery is thought 
to be due to clear felling of mature plantations, 
creating suitable rough habitat.  woodlarks are 
species that like sandy, free draining soil.  as 
expected their strongholds include arne in dorset, 
the new forest in hampshire, the surrey heaths, 
parts of devon, lincolnshire and nottinghamshire, 
the suffolk coast and of course the Brecklands. But 
with the loss of set-a-side and 6,000 new houses 
planned for the Thetford area, putting a greater 
pressure on the forest, this could change. Between 

1997 and 2006 they have moved west into parts 
of wales and north into south yorkshire. 

like nightjar, woodlark nest on the ground 
making a nest amongst the grass and are subject 
to predation. The main culprits as expected include 
fox and carrion crow, but Badger, hedgehog,  
Mice, Muntjac deer and Kestrel have all been 
recorded at nests.

finally, greg provided details about dartford 
Warblers: a species that has historically bread 
mainly in spain and Portugal, but over recent years 
they have been declining in spain due to habitat 
change.  approximately 50% of their population is 
now found in just ten sites. There were 450 
territories in 1961 which have declined to just 
eleven in 1993. 

Possible due to climate change breeding has 
moved north into the uK. similar to woodlarks, 
dartford warbler first bred at arne and in the new 
forest in 1974, which still remains one of their 
strong hold.  with milder winters in the uK there 
have been huge changes from 2006 when dartford 
warblers moved west into devon, cornwall and 
south wales, and also into the Brecklands, East 
anglia, along the suffolk coast and north norfolk. 
from studies, their range has increased by over 
118% and the population has increased by 
70%.  while this is excellent news, changes to their 
habitat or a series of long wet and cold winters or 
server periods of freezing weather could decimate 
numbers due to a lack of insects.

greg delivered a very informative talk about 
species we have seen on trips to Minsmere and the 
Thetford area of East anglia. 
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indoor MEETings

 6th april 2018n

Kakapo – night Parrot of new Zealand
By gerry Johnson

ed Keeble introduced the Kakapo as “One of the 
most wonderful living birds, a very large, heavy 
Parrot”. ed then produced a stuffed imitation 
Kakapo from his bag and passed it round the 
audience to guess its weight. not a ground Parrot 
or a night Parrot from australia, but green in colour, 
nocturnal, flightless and native to new Zealand, one 
of the world’s rarest birds! 

over millions of years some species, including the 
Kakapo lost the power of flight. This made what was 
once a common bird vulnerable as the native Maris 
found them good eating and the introduction of 
non-native stoats was and still is a big problem.  a 
number of species subsequently became extinct over 
the years. fortunately richard henry realised what 
was happening to the Kakapo and set up a sanctuary 
on resolution island some 800 Metres from the 
mainland, but a stoat managed to swim across and 
by 1950/60 only a few Kakapo 
remained. however, in the  
fiordland of south island some  
1,900 Kakapo were confined to this 
remote area, but again through 
predation these eventually reduced 
to just three males and one female  
in Milford sound.

The remote stewart island situated 
off south island reported some 
Kakapo there. stewart island is  
10 km long and covered with thick 
scrub with rats but no stoats. it is 
ideal habitat for Kakapo. in 1981 a 
nest was discovered and Ed took a 
gap year and headed for new 
Zealand.  armed with a letter of 
recommendation from Bert axial as arranged by derek 
Moore, Ed was able to become an important member 
of the pioneer relocation team headed by don 
Murton. This was before the days of fibre cable and 
drones to survey nests. The site was remote and the 
facilities were very limited to say the least, the 
conservation work was challenging and undertaken 
with blood, sweat and tears.

Kakapo feed on up to 120 different plants species, 
just nibbling on them and only breed when they are in 
‘tip-top’ condition. They must therefore rely on good 
years for these plants, which only occurs every 
three-years. during the day Kakapo hold-up, but at 
night they forage up to 8 Km. from their nest site, 
feeding on the diverse vegetation. during this 
dedicated year Ed was able to obtain the first 
photograph of a Kakapo chick for 75 years.

The call of a Kakapo is very loud, booming like a 
Bittern and can be heard from a considerable distance. 

This call is supplemented with a 
high pitch ‘ching’ call to finally 
attract females to exactly where 
the males are located. 

interestingly if females are too 
fat they only produce male 
chicks. Therefore the conservation 
team are doing everything 
possible to increase numbers and 
achieve a healthy population 
through hands-on methods. 

health checks and electronic monitoring with 
supplementary feeding as might be required, 
artificial insemination, constant monitoring of nest 
sites, chick relocation and hand rearing are all part of 
the programme to increase the current population 
of just 150. further plans are to have a mainland site 
free of introduced predators by 2050.  we should not 
get complacent but events are looking brighter for 
the Kakapo, native to new Zealand and one of the 
world’s rarest birds.

now about the guesses for the weight of the 
stuffed Kakapo which varied considerably, but an 
adult weighs up to 8 Kg (17.5 lb). Ed had given us a 
very interesting and thought inspiring talk about the 
Kakapo along with the extreme conservation steps 
being taken in new Zealand to prevent this unique 
species from becoming extinct.

Thanks to the Kakapo Recovery New Zealand Department 
of Conservation for use of the photos.
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interesting indoor meetings
at the Quaker Meeting house, 82 rainsford road, chelmsford, cM1 2Ql. Members £3.00 each, guests £4.00 
each on the door. no concessions. refreshments served during the interval. Meetings start at 20:00 unless 
stated otherwise (i.e.  agM in March at 19:30). limited parking on site but there is a large currently ‘free’ car 
park less than a minute walk away next to the county hotel. 
Please note: To prevent damage to the polished wooden floors ‘stiletto’ type high heel shoes and boots  
are not permitted in the Quaker Meeting house. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.  
guests most welcome.

Programme 2018 / 2019

Friday 7th september 2018 
Birds of the russian Far east
This is Chris Collins’ most popular talk reviewing the 
birds and wildlife of this amazing, but rarely visited 
region. it includes photographs of siberian rubythroat, 
steller’s sea-eagle, horned & Tufted Puffin, ribbon 
seal plus the critically endangered spoon-billed 
sandpiper  

Friday 5th October 2018
inVOLVement in Birding from the 
YOunger generatiOn; VOLuntarY 
COnserVatOn WOrK & Birding 
arOund sOutHend
max Hellicar, winner of the ‘Cornell Lab of 
Ornithology Young Birders Event in 2017’ in ithaca, 
new york, usa, gives not 1, not 2, but 3 very different 
short talks from a young birders perspective 

Friday 2nd november 2018
WiLdLiFe of eastern eurOPe
’Swallow Birding’ tour guide steve grimwade takes us 
on a fantastic journey through Poland, hungary, 
Belarus and Bulgaria showcasing the amazing variety 
of Birds, Butterflies & flowers of this unspoilt region. 
Highly recommended

Friday 7th december 2018
WiLdLiFe of CuBa
graham ekins takes us to the amazing island of cuba 
with an incredible variety of endemic birds, reptiles 
and insects. fabulous reserves from the forested areas 
to the beaches and mangroves. giant Kingbird, 
Bare-legged owl, Tawny-shouldered Blackbird, cuban 
nightjar, Blue-headed Quail-dove will all feature.

Friday 11th January 2019 
YeLLOWstOne natiOnaL ParK – Birds, 
BisOn, Bears and more 
We are joined again by duncan macdonald from 
‘Speyside Wildlife’, starting with a pictorial journey 
with the spectacular backdrop of the Teton Mountains 
then heading north to yellowstone national Park and 
finishing at “Old Faithful” the famous geyser, plus the 
grande Prismatic Pool, bubbling mud and stunning 
travertine terraces at Mammoth

Friday 1st February 2019 
Birding in BangLadesH
rob sheldon, chairman of the ornithological society 
of the Middle East, highlights some of the key 
birdwatching sites across Bangladesh, hosting some 
high-profile species, including spoon-billed sandpiper, 
Masked finfoot and a range of other shorebird species 
on many birdwatchers ‘must see’ list.

Friday 1st march 2019 (after agm at 19:30)
gOsHaWK and WHinCHat 
dr ian Henderson, BTo senior research Ecologist 
international research, delivers two excellent talks 
about two very different species. The northern 
goshawk is famous for being an elusive species but so 
much has now been learnt from their tracking studies 
in the Brecklands. The whinchat has declined rapidly in 
the last 20 years! research on salisbury Plain and in 
africa investigated their migration strategy and about 
their winter destinations 

Friday 5th april 2019
OWLs of the WOrLd 
dr Michael leach has encountered 86 of the 133 
species of owl alive today. in this talk he looks at 
many of these and tells of his adventures working with 
them around the globe for more than 20-years.  we 
will meet, amongst others, great horned, snowy, 
Pygmy, great grey and spectacled owls.  and the 
biggest of them all, the deer-stalking Eagle owl! not 
to be missed 
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Programme 2018
Friendly Field trip meetings
for more details and to book coach seats, phone gerry Johnson on 07775 663166 (after 19:00). currently free car 
park next to county hotel in chelmsford.  all coach Trips commence from Trinity church (opposite the county hotel) 
07:15 for 07:30 departure, unless stated otherwise, pick-ups at shenfield high school 07:45 and oak P.h. grays 08:00 
or swan P.h. stanway 08:00, depending on the direction of travel. £20-£23 each, subject to destination and 
attendance.  accompanied juniors ‘free’.  an entrance charge applies to some venues and reserves for non-members of 
rsPB, wwT, wildlife Trusts, etc. To avoid disappointing anyone on a waiting list, non-attended coach bookings without 
cancellation will incur the trip cost.  all non-coach trips are free to attend by members and guests please meet at the 
venue car park at 09:00.

sunday 19th august 2018 (07:00 start)
the Bird Fair
rutland water is home of the annual ‘Bird fair’, where 
you have the opportunity to do some Birdwatching 
from the 30 hides; book your next trip; purchase a field 
guide; take in a lecture or two; or just enjoy the many 
displays in 18 huge marquees and outside exhibits. 
Pre-book online for reduced rate for rsPB/EwT 
members. chelmsford only

sunday 16th september 2018 (07:00 start)
snettisham rsPB reserve & Coastal Park
This area of the ‘wash’ is infamous for its huge flocks of 
wader murmurations as the incoming tide drives them 
off the feeding grounds.  we will also visit the coastal 
park north of the rsPB reserve for migrants amongst 
the extended scrub. chelmsford only    

sunday 21st October 2018 (non-coach trip)
Walton-on-the-naze (CO14 8Le) & Holland 
Haven (CO15 5tX) 
a trip to the north-east of the county starting at the 
naze for winter migrants such as short-eared owl, 
fieldfare, redwing, wheatear, firecrest, Brent geese 
and the possibility of a rarity such as yellow-browed 
warbler, ring ouzel or wryneck. on to holland haven 
country Park in the afternoon to complete the day 

sunday 11th november 2018
Oare marshes KWt reserve 
overlooking the swale estuary towards the isle-of-
sheppey, we will be looking for Merlin, Marsh harrier, 
sparrowhawk plus winter waders and wildfowl. 
shenfield & grays pick-ups as required

sunday  9th december 2018 (non-coach trip) 
thameside eWt nature Park (ss17 0rn) 
located on the Thames estuary, with varied habitats, 
and many winter visitors, raptors, waders and wildfowl. 
hot drinks served in the warm centre.

sunday  20th January 2019 (non-coach trip) 
abberton reservoir (CO2 0eu) & Fingrinhoe 
(CO5 7dn) eWt reserves
superb Essex sites with much potential to see stunning 
species such as Bittern, smew, goldeneye, grebe, divers, 

owls and winter thrushes. hot drinks and food are 
available at both reserves. check which site is to be 
visited first.

sunday  17th February 2019 (07:00 start)
Frampton marsh rsPB reserve 
returning to this excellent lincolnshire reserve on the 
north side of the ‘wash’ for lapland Bunting, Twite, Tree 
sparrow, raptors and masses of waders, geese plus 
possible rarities. chelmsford only          

sunday  17th march 2019
Pulborough Brooks rsPB reserve
in the heart of the sussex countryside we will be 
looking for water rail, Bullfinch, Blackcap, Peregrine, 
woodpeckers, lingering winter and early summer 
migrants in the varied habitats. shenfield & grays 
pick-ups as required.

sunday  14th april 2019
the ‘Brecklands’ 
lynford arboretum & santon downham: two very 
different sites to discover hawfinch, firecrest, 
Brambling and crossbill at lynford; cuckoo, grey 
wagtail, lesser spotted woodpecker, Turtle dove and 
lesser redpoll at santon downham, along with early 
summer migrants. chelmsford only 

sunday 19th may 2019 (07:00 start) 
normandy marsh to Keyhaven marsh HWt 
reserves 
a first time site to be visited where we amble along the 
5 miles of the beautiful coast of the western solent 
between the two reserves where we will see breeding 
common, sandwich and little Terns with 
Mediterranean gulls amongst the gull colony plus 
many waders. shenfield & grays pick-ups as required.

sunday – 9th June 2019
Old Lodge sWt reserve 
ashdown forest in part of ‘the weald’ is in the beautiful 
sussex countryside, where we will be looking for Tree 
Pipit, woodlark, redstart, nuthatch, Treecreeper, Turtle 
dove, spotted flycatcher, hobby, garden warbler, 
Bullfinch, yellowhammer and Peregrine, plus damsel 
and dragonflies across the stunning undulating 
landscape. shenfield & grays pick-ups as required.
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Field trips

it was calm, relatively mild, grey, over cast and 
dull day for our first Field trip meeting of 2018 to 
the rsPB rainham marshes reserve on the north 
bank of the thames river, but the company that 
attended were anything but dull! our friendly 
group numbered 28 (including guests caroline and 
dave reay from south london) assembled in the car 
park, exchanging details about the gifts that they 
received for christmas and making ready for ’Swallow 
Birding’ leader steve grimwade to commence the 
walk. 

from the warm centre we could see that water 
levels were good with many water fowl enjoying the 
scrape habitat.  as we descended the steel path 
structure from the centre we noted eurasian 
Wigeon, eurasian teal, mallard, gadwall, Common 
shelduck, northern shoveler, tufted ducks, 
Canada geese elegant male northern Pintail and 
many northern Lapwing on the mud spits dividing 
the lagoons.  at the feeding station european 
goldfinch, Common starling and House sparrow 
were all busy competing for space to eat. Moving on 
the enclosed old cordite store area, a quiet and 
secluded area where species often retreat to in bad 
weather conditions, but being a calm day only 
european robin, eurasian Blue and great tit were 
seen.

Before reaching the Ken Barrett hide a Western 
Barn Owl was located sitting at the entrance of a 
tawny owl box in a distant tree in the wooded area 
along with a male eurasian Bullfinch. it remained to 
allow good ‘scoped views. from the hide overlooking 
aveley Pools we noted Little egret, Common 
Pochard, 16 Common snipe and fantastic views of a 
male northern Lapwing with its stunning green 

plumage and crest all reflected in the still water.
along the northern boardwalk a male Peregrine 

Falcon was perched high on a distant pylon surveying 
a large area for suitable prey. Common reed 
Bunting, two Common Kestrels, two Common 
Chiffchaffs, three Western marsh Harriers and six 
european stonechats were seen in the reedbed and 
we heard five Cetti’s Warblers before reaching the 
modern shooting Butts hide overlooking Butts scrape 
to the front and Target pools to the rear. steve located 
the first of five ruffs amongst Canada, greylag and 
Brant geese plus a Water Pipit all on Target pools. 
on Butts scrape grey Heron, Common redshank, 
11 Black-tailed godwit, eurasian skylark, White 
Wagtail and great Cormorant all featured.  

in the flooded meadow behind dragonfly pool a 
lone eurasian Curlew poked the soft ground for 
food.  as we rounded the corner richard stanley and 
Peter wilde saw a water Vole swimming across one of 
the channels.

Exiting the reserve via the turnstile allowed the 
group to scan the Thames foreshore due to the falling 
tide. on the exposed mud were gulls, mainly 
Black-headed and european Herring gulls amongst 
a small flock of 20 Pied avocets at the water edge.

The number of species identified by the group 
during our visit approached 70 included song thrush, 
Fieldfare and 20 redwings on a mild, calm January 
day. Even the sun put in an appearance for a short 
time early during the afternoon as we walked along 
the sea wall.        

after enjoying lunch and refreshments in the centre 
the group dispersed, but Judith ross decided to look 
around the bushes by the entrance road before 
heading for home and was rewarded with probably 
the best bird of the day, a Common Firecrest and a 
confiding european robin which took food from 
Judith’s hand.

rsPB rainham Marshes is an excellent Essex reserve 
with varied habitats attracting an interesting range of 
species and never fails to deliver a great days birding. 

rainham marshes  
rsPB reserve
14th January 2018 by gerry Johnson

rsPB dungeness reserve
11th February 2018 by steve grimwade

Forty members and guests, including Jane noble, 
Josie King, david L smith, sharron and Kevin 
Walsh who were all with us for the first time, 
joined the coach at chelmsford or at the additional 
pickups in shenfield and grays for the journey to the 
vast expanse of shingle at dungeness, Kent.

The day started by heading to the area adjacent to 
the power station where we were greeted by the 
romney Marshes warden owen leyshon who kindly 
updated us on bird news and some information on 

the area. The group then spent the next hour-and-a-
half sea-watching around ‘the patch’, an area of 
warm water expelled from the nuclear power 
station, which attracts large numbers of birds.

small numbers of red-throated diver and 
northern gannets passed offshore and with some 
patience we found Common guillemot, razorbill 
and Black-legged Kittiwake amongst the 
thousands of gulls.

Eventually we found a first-winter glaucous gull 
resting on the sea where good ‘scope views were 
enjoyed.  with time running out, we ambled back to 
the coach noting several european stonechats and 
a couple of meadow Pipits in the areas of gorse and 
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short grass close to the romney, hythe and 
dymchurch railway station.

The journey round to the rsPB reserve didn’t take 
long and after checking in at the visitor centre we had 
lunch in some of the hides overlooking Burrowes Pit. 
good numbers of northern shoveler fed close to the 
hides along with a few Common goldeneye, gadwall, 
tufted duck, Common Pochard and eurasian teal. 

Bird news came in from other parts of the reserve, so 
we walked round to christmas dell hide which was a 
little crowded to say the least with many additional 
visitors peering over the screens to scan the pits.  a fine 
winter-plumage Horned grebe was seen plus a 
juvenile Black-throated diver and three smew, a 
drake and two redheads.  a great egret flew past 
delighting everyone as it made its way northwards 
towards dengemarsh.  

we headed that way and from the large hide it was 
great to see eurasian Curlew and vast mixed flocks  
of european golden Plover and northern Lapwing 

taking to the air. The cause of these disturbances  
was a female merlin plus a couple of Western marsh 
Harriers.

our next port of call was Boulderwall farm where  
up to seven eurasian tree sparrows were on the 
feeders with finches and tits. Moving over to the arc 
pit, we strolled down to hanson hide where a  
eurasian Bittern was seen crashing a way through 
the reeds and another great egret took shelter from 
the blustery wind.

a few Long-tailed tits moved through the willows 
and with them were four Common Chiffchaffs that 
were wintering in the area.

Time was slowly running away and with several 
vicious looking clouds heading towards us, we walked 
back to the hides close to the centre where the 
glaucous gull was seen roosting with large numbers 
of gulls and great Cormorants.

we all got back to the coach just as the bad 
weather arrived – perfect timing! once again and our 
visit to the dungeness area provided us with some 
excellent sightings and we all had a fantastic day!
Foot note by Gerry Johnson – Some members 
consider the Dungeness peninsula area to be just a 
vast shingle wasteland and dislike it, while others 
consider the area to be quite unique and a special 
area of outstanding natural beauty with so much to 
offer! According to the Romney Marshes warden, over 
a million visitors come to the area every year so it 
must have a certain attraction and appeal. 

The greater Dungeness area had certainly delivered 
an excellent day’s birding, with 78 species identified 
by the group on a fine, mild, bright but breeze 
winter’s day. Having taken a ‘Swallow Birding’ group 
to Dungeness the previous day, we were fortunate to 
have leader Steve Grimwade with us, to locate many 
of the species seen and to make the trip so enjoyable. 
Many thanks Steve.

rutland Water, egleton  
& Lyndon reserves
8th april 2018 by gerry Johnson

it was a pleasant spring day for our trip to rutland 
Water, in the smallest county in the country with 
one of the largest bodies of water in the country. 
on route Common Buzzard, red Kite, Common 
Pheasant and red-legged Partridges were 
noted.  we arrived at the anglian water Birdwatching 
centre at Egleton, which was quite different to our 
regular august trip when thousands of visitors decent 
on rutland for the superb annual * ‘Bird Fair’.

from the centre, leader steve grimwade headed 
north towards the large lagoon no 4. some of the 
group stopped off en-route at redshank, grebe and 
osprey hides. The path running along the edge of 
‘sharples Meadow’ produced a number of species, 
including Common reed Bunting, eurasian 
Bullfinch and Yellowhammer. once at the lagoon 

most of the group headed for dunlin hide, and with 
so many pairs of eyes the following species were a 
selection noted. great Crested grebe, great 
Cormorant, northern Lapwing, tufted duck, 
northern shoveler, Common shelduck, northern 
Pintail, eurasian teal, Little egret, Common 
goldeneye, european golden Plover, Common 
redshank, eurasian Oystercatcher and eurasian 
Wigeon. on closer examination of the wigeon on 
the embankment, a fine drake american Wigeon 
could be made out from its green head plumage with 
a white crown stripe.  american Wigeon manage to 
arrive annually in the uK, but it is not a species you 
see on a regular basis. Barn swallow, Common sand 
martin, Common House martin and Common 
swift were all seen in small numbers quartering over 
the lagoon.

with grey skies and a little mizzle, we moved on to 
shoveler, Buzzard, crake and lapwing hides where 
the species of note included Black-necked grebe, 
close in by the shore, and a distant greater scaup; 

RSPB Dungeness Reserve from the top of the old light house 
- vast flat area of the shingle with the RSPB reserve in the 
distance

fiEld TriPs
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Common snipe and mediterranean gulls amongst 
a colony of noisy nesting Black-headed gulls. 

The group started to slowly back-track towards the 
centre, stopping many times to appreciate the 
various passerines seen and heard. Common 
Chiffchaffs, Blackcaps and Cetti’s Warblers were 
unmistakeable.

following the short drive from Egleton reserve to 
lyndon reserve the weather conditions did not 
improve, but the bird species seen did.  The feeding 
station situated outside the large panoramic 
windows of the centre had lots of birds coming and 
going. eurasian tree sparrow, unfortunately now 
absent from Egleton, were joined by Yellowhammer, 
european goldfinch, european greenfinch, 
Common Linnet, Lesser redpoll and great spotted 
Woodpecker.

after enjoying the species attracted to the feeding 
station we gradually moved off in search of recent 
arrivals – the returning ospreys! heading for the large 
waderscrape hide, via deep water and Tufted duck 
hides on the south shore of south arm 2 and Manton 
Bay, we entered waderscrape hide where there were 
volunteers on hand to provide information about the 
reserve and the species on display.  a female Osprey 
was sitting on three eggs on a nest platform, on the 
north side of Manton Bay, with the male Osprey 
perched on a branch lower to the water level.  while 
the female sits incubating the eggs it is the male that 
undertakes all the fishing for the pair, and most of the 
fishing when the young birds are developing. 

across south arm 2 a Western Barn Owl could be 
seen perched on a fence for some minutes before it 
moved off hunting. further out in south arm 1 the 
shape of two great northern divers could be seen 
well between dives with a telescope.  amongst the 
prey caught, crayfish were on the menu.

Back in the lyndon centre we connected again 
with the species on the feeders, and outside the door 
leading to Teal hide a male Brambling moved 
around in an ash tree.

The two rutland water reserves have excellent 
facilities, with seven hides plus the centre at lyndon 
and an impressive 28 hides plus the centre at 
Egleton. To do justice to these facilities, and the 
eight lagoons, more time is needed to have a chance 
of seeing all the species across the reserves. our 
group of 30 members and guests had a fantastic day 
and managed to identify a very creditable 90 species 
during our days visit, just two-hours from Essex. 
Thanks to steve grimwade for leading the walks and 
managing to get so many of the group onto the 
target species.   

rsPB titchwell marshes 
reserve
13th may 2018 by gerry Johnson

north norfolk is always a great place to visit, but 
during may it can be just fantastic. Following the 
overnight rain, it was a dull morning as we 
boarded the coach for the 07:00 departure, with 
John Mapp and son Benn joining us for the first time.
The traffic was light, and we were soon at our 
comfort stop, enjoying refreshments at walker’s at 
the Barton Mills services, before heading for our 
norfolk destination of Titchwell Marshes and 
commence our day’s birding in earnest. The short 
walk through the wooded glade from the car park to 
the centre was full of birds singing with european 
goldfinch, european greenfinch, Common 
Chaffinch, great and european Blue tit amongst 
the species seen on the feeders hanging outside the 
rear of the centre. 

some of our group headed off along the west bank 
footpath towards the freshwater Marsh followed by 
the tidal Volunteer Marsh and eventually the beach. 
others took the board walk leading to East trail, 
overlooking Patsy’s reedbed and East Pond.

willow carr and reedbed Pool delivered the song of 

sedge and eurasian reed Warbler, which were seen 
climbing the reed stems or flying across flashes of 
water, and in the distance at least four Little gulls 
could be seen flying with Black-headed gulls. 
Physical size and plumage differences made 
identification that much easier between the species. 
Male and female Western marsh Harriers 
quartered the reedbed in search of prey and the first 
of three Common Cuckoos flew over.

from Parrinder hide (south) views of waders and 
water fowl moving around on the islands and in the 
shallow water produced, in my opinion, the bird and 
display of the day and probably of the current 
programme of trips.  a fine male ruff, with a cream 
coloured ‘ruff’, displaying to an apparent 
uninterested dark plumage female. The variation in 
plumage colour between the two ruff was quite 
striking, and to witness the spectacle was really a 
rare privilege not seen on our trips previously. 
dunlin, Pied avocet, both Bar-tailed and Black-
tailed godwits, ruddy turnstone and Common 
redshank moved about, feeding in the shallow 
water. 

wildfowl featured well during the day, which 
included tufted duck, northern shoveler, 
eurasian teal, red-crested Pochard, Common 
Pochard, Common shelduck and eurasian 

*Why not join us on a luxury air-conditioned 
coach to ‘The British Bird Watching Fair’ at 
Rutland Water on Sunday 19th August.  Contact 
Gerry Johnson on 07775 663166 for further 
details and to book your place(s). It is a great day 
out for everyone.
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Wigeon. noisy Canada and greylag geese arrived 
and departed throughout the day. Brant, egyptian 
and Pink-footed geese boosted the species seen.

amongst the breeding colony of Black-headed 
gulls at least 23 adult mediterranean gulls could be 
seen with their black heads and blood-red bills. 
Common, sandwich and Little terns were also 
noted on freshwater Marsh as were eurasian Curlew, 
Common ringed and Little ringed Plover.    

The wooden ramp across the sand dunes to the 
platform for wheel chair users to view the beach has 
not yet been replaced following being destroyed in a 
storm, which is unfortunate and hope it will be 
replaced at sometime in the near future. sanderling, 
eurasian Oystercatcher and ruddy turnstone 
could be seen on the beach. 

The sea was quite calm where Black-legged 
Kittiwake, a Common scoter, northern Fulmar, a 
3rd year northern gannet and a red-throated diver 
were found, plus a Whimbrel flying northwards. 

Volunteer Marsh remained dry for most of the time, 

but during the afternoon the incoming tide 
attracted birds along the water edge.  Whimbrel, 
eurasian Oystercatcher and 12 very smart grey 
Plover in their splendid summer plumage featured. 
francis hall noted a single european golden Plover, 
Janet avery had Lesser Whitethroat and Terry 
Malby found a spotted redshank.

although Common skylark and meadow Pipit 
were seen in low numbers, as were Common House 
martins, Barn swallows and particularly Common 
swifts, the lack in numbers could just be due to the 
recent wet, cold weather and we hope that they 
arrive in greater numbers soon.       

The bushes on either side of the board walk 
heading for East trail were full of birds singing 
– eurasian Blackcap, Common Chiffchaff, 
Common Blackbird, Common Whitethroat, 
finches and tits. Cetti’s Warbler were heard, but 
again not in the numbers expected. it has been 
suggested that the second very cold spell, with 
strong biting wind and heavy snow from the east in 
mid-March, has unfortunately taken its toll on 
cetti’s warblers.  Peter King also located a pair of 
Common Buzzard soaring high on a thermal with 
Western marsh Harrier, and chris Jones spotted a 
male eurasian Bullfinch in the bushes around the 
car park area when heading back to board the coach. 

although not a vast reserve in area there is 
certainly more than enough to explore at Titchwell 
Marshes, with the different habitats and the reserve 
being such a magnet for so many different bird 
species due to its location. it had been a very 
satisfying, bird filled day for the group, with the 
day’s total of species identified a very impressive 
101. not since our joint visit to Titchwell and holme 
dunes three years ago, in october 2015, had the 
group achieved over the hundred species in a day, 
confirming just how good north norfolk can be, 
especially during the month of May. 

Lakenheath Fen  
rsPB reserve 
10th June 2018 by gerry Johnson

We again had new members – michelle Bonwick, 
richard Jones and Jonathan Pearce – join this 
meeting to Lakenheath Fen, our final Field trip of 
the 2017-2018 programme. it was a fresh, dry 
morning as the group boarded the coach and 
headed off.  we travelled northwards up the M11 
where a red Kite was noted gliding over the coach 
prior to crossing the Essex boarder.
with the light traffic conditions, we were soon at 
the Barton Mills services where refreshments and a 
selection of tasty rolls were consumed before 
continuing past the usaf lakenheath and onto our 
destination. Before leaving the coach the decision 
had to be made regarding if a fleece or coat might 

be necessary? with the weather predicted to get 
warmer, those already in shorts opted for shirt 
sleeves while others decided to go with a light 
jumper or thin coat.
 from the centre we past the pond adjacent to the 
board walk and headed off on the East wood trail. 
Before reaching the new fen viewpoint Common 
Whitethroat and garden Warbler were heard and 
seen amongst bushes close to the railway track. 
once at the viewpoint we made ourselves 
comfortable and recorded the species on view. 
great Crested grebe, tufted duck, eurasian Coot 
on the exposed flashes of water cutting through the 
reedbed; european reed Warbler, Willow Warbler 
along with good numbers of Common reed 
Bunting flying between the reeds and Western 
marsh Harrier, grey Heron, eurasian Bittern and 
Common Kingfisher flying over the reedbed.

Moving on some of the group chose to take the 

RSPB Titchwell Marsh Reserve (gErry Johnson)
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path along the river bank while other took the path 
running parallel with the main track leading to the 
Trail wood viewpoint. The river walk proved to be 
relatively quiet with eurasian Curlew, eurasian 
Oystercatcher, northern Lapwing, northern 
shoveler, eurasian teal and gadwall amongst the 
species seen. on the path to the viewpoint excellent 
views of two eurasian Hobbies hunting just over 
our heads in the warm, calm conditions were 
appreciated. The hobbies bold face markings 
pointed wings and strong streaked breast plumage 
was easily made out as they caught and 
dismembered damsel and dragonflies in flight, both 
in good numbers.

Taking a short detour off to the left took us to 
Mere hide; known for sightings of Eurasian Bittern. 
on arrival it was already occupied by other visitors 
so decided to return to the main track and continue 
on towards Joist fen viewpoint. This was fortunate as 
before reaching the track a eurasian Bittern flew 
from the reedbed and flew by very close to where 
we stood. so, close we could hear it calling! we 
watched as it flew off towards new fen viewpoint 
only to turn and return and fly over the stand of tall 
popular trees. it was one of the longest bittern 
flights witnessed by members of the group.

By the time Joist fen viewpoint was reached lunch 
and cold drinks were most welcomed in the hot 
sunshine, with the temperature reaching a 
comfortable 23 deg c.  a pair of eurasian Blackcaps 
occupied a bush to our left and a Cetti’s Warbler 
flew between bushes on the left and right sides of 
the position. Common Buzzards and more Western 
marsh Harriers flew over the vast reedbed.  while 
scanning the reedbed a eurasian Bittern was 
located by howard Manners half way up the reeds 
just 20 metres from where we sat. it was while eyes 
were trained on this bird a second eurasian Bittern 
flew up from only a metre to the left of the first 
bird.  while at this viewpoint at least eight sightings 

of eurasian Bittern were had amongst the reeds 
and in flight. Knowing the area where the common 
cranes frequent a watchful eye was also maintained 
in that direction and Matt Turner was fortunate to 
get a brief sighting of two Common Cranes on the 
ground.

some of the group started to walk back after 
eating while others remained in anticipation that 
better views of the crane’s might be forthcoming. 
eurasian Bittern were again seen, putting our 
sightings into double figures. something not 
achieved on any previous trips to any of the places 
visited.

Being early June the eurasian reed Warbler and 
sedge Warbler song was not as intense as heard in 
May, but still enjoyed amongst the other bird song. 
some of the group could remember when the 
beautiful song of the breeding Eurasian golden 
oriole was once heard amongst the popular trees on 
this reserve. sadly, they are no longer present, but it 
is hoped that they may return one day?

standing on the veranda behind the centre eating 
ice creams we watched a Common Kingfisher on a 
post at the far end of the pond.  we were conscious 
of disturbing its fishing but after a couple of 
unsuccessful attempts to catch fish the kingfisher 
few towards our position and perched in the low 
branch of a willow tree just to our right. it dived into 
the water to emerge with a small silver fish in its bill.

our group had enjoyed a great day at lakenheath 
fen reserve; with 71 species identified during the 
day by the group under the guidance of leader steve 
grimwade from ‘Swallow Birding’. some species 
were seen exceptionally well, all in brilliant hot 
summer weather.

we look forward to members and guests joining 
some of the trips in the new programme of meetings 
as per the fixture card enclosed with this issue of 
‘Essex Birding’. starting with the ‘Bird Fair’ on  
19th august. do have a great summer.   

Great Crested Grebe family (PETEr hEaTh)
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Book review
 geoff gibbsn

J.a. Baker’s book ‘The Peregrine’ was published by 
collins in 1967, followed by ‘The Hill of Summer’ in 
1969. observations described in the books were 
made by Baker during his explorations by bicycle 
east from chelmsford (where he lived) towards 
danbury and Maldon, and then along the north and 
south shores of the Blackwater. his sightings of 
wintering peregrines were made between 1955 and 
1965, when peregrines and other predators were in 
steep decline, caused by organochlorine insecticide 
residues ingested via prey items. his observations 
were condensed into a single year in his first book, 
which resulted in some readers being rather 
sceptical about what he saw. indeed, the Editors of 
the Essex Bird report at the time suggested that 
Baker’s peregrines were falconers’ birds, not wild 
birds. following the favourable reception of ‘The 
Peregrine’ by the literary critics, Baker then wrote up 
his summer (spring to autumn) observations of 
wildlife in ‘The Hill of Summer’, again as if made in a 
single year.  
More information about Baker’s life became 
available in 2010 when both books were republished 
by collins in a single volume, with a very readable 
12-page introduction by Mark cocker. This begins by 
stating ‘J.a. Baker (1926-1987) is now widely 
acknowledged as one of the most important British 
writers on nature in the twentieth century’. The 
texts of both books follow, and then John fanshawe 
introduces excerpts from Baker’s unpublished diaries 
which came to light in 2005, almost 20 years after 
his death. These show that he was largely a solitary 
birdwatcher, sometimes accompanied by sid 
(harman) and ’g’ (not identified). geoff Pyman and 
stan hudgell were also mentioned. i wonder if Baker 
ever went to an EBwPs meeting? Probably not. 
fanshawe was unable to interview anyone who went 
birding with him.  as fanshawe stresses, perhaps the 
main striking change since the diaries were written 
(1954 – 62) is the sheer fall in numbers of many of 
the birds mentioned, such as lapwing, Turtle dove 
and Tree sparrow.
a proper biography of J.a. Baker was obviously 
desirable, and this became available when ‘My House 
of Sky’ was published last year. The primary source 
for this was a collection of Baker’s diaries, 
manuscripts, letters, maps, notebooks and 
photographs which became available by 2013. 
letters include around 50 written to friends, with 

whom he began to explore the countryside to the 
east of chelmsford. The full archive is stored at the 
university of Essex, with a selection of items 
reproduced in ‘My House of Sky’. his maps 
annotated with cycle routes and peregrine sightings 
round the Blackwater are fascinating.
a single child, Baker had a difficult relationship with 
his jealous father. he got into the grammar school 
in chelmsford (KEgs) but, partly because of 
ill-health, was not able to continue beyond the 
lower sixth which meant he did not go to 
university. in 1954, not long after leaving school, he 
had a nervous breakdown and was treated at roffey 
Park house in sussex. Most of his friends went off to 
do national service, while Baker tried out various 
jobs, most of which he found boring or stressful. 
Eventually in 1951 he settled into a job in the local 
automobile association office, where he worked for 
16 years. 
Poetry was his first love, and he developed a desire 
to be a great writer. The diaries which were to form 
the basis of his books began in 1954; by 1962 the 
effects of arthritis means they became difficult for 
others to read. he left the aa job so he could write 
full-time, and for several years he and his wife 
doreen lived on savings and national assistance. 
‘The Peregrine’ was published in 1967 and was a 
great success, winning the duff cooper Memorial 
Prize. he worked on various projects after his second 
book, including an article attacking the Maplin sands 
airport proposals, and there was to be a BBc TV film 
on his work. This was never made, and he died in 
1987 aged 61.
Those of us who have spent long days exploring and 
birdwatching round chelmsford, and on the Essex 
coast, will find considerable interest in Baker’s life. 
he never travelled abroad, considering that his local 
area was just as wild as the african savannahs and 
the south sea islands.  we can probably agree with 
him that ‘The hardest thing of all is to see what is 
really there’.  we may have seen what he saw, but his 
great achievement was to write about it so well.

My House of Sky – The life and work of 
J.A. Baker, by Hetty saunders,  
published by Little toller Books, 2017
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norTh ThaMEs gull grouP

after 34 years of operating on Pitsea landfill site 
catching gulls the north Thames gull group have 
taken their last catch on the site. The landfill is due to 
close in 2018 and already the food waste has reduced 
considerably meaning so have the numbers of gulls. 
The last catch was taken on Tuesday 13th of March 
2018. fittingly the last catch included an adult 
Mediterranean gull, so it was nice to finish on a  
good bird. 

however, although this is the end of the field work, 
it is certainly not the end of the nTgg. in 2008 the 
group decided to attempt to answer the question 
“what will happen to the gulls using the tip when 
they close”. This means that the critical point has 
now been reached and we can now look at some 
analysis rather than field work.  we have decided to 
compartmentalise our work into three phases, 1984 
to 2008 which covers metal ringed birds only. This 
will give us some sort of base line but given the 
differences between recovery rates for metal ringed 
and colour ringed birds the main comparison will be 
between the next two periods. The second period will 
be 2008 to 2018 which makes a neat 10 years of 
colour ringing. The final period will be the sightings 
and birds recovered between 2018 and 2023 (initially 
a five-year period).  we may then consider a further 
five-year period if we feel we still have enough gulls 
marked surviving to give us comparable data.

so, we would like to finish with thanks and a plea. 
first thanks must go to all the tip staff and managers 
from Pitsea landfill site through from the cleanaway 
days to the current operation run by Veolia.  without 
the support of these people this valuable work could 
just not have happened. second thanks go to the 
many ringers who have come out on cold winter days 
to support the catches and ring gulls. finally, thanks 
go to the hundreds of people that have sent and 
continue to send in sightings of colour ringed birds. 

This leads nicely to the final plea for continued 
observations and sending in of any colour ringed 
gulls.  all sightings can continue to be sent to ntgg_
sightings@hotmail.co.uk and we will send you life 
history and a link to the nTgg web site with a map 
and details of the particular bird you have observed. 

southern Colour ringing group and the 
Brant goose Project
with the closure of the tips in the Thames Estuary, 
the north Thames gull group is a group with 
experienced ringers and canon netting kit 
available.  after some internal discussions, and 
tentative links with Essex wildlife Trust, it was 
decided to look at the feasibility of moving the group 
to study Brant geese. The nTgg, although will 
continue as a group with colour ringed birds 
continuing to be seen, will now become part of a new 
group called the southern colour ringing group, 
which will be seeking to working on a range of 
projects covering london, Essex and hertfordshire. 
over the next few years projects will continue or be 
developed on the following species:
•	 Colour	ringing	of	Brant	Geese	on	the	Essex	coast
•	 Colour	ringing	of	Little	Egrets	
•	 Colour	ringing	of	Grey	Heron
•	 Wing	tagging	of	Red	Kites
•	 Possible	colour	marking	or	GPS	tracking	of	duck

The scrg also has a new web site which can be 
found at: http://www.southern-colour-ringing-group.
org.uk 

The Brant goose project is going to become our 
primary project as dark-bellied Brant geese are icons 
of Essex: nowhere in the world in winter is more 
important to these small, dark geese than the Essex 
estuaries. Brant geese relying on, so few wintering 
grounds has meant they are listed on the ‘amber’ 
conservation list. over the winter of 2017/2018 a 
partnership project between Essex wildlife Trust and 
the newly formed southern colour ringing group 
worked at Blue house farm nature reserve, on the 
river crouch Estuary, north fambridge to try to 
catch Brant geese.

individual colour-coded rings, as well as a unique-
numbered metal ring, are used so birds can be 
identified in the field and information and statistics 
discovered about the Brant.  Very few Brant geese 
have been ringed in the uK recently; none in Essex for 
40 years with only 43 nationally since 2010. overall 
only just over 1,700 have ever been ringed in the uK 
largely in projects in the 1970s and 1990s. 

scrg spent much of the winter working out how to 
catch Brant geese and learned a lot from watching a 

north thames gull group
 Paul ropern

One of the Brant Geese ringed in January at Blue House Farm
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studying the birds without catching any.  with the 
help of local birdwatcher and Brant goose expert 
david low, we worked over several sessions to make 
a catch. on 27th January we managed a single catch 
of 18 birds all of which were ringed weighed and 
measured.

in the weeks after the catch david low was out 
looking for the birds and so far, has managed to 
locate all but three of the birds we ringed. This is a 
fantastic effort and, whilst most sightings have been 
at Blue house farm, we have also discovered the 
birds split up in the flocks and move widely around 

Ringing and measuring the Brant Geese in January at Blue House Farm

the crouch estuary at deal hall and south woodham 
– probably displaying behaviours we don’t yet 
understand. information on the movements of the 
18 geese marked can be found on the scrg web 
site and, if anyone records a goose with one of the 
green rings on, they can be sent to the nTgg e-mail 
address.

we hope over the next few winters we can mark a 
good number of birds and start to piece together 
some of the behaviours of the flocks of geese on the 
Essex coast to contribute towards information to 
inform conservation actions for this species.

01206 210662
info@swallowbirding.co.uk
www.swallowbirding.co.uk
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we had decided that we would like to 
bird further afield while we could – both 
working and in good health – so we 
settled on The gambia. luckily for us 
swallow Birding had the same idea! we 
had our required injections early in case 
of any reactions (none) ordered our 
malaria tablets and stocked up on hand 
gel/wipes, sun cream and imodium. 

soon it was time to get up in the middle of the 
night to head to gatwick for the flight, five and a 
half hours later we were at Banjul airport and in 
33-degree heat! Before we even got off the plane 
steve g called Pied Crow and Hooded Vulture 
– our list had begun. on the short drive to our hotel 
we added speckled Pigeon, Blue-bellied roller, 
White-billed Buffalo Weaver, Piapiac and 
Laughing dove.  after checking in and quickly 
dropping our luggage into our rooms, we met to 
have a look around the hotel grounds.  a Lanner 
Falcon drifted overhead, and Yellow-billed Kites 
circled around us and a pair of Beautiful sunbirds 
fed on the flowing bushes, the male stunning in the 
afternoon sun! we added Western red-billed and 
african grey Hornbills and speckled Pigeon, 
red-eyed dove and senegal Coucal.  a dripping tap 
drew in a few passerines and what superb birds they 
were – red-cheeked Cordon-bleu, red-billed 
Firefinch and Bronze mannikin while above us flew 
african Palm swifts and rose-ringed 
Parakeets.  with the light fading we picked up more 
species – african thrush, White-fronted robin 
Chat, grey-backed Camaroptera, greater 
Blue-cheeked starting and Yellow-crowned 
gonolek.  an african Wattled Lapwing fed in the 
allotments and several Long-tailed glossy 
starlings flew to roost. lamin had changed our uK 
pounds into gambian notes for us – they were so 
dirty that hand gel after touching was highly 
recommended! after unpacking and having a cool 

the gambia
 Lesley Collinsn

shower, we met at the restaurant for our evening 
meal and a beer before heading to bed after a great 
first day in The gambia.

as we ate breakfast in the open we watched 
Broad-billed rollers, Yellow-billed Kites, Hooded 
Vultures, Woodland Kingfisher and Pied Crows 
and a troop of callithrix Monkeys waited for any 
tit-bits thrown to them. 

after meeting our driver Baba, we set off on our 
way to Kartong, we had stops to look at giant 
Kingfisher and Lizard Buzzard perched on roadside 
wires, also noting along the way Western reef 
egret, reed Cormorant, grey Woodpecker and 
Western grey Plantain eater.  we also found a 
Long-crested eagle perched in a near-by tree. 
Kartong Bird observatory is run by British birder and 
we headed up into an observation platform 
overlooking a marshy area.  White-faced Whistling 
ducks and african Jacana’s were seen in good 
numbers, along with Yellow-crowned Bishops, 
Piapiac, Black-headed Weaver, Yellow-billed 
Kites, Black Crake and african swamphen. 

The rising temperature brought out Palm-nut 
Vultures, Western Osprey, Hooded Vultures and 
Wahlberg’s eagle. Before setting off back to the van 
we also noted squacco, Purple, Black and Black-
headed Heron, Pink-backed & great White 
Pelican, Yellow-billed stork and african spoonbill, 
but the rarest bird of all was a House Bunting, the 
seventh record for The gambia! 

driving further along the track we found a trio of 
Kingfishers – malachite, Pied and grey-headed, we 

Yellow-crowned Gonolek; Red-billed Firefinch (all PhoTos lEslEy collins)

From left to right: Speckled Pigeon; Lizard Buzzard; Variable Sunbird; Beautiful Sunbird
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ThE gaMBia

also located african Pygmy goose.  we drove along 
to the beach and watched Village Weaver, Variable 
and Beautiful sunbirds and our target bird of 
White-fronted Plover was eventually 
located.  walking back to the bus our guide Ebrima 
found a Bearded Barbet, we also noted Vinaceous 
dove and an african Harrier-Hawk.  we drove 
north to a flooded pit, where we found giant and 
african grey Kingfishers.  a dark-chanting 
goshawk showed well in flight and we had good 
views of three Black-billed Wood dove. hirundines 
here were Wire-tailed swallow, Little and african 
Palm swift.  we had lunch at the footsteps 
Ecolodge followed by a walk around the gardens, 
which produced a good number of new birds 
– Bedouin’s snake-eagle, Village indigobird, 
Lavender Waxbill, melodious Warbler, Little 
Weaver and Yellow-fronted tinkerbird. 

a stop was made at Tanji beach where, amongst all 
the fisherman, we saw grey-headed gulls, 
sandwich, royal and Caspian terns, then back to 
the hotel, noting an abyssinian roller on the way.

sunday 12th november 2017
we started early to catch our ferry to the north 
bank. Just out of Bassa we found two anteater 
Chats, a good start to the day’s bird list. several 
stops were made as we found birds at the roadside 
– Palm-nut Vulture, senegal Parrots and Western 
Plantain-eaters, we also found our first Pearl-
spotted Owlet, being mobbed by northern 
Puffbacks and Brown Babblers.  a Fork-tailed 

drongo and a Fine-spotted Woodpecker were in 
the same tree. further down the road we had good 
views of a Western Banded snake eagle, Bruce’s 
green Pigeon and Cut-throat Finches. stopping in 
a field for coffee, brought to us by lamin, we added 
green Wood-hoopoe and an african Cuckoo.

driving on again we watched grasshopper 
Buzzard, dark-chanting goshawks and Wooly-
necked stork flying overhead. reaching an 
expansive area of marshes gave us the chance to 
stretch our legs, and a pool close to the bus held a 
lone striated Heron plus our first Hamerkop.  a 
hunting gabor goshawk flew past and landed in a 
tree where we were able to scope it. new species 
here also included senegal thicknee and african 
darter. greater Flamingo and Pink-backed 
Pelicans were seen a little further along. crossing 
over a tributary of the river gambia we had a 
Western Osprey sitting on the railing, just a few 
feet away from the bus! driving on we noted a 
White-rumped seedeater with some Little 
Bee-eaters, slender-billed and grey-headed 
gulls, reed and White-breasted Cormorants and 
at a small drinking pool we found red-billed 
Quelea’s - sometimes called “africa’s feathered 
locust”.  a Chestnut-backed sparrow-lark came 
down to drink along with Black-rumped Waxbill, 
Yellow-fronted Canary and a sahel Paradise 
Whydah was seen flying from one tree to another, 
showing off its wonderful ‘banner-like’ tail.  also seen 
were grey Kestrel, tawny eagle, Bedouin’s snake 
eagle and Yellow-billed Oxpecker. 

From left to right: African Darter; Egyptian Plover; Our bus arriving on the ferry

From left to right: Bedouins Snake-Eagle; Western Banded Snake Eagle; Hammerkop
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ThE gaMBia

after our roadside lunch, again courtesy of lamin, 
we headed a short distance east.  without getting out 
of the coach, on the water’s edge, were three 
stunning egyptian Plover, the main reason for our 
journey on the north bank! a lone marabou stork 
circled overhead and around us flew african Palm 
and Little swift, red-chested and Barn swallow 

and sand martin. Back at the 
Kaur wetlands we had a 

stunning egyptian 
Plover walking 
towards us in the 

middle of the road!  
on the water’s edge  
were african Quailfinch, 

montagu’s Harrier, 
Blue-cheeked Bee-eater 
and a single european 

turtle dove. northern 
Wheatear and subalpine 

Warbler were also seen as we  
drove off towards to farafenni for our 

ferry crossing back to the south bank. The 
journey also gave us Brown snake eagle and 

Purple roller. 
it was a long, hot wait for our ferry to the south 

shore, and then an even longer wait for our bus,  
which had to wait for high tide before coming across 
on the large ferry.  whilst waiting, steve went with 
some of the group for a walk and found Winding 
Cisticola, marsh sandpiper, Western Olivaceous 
Warbler and an Oriole Warbler was heard but not 
seen. i stayed with a few others in the shade and we 
watched Long-tailed glossy starlings and 
spur-winged geese flying northwards. once the bus 
arrived we drove on to Tendaba camp for the night. 

monday 13th november 2017
next morning we met on the jetty by the river 
gambia for our trip on a boat known as a Pirogue.  we 
headed straight to the northern shoreline and 
entered the dense Mangroves, where we explored the 
many creeks for a couple of hours, it was so peaceful 
and more than made up for the previous afternoon’s 
ferry exploits and the delights of Tendaba camp! 
There were many birds seen, new ones being 
mangrove sunbirds, african Blue Flycatcher and 

Blue-breasted Kingfisher, a golden-tailed 
Woodpecker was heard, and an african Hobby 
gave a fly past. great, intermediate and Little 
egrets, Black, Black-headed and grey Heron, but 
the bird of the morning was the goliath Heron that 
flew up just as we rounded a corner, giving good 
views in flight and when it landed on the marsh, you 
could certainly see why it had earnt its name! 
White-throated Bee-eaters, mosque swallow, 
Wood, green and Common sandpipers were 
added, then david had a very brief view of an 
african Finfoot and i spotted a White-backed 
night Heron perched low to the water.  we finished 
off by adding White-billed Buffalo Weaver and 
gull-billed terns before heading back over a slightly 
choppy and wet river gambia.

we drove on to Kiang west national Park and 
along a bumpy track we watched Lesser Blue-eared 
starling and grasshopper Buzzard.  walking across 
a groundnut field we found an abyssinian ground 
Hornbill roosting in a large tree.  a pair of Copper 
sunbirds flew over us and sat in another tree was a 
White-shouldered Black tit and a Bateleur flew 
past several times. Back in the bus and Ebrima 
spotted White-crested Helmet shrike along with 
Pygmy, scarlet-chested and Variable sunbirds. 

lamin had prepared us fresh rolls and water melon 
for lunch, which we had in the shade of a small 
restaurant by the river watching Little swift and 
spur-winged Lapwing. continuing the long trip 
back to the hotel both tawny and Wahlberg’s eagle 
were spotted and in a small area of marsh and rice 
fields close to the road a small west african 
crocodile was seen eyeing a family of african 
Jacana’s.  a green-headed sunbird showed well in 
the sunshine and below in the rough scrub, we all 
saw a tawny-flanked Prinia. senegal Parrots, 
Broad-billed rollers, Palm-nut Vultures and 
Common Bulbul were seen and on top of a tree we 
watched a Purple starling. Minutes later a Violet 
turaco came into view before disappearing as 
quickly as it was found.

Time then at our original hotel for a refreshing 
shower and change of clothes, before meeting to do 
the bird list over a well-earnt cold beer and then a 
good night’s sleep in our nice comfy beds again! 

To be continued…

Top: Blue-breasted Kingfisher.  Above, from left to right: Abyssinian Ground Hornbill; Palm-nut Vulture; One of the buses
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so, what is in a name? over the years the 
‘common’ used names, or should i say the English 
names, of bird species have evolved and changed 
for various reasons.  arguably do the names horned 
lark and horned grebe not depict and describe the 
species better than shore lark and slavonian grebe 
respectively? Those members of a similar age to 
me will remember the willow wren changing to 
willow warbler and the name hedge sparrow 
altering to dunnock, which we accepted and are 
used today by the BTo, the rsPB and the society 
without a second thought. 

ornithology has developed and advanced 
considerably over recent years.  with improved 
dna technology this gives a better indication 
which species are closely related, sometimes 
lumping species together, and sometimes splitting 
species to create a new one. The taxonomy 
classification of the species has also moved around 
over the years due to revised information being 
discovered and understood.

There are now several lists for the birds of the 
world and each of these lists have different 
emphases on the information provided. These 
better known lists include eBird/clements, hBw/
Birdlife, howard & Moore and the international 
ornithologists’ committee (ioc) world list.   

following a detailed review by the British 
ornithologists’ union records committee 
(Bourc) in the autumn of 2016, the Bou formally 
recognised the standardised global avian taxonomy 
on 27th January 2017, and from 1st January 2018 
the Bou adopted the international ornithologists’ 
union (iou) British list. it is understood that this 
decision was influenced by expectations towards a 
more unified global taxonomy and with a view to 
the Bou working closer with the iou/ioc.    

The iou is a global organisation addressing all 
levels of biology in birds, from ecosystems to 
molecules, linking basic and applied research, and 
nurturing education and outreach. They seek to 
support, promote and advance avian biology. 
however, the iou still has concerns about 
conflicting information, so in an effort to 
consolidate and rationalise these lists the iou are 
sponsoring a seminar at the 27th international 
ornithological congress, to be held in Vancouver, 
canada, between 19th-26th august this year to 
discuss and, hopefully, come to agreement in order 

What’s in a name?
 gerry Johnsonn

to compile a definitive ‘list’ that the iou can 
support. 

now that leads me to the society and which of 
the English lists of names should be used for species 
in our two publications?  The definitive 
ornithological publication for Essex, the ‘Essex Bird 
Report’ will use the revised Bou/ioc British list 
going forward from the report for 2017.

it should also be noted that the monthly 
magazine ‘Birdwatch’ has also adopted the revised 
Bou British list in some sections, and i expect 
other publication to follow suit in the fullness of 
time. in issue 131 winter/spring 2018 of ‘Essex 
Birding’ this revised Bou list was used, but this 
subsequently attracted a couple of comments 
saying that the ‘magazine’ is not an ornithological 
or scientific publication, and the revised names 
detract from the pleasure of reading the field Trip 
meeting reports. 

when changes are made they are sometimes a 
little difficult to accept at first, and can create some 
controversy, but they soon seem to become second 
nature. But perhaps we have been a little premature 
and grasped the nettle too soon in using the revised 
Bou British list in ‘Essex Birding’? Personally, i am 
undecided on the revised Bou British list of names, 
but if i were to be pressed on behalf of the society, i 
would say it should be adopted and embraced, 
sooner rather than later. 

i trust that the membership appreciates the 
society’s position, with its need to keep up with 
changes implemented by senior organisations and 
maintain consistency in its publications. 
unfortunately, it is difficult to please all of the 
members all of the time. (a little bit like Brexit, but 
that’s another issue!).  it will be only a matter of 
time before the revised Bou British list is used by 
all organisations and featured in all their respective 
publications. 

however, should a majority of our membership 
voice their opinion to the contrary; by e-mail to 
EssexBirdwatchingsociety@gmail.com, then 
reverting back to the ‘old’ alternative British list of 
names can be considered for future issues of ‘Essex 
Birding’. should only a few or no responses be 
forthcoming, then it will be assumed that the 
majority of our members are comfortable and 
happy with the changes to the names and they will 
therefore continue to be used in this publication. 
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it is early december and the weak yellow winter sun 
breaking through pale grey skies casts a gentle glow 
among the oaks and hornbeams of childerditch 
wood. This is part of Thorndon country Park, a large 
area of woodland, plantations, pasture and 
hedgerows to the south of Brentwood.

a couple of eurasian nuthatches call somewhere 
further off among the trees. There are goldcrests 
among the stand of scots pines fringing the upper, 
eastern edge of the wood. close at hand are the 
sharp contact calls of the birds i am seeking 
- Hawfinches.

a little patience and they are in full view: at least 
11 are here, perched among the branches like avian 
christmas decorations. The strengthening sunshine 
highlighting their bright colours.

Earlier, another group of 12 Hawfinches could be 
seen in the north-eastern section of the old Park; 
owned by the woodland Trust and lying between the 
two parts of Thorndon Park. These had been 
frequenting the many hornbeams planted in and 
around this area. five eurasian Bullfinches also 
present had been attracted by the numerous 
blackberry bushes. This afforded me the so far 
unique opportunity of seeing both species in the 
same view through binoculars. 11 european 
goldfinches and a solitary male european 
greenfinch added more colour to the scene.

heading deeper into childerditch wood, the trees 
descend to a small valley and even smaller stream. 
here a lone alder tree had attracted at least 20 
eurasian siskins to feed on it’s seeds. Typically 
tame, i was able to stand and watch from close 
range, even out in the open.

Eventually, the path up from the stream leads to 
the Essex wildlife Trust’s visitor centre. here many 
eurasian Blue tits and great tits proved equally 
tame, frequenting the feeders outside the main 
entrance; despite numerous people.  a couple of 
Coal tits and another eurasian nuthatch or two 
joined them.

Back in the woods and moving in the general 
direction of Thorndon south, many more eurasian 
Blue tits and great tits could be seen, with ten 
Long-tailed tits, five song thrushes, a couple of 
mistle thrushes and two Lesser redpolls. great 
spotted Woodpeckers were in evidence and 
european green Woodpeckers could be seen in the 
old Park.

upon reaching Thorndon south, more Long-tailed 
tits and mistle thrushes were in addition to four 
eurasian treecreepers and six Fieldfares.

a week later, four Hawfinches showed well from 
the old Park; including a male and female perched in 

full view in bright sunshine. Thirty european 
goldfinches were feeding on thistles in a small 
meadow adjacent to rookery wood (the south-
western part of the woodland trusts holding). Three 
eurasian nuthatches and six Fieldfares were seen 
in Thorndon south as were two Common Buzzards 
and a eurasian sparrowhawk.

Just before christmas our usual walk took into the 
upper level of childerditch wood.  already 20 
redwings and ten Fieldfares had been seen in the 
Thorndon Pastures area; and 16 european 
goldfinches along the edge of the wood. looking 
up into some hornbeams, i noted several 
Hawfinches feeding. More flew into the crown of a 
tall oak, calling noisily.  at least ten were present. 
good views obtained here soon gave way to more 
elusive behaviour.  at least 30 eurasian siskins 
provided some compensation. five eurasian 
nuthatches; plus, three each of eurasian 
treecreeper and Coal tit were seen in the woods, 
or on the EwT feeders; with typical high numbers of 
eurasian Blue tits and great tits.

By mid afternoon i was back in the north east 
corner of the old Park.  at least 20 Hawfinches 
appeared here, flying over and settling among the 
trees bordering the golf course. Possibly they 
intended to roost among the thick growth of 
evergreens (laurel and holly) which grow here. 

walking back to Thorndon south, i came upon  
11 Lesser redpolls feeding in silver birch trees.

christmas day was enlivened by a solitary male 
Hawfinch showing brightly, if briefly, from Thorndon 
north. six meadow Pipits flew up from one of the 
open areas, while in the woods were ten Long-tailed 
tits, three eurasian nuthatches, two mistle 

Winter in thorndon Park
 andrew Coxn

Eurasian Nuthatch (sEan nixon)
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thrushes, three Lesser redpolls and four eurasian 
Bullfinches.

The last visit of 2017 was made to Thorndon south 
alone, on the 30th. The lake held six northern 
shovelers and six tufted ducks, along with the 
usual mallards, eurasian Coots and Common 
moorhens.  a rather grey, damp day produced only 
30 redwings and three european green 
Woodpeckers; a couple of Hawfinches appeared, 
close to rookery wood.

a rather grey and damp new years day brought a 
selection of common species: eurasian Blue tit, 
great tit, goldcrest, european robin, eurasian 
Wren, dunnock, Common Blackbird, stock dove, 
Western Jackdaw, eurasian Jay. These were 
regularly noted throughout the winter, in common 
with most woodland areas of Essex.  a couple of 
rose-ringed Parakeets appeared as incongruous as 
they usually do. These too are now a frequent 
feature at Thorndon. The Hawfinches proved 
elusive- a male and female did show well, if briefly, 
near to the old Park dog pond. some eurasian 
Bullfinches were here too.

a few days later, everything improved- the sun 
shone and the Hawfinches more obliging: at least 
25 could be seen, again from the old Park’s northern 
end.  a little patience and care; and some good views 
resulted. The eurasian Bullfinches appeared, at 
least 12 being present in this area; vying for 
attention with their larger relatives.  at least 50 
redwings and 20 Fieldfares were here as were a 
couple of european green Woodpeckers. The 
woods of Thorndon north held four great spotted 
Woodpeckers, at least three each of eurasian 
nuthatch and eurasian treecreeper; and ten 
Long-tailed tits.  a couple of Coal tits joined their 
common cousins on the feeders. Two mistle 
thrushes fed on the ground, on the adjacent golf 
course. Two more, plus two song thrushes were in 
the Park proper, where a few european goldfinches 
and two european greenfinches were seen.

across on old Thorndon Pastures, in a field 
abutting the south western portion of the woodland 
Trust land, a small number of Yellowhammers 
made a welcome sight, adding their bright colours to 
a drab winter hedgerow.  a passing Common 
Kestrel promptly flushed more, at least 30, from the 
adjacent long grass- the most i’ve ever seen in 
Thorndon Park. gradually they slipped in twos and 
threes back into the grass and out of sight.  a flock of 
25 meadow Pipits joined them. other birds 
included a eurasian sparrowhawk and some 
unusual wildfowl- two egyptian geese and a pair of 
mandarin ducks, moving between the scattered 
ponds in Thorndon, hatch farm and the golf course.

The Yellowhammers could still be seen in similar 
numbers on the 13th, being quite mobile; as were at 
least 40 redwings and seven Fieldfares. The 
Hawfinches were in the stand of hornbeams which 
abut rookery wood.  a minimum of 12 were present. 
grey Wagtail and Lesser redpoll were seen in 

flight from Thorndon north, with eight eurasian 
Bullfinches also present.

More interesting wildfowl appeared on the 21st- 
three eurasian teal being seen on a private pond 
close to hatch farm. some tufted ducks were here 
too. The mobile Yellowhammers had shifted to 
Thorndon north- at least 13 being counted, with 
four european green Woodpeckers also here.

staying in north, the 27th brought nine meadow 
Pipits to one of the adjacent open fields, while in 
the woods, at least seven eurasian nuthatches 
made much noise, some quite close in childerditch 
wood. Hawfinches too showed well in this location 
and from the old Park; at least 15. some alder trees 
had attracted a group of 11 eurasian siskins.

as winter gradually headed for spring, i heard a 
Lesser spotted Woodpecker close to the second 
car park in Thorndon north; on february 3rd. green 
Woodpeckers too were vocal, at least three calling. 
Three Coal tits featured in the woods or on the 
visitor centre feeders.

five eurasian skylarks flew over a sunny 
Thorndon south on the 17th; seven Common 
Linnets perched in the trees of the octagon 
Plantation, close to the café. meadow Pipits were 
present on the open field to the south: at least 20 
being counted. More meadow Pipits, 24, frequented 
the horse paddock close to hatch farm.  at least ten 
Hawfinches among the trees bordering the golf 
course had joined with a large flock of redwings.  all 
flew towards the northern end of the old Park. 
These, or some others, were seen well later in the 
afternoon close to the footpath running past 
Thorndon hall.

winter thushes numbered 50 Fieldfares and 60 
redwings on the 24th, when at least ten 
Yellowhammers were around the old 
Thorndon Pastures area.

This ends this brief resume 
of Thorndon Park in 
winter.  as can be seen it 
is an area rich in 
birdlife, in spite of 
high visitor 
numbers.

Eurasian Treecreeper 
(sEan nixon)
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abberton reservoir by david Wimpress 

Bird reports november 2017–april 2018

all the photos appearing in the following Bird reports section have appeared on our website, it is disappointing to 
see that there have been few or no photos posted from some areas of the country.

The society wishes to thank all the members that contribute to these reports and the members that collate 
them together to give a ‘feel’ for the species that are seen throughout the different areas and habitats around the 
county.

Most notes published in this section of Essex Birding are gathered by individuals or groups of other local birders. 
some records come from logs, kept at wildlife trust and other centres. casual birders, as well as experienced and 
proficient field observers and some professional naturalists, have access to these, so logs have been carefully 
checked and in some obvious cases ‘unlikely’ sightings will have been expunged at that stage. records of some 
commoner species added to logs by members of the public visiting a site may be happily accepted, but there is 
still potential for errors and mistakes. Therefore, as always, the advice is read, enjoy but recognise that while 
almost all news is accurate, authenticated records will appear only in the Essex Bird Report. For the Langdon Hills & 
Thameside and Wat Tyler reports, Andrew Cox has used a few records from the Southend RSPB website; Graham Mee 
has given permission for this. 

Many thanks are expressed to all those who make the effort and report their sightings, to the diligent log 
scrutinisers and not forgetting the dedicated reporters and to those birdwatchers who share their records with 
them. if not done so already can you please send all your relevant records for 2018/2019 to the senior county 
recorder, mick tracey (micktrac@aol.com), not forgetting to use the six-column ‘Excel’ format to make things 
easier to process the thousands of records received.  when submitting records, please look at the society website 
or the most recent Essex Bird Report to see whether any full descriptions are required in the case of species which 
are currently considered rare or vagrant in the county. Thank you.

This report has been composed in 
the latest specific order with 
comments where appropriate and 
the dates of passage migrants, less 
common and rarer birds as 
recorded, mainly on the Society 
blog. Those species present but not 
meriting special mention are listed 
at the end. Please note that 
wildfowl numbers reflect only the 
observations of visitors and WeBS 
count results may well contain far 
greater numbers: these will appear 
in the 2017 and 2018 Essex Bird 
Reports.

greater White-fronted goose 
four flew high east over layer 
Breton causeway on January 7th.
greylag goose c300 were 
reported on January 7th.
Canada goose no more than 40 
were reported during the period.
tundra swan Two adults and a 
juvenile were in wigborough Bay 
on november 11th and a pair was 
there on January 7th.
(Black swan) an immature was 
seen in island Bay on february 
16th. it or another was with Mute 
swans on east side of wigborough 
Bay on april 25th.

egyptian goose The largest 
number reported was 32 on 
november 26th. There were 27 
and 25 on two dates in december 
after which numbers reduced and 
there were never more than three 
present.
Common shelduck numbers 
exceeding five were as follows: ten 
on december 16th, 14 on January 
7th and seven on the 22nd and 
31st. 
(Cape shelduck) This escapee was 
recorded between november 21st 
and 23rd.
gadwall 50 were seen on January 
1st and 102 on the 22nd. 60 were 
reported on March 4th and 70 on 
the 22nd. several pairs were 
present through april.
eurasian Wigeon high numbers 
were c100 on november 24th, 340 
on december 9th, 100 on January 
5th and 300 on the 14th. 
Thereafter no more than c50 were 
reported.
eurasian teal Present in all 
months and apparently under-
reported with the only high 
numbers logged being 50 on 
January 1st and 100 on the 5th.
northern shoveler high totals 

were a feature of the period: on 
november 28th 550 were present. 
december’s highest count was 
probably the 450 reported on the 
3rd but thereafter numbers fell 
and c100 were present on the 
12th and 31st. January saw 200 
recorded on the 14th and 295 on 
both the 22nd and 31st. in 
february numbers increased to 
360 by the 22nd and March’s 
highest count was of 470 on the 
22nd. Totals were down to 160 by 
april 5th.
northern Pintail There were large 
numbers in the first six weeks with 
50 on november 16th, 120 on the 
29th and 170 on december 2nd. 
Thereafter the highest reported 
totals were 15 on January 15th 
and then only six on both March 
10th and 23rd.
red-crested Pochard an adult 
male was present on January 1st.
Common Pochard 306 were 
counted on december 6th and 80 
were present on January 5th. one 
observer estimated c500 were on 
the reservoir on January 14th .and 
365 were counted on the 22nd.By 
March 22nd 110 remained with 
the proportion of females rising. 
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There was a pair on hide Bay on 
april 26th.
(an Aythya sp. hybrid: likely a 
Tufted duck x Pochard, was 
reported in early January)
ring-necked duck a drake was 
seen on december 12th. it or 
another re-appeared on february 
5th and March 4th, possibly being 
the bird seen with near-regularity 
at abbott’s hall farm and on old 
hall Marshes during the winter.
greater scaup There was no 
repeat of last year’s influx! one 
female was seen on January 1st 
and three on the 10th.  a single 
female was present on the 12th 
and 23rd. four were seen on 
february 1st and 25th and single 
females on March 5th and 21st.
Common goldeneye small 
numbers early in november 
increased to 25 by the 28th. 
Thereafter up to 65 were counted 
with fewer than 25 by mid-March 
and just 15 remained by april 10th 
with a single duck on the 24th.
smew the first ‘redhead’ appeared 
at the favoured western end on 
november 23rd
and by december 2nd four, 
including a drake were present. 
seven ‘redheads and an adult drake 
were seen from layer Breton 
causeway on January 12th. 
Thereafter at least eight were 
regularly present and in february 
included three drakes with at least 
two established pairs. By 
mid-March five birds remained 
and the last was seen on april 4th.
Common merganser More in 
evidence this winter period with 
the first appearing on november 
18th and flocks from then on. 33 
were present a week later and the 
peak for the rest of the year was 
65 on december 23rd. The first 
fortnight of January saw a likely 

weather- related drop to fewer 
than ten but a recovery saw 
between 20 and 38 recorded 
through to february. That month 
weather again affected numbers 
with no more than 16 reported. 
March increases to 30 plus on 
several days may have been due to 
passage. The last reports were of a 
pair seen on april 10th and 11th 
and of a female on the 14th.
red-breasted merganser a single 
drake appeared on december 18th 
with goosanders and was seen on 
the 24th and January 1st, 22nd 
and 31st.
grey Partridge one seen on the 
edge of the lane north of layer 
Breton causeway on april 12th.
Little grebe Present in single 
figure totals but clearly under-
recorded.
Horned grebe a single bird was 
present from november 18th until 
december 22nd. one was reported 
on february1st and it or another 
remained from the 15th to 17th. 
one was reported on March 4th 
and another on april 10th and 
11th.
great Crested grebe common 
throughout with 90 on april 2nd 
being an interesting late total. 14 
were counted on the lagoons on 
the 11th, including one pair 
courting and three ‘having a 
domestic’.
Black-necked grebe Two 
remained from october until 
november 6th.a single bird 
appeared at the western end of 
the middle lagoon on february 
16th. it appeared to have a fungal 
growth on its head and was last 
seen on March 24th. one was off 
the abberton church viewpoints 
on april 2nd.
european shag The sole 
(immature) bird seen appeared on 

January 3rd on the eastern side of 
layer de la haye causeway where 
it was present and clearly ailing 
before been seen on the sluice 
edge, obviously moribund on the 
13th.
eurasian Bittern The earliest 
report was of two on december 
14th and one bird was present in 
the reed and bulrush areas on the 
western lagoon until January 8th. 
There was single sighting on 
february 3rd.
grey Heron Present throughout 
with several nests occupied at the 
heronry by early March when the 
owners were increasingly vocal 
and that ten birds were on the 
trees. The highest count of this 
species for the nesting period was 
17, these being on or close to the 
nest site.
great egret Two were near layer 
Breton causeway on november 
1st and three were present on the 
6th.  after this one to two of this 
formerly very rare bird were 
around the site until late March. 
Three were reported on december 
3rd and 6th with two birds into 
april with one still present on the 
26th.
Little egret definitely under-
reported with a maximum of three 
but present in small numbers 
throughout until ten were 
recorded as nesting at the heronry 
in mid- april.
Hen Harrier a ‘ringtail’ flew low 
over the island hide area on 
december 24th.  another ‘ringtail’ 
was circling high over layer Breton 
causeway with two common 
Buzzards on april 14th.
Western marsh Harrier reported 
on many days, usually singly with 
females in the majority. Twos were 
recorded on november 2nd and 
21st, January1st and 7th and there 

From left to right: Common Merganser (MaTT TurnEr); Common Goldeneye  (grahaM EKins); Black-necked Grebe (PETEr TrisTon)
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Black-tailed godwit a flock was 
present for the first five weeks, 
almost always in wigborough Bay 
and varied in number, indicating 
possible passage or commuting to 
and from the estuaries to the 
south and east of the site. 40 and 
48 were present on november 5th 
and 7th respectively and 24 were 
counted on december 6th.
ruff Present up to february 22nd 
with the largest group of 16 in 
wigborough Bay on november 
2nd 11 were counted on 
december 6th. smaller numbers 
were logged on 16 days and the 
last flock was of six on January 8th, 
after which smaller numbers were 
with lapwings and golden Plovers 
on south side fields.
Curlew sandpiper a late bird was 
feeding in hide Bay on november 
24th.
dunlin a large flock (for abberton) 
was present in wigborough Bay 
throughout november. since 
numbers logged varied somewhat 
due to disturbance when some 
birds will have moved to other 
areas of the reservoir, the likely 
peak number of this species 
present then is the 65 reported on 
the 16th. up to 35 remained until 
december 6th. Thereafter there 
were nine on January 12th and a 
single bird was present from the 
22nd until 31st. There was one on 
february 15th and three on March 
18th.
Little stint one to four wintered 
and were usually seen in either 
wigborough or, less frequently, 
hide bays: four were present at the 
former on november 5th.  after 
this up to three, presumably the 
same birds, were seen on.14 
occasions through to March 4th 
when the last one was reported. 

remaining in the area into early 
april when several males were 
displaying, leading to hopes of 
breeding once more. on many 
occasions flocks, sometimes 
accompanied by golden Plovers, 
dropped en masse into 
wigborough Bay for a pre-dusk 
bathe and preen.
Common ringed Plover The large 
numbers in wigborough Bay 
through october continued into 
november with 98 counted on the 
2nd, 20 from there on the 5th and 
51 next day.  after this there were 
just two on december 5th and one 
on february 18th.
Little ringed Plover The first of 
the spring appeared on March 31st 
and was present on 1st and 2nd 
april. Two were seen on the 10th. 
Thereafter, it appeared that two 
pairs were present, one on the 
south side of the main water east 
of layer de la haye causeway with 
two, more mobile birds, seen from 
time to time on the main 
reservoir...
Whimbrel spring passage began 
with two on april 24th and there 
were five were present on the 26th 
and eight on the 28th.
eurasian Curlew There were 
reports of two (november 11th) 
and of five (January 1st). 27 were 
present on the 7th and 41 on the 
12th after which a remarkable 
increase (for abberton) resulted in 
74 flocking in wigborough Bay on 
the 22nd, 60 next day and 74 
again on the morning of the 31st. 
however, just 18 were seen later 
that day and after 31 were present 
on february 5th numbers dropped 
to just one or two on three dates 
to month’s end. only two more 
occurrences were of a single bird 
on april 1st and two on the 5th. 

were three were present on 
november 11th and april 1st 
when a male and two females 
were heading northwards.  a male 
was seen again on the 4th and a 
female on the 25th and 26th. 
red Kite one over wigborough 
Bay on January 22nd and another 
there on March 31st
eurasian sparrowhawk seen 
intermittently with reports almost 
all of females.
Common Buzzard single birds 
were seen frequently. one was 
attempting to feed on a dead 
sheep with corvids on november 
24th. There were three on March 
10th and two on april 4th, four on 
the 14th, two on the 16th, six on 
the 18th and two on the 20th. 
Water rail recorded on 13 
occasions from november 7th to 
february 21st, inevitably from or 
close to the weir at the southern 
end of layer Breton causeway 
eurasian Oystercatcher Two 
pairs were seen from the end of 
March into april feeding along 
each side of layer Breton 
causeway. one was seen on the 
14th and two were again there on 
the 20th.
european golden Plover flocked 
on fields and loafing in 
wigborough Bay through to the 
end of January with numbers 
reported as follows: six (november 
6th) 84 (7th), 19 (11th), c100 
december 2nd, 150 (6th), 20 
(14th), 18 (22nd), and 33 January 
31st. 20, seen on february 22nd 
were clearly on passage.
northern Lapwing flocks were 
present through to late february 
with maxima of 700 on January 
22nd and 31st. 400 were counted 
on february 22nd and then most 
birds moved off with just ten 

From left to right: Eurasian Widgeon (MaTT TurnEr); Ring-necked Duck (liZ huxlEy); Glossy Ibis  (Paul chaMBErlain)
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great spotted Woodpecker 
Three were seen on november 
7th, february 17th (drumming) 
and april 1st and 11th.
european green Woodpecker 
single birds were reported as 
follows: november 11th; January 
23rd; february 5th, 10th, 15th 
and 17th and March 10th. five 
were recorded on January 31st.
Common Kestrel Present 
throughout. There was clearly a 
family party of three from 
november 6th until december 
14th when four were reported. 
otherwise single birds were 
hunting over the site on 
numerous dates until early april 
when five, including two pairs, 
were seen.
merlin a female was seen on 
november 1st and one was 
watched from island hide on 
december 24th.
eurasian Hobby one was over 
hide Bay on april 19th.
Peregrine Falcon single birds, 
most often female, indicated this 
species continuous presence 
through the period. Two were 
seen on december 6th (both 
thought to be males and 
apparent pairs reported on 
January 1st and 13th.  a falcon 
mobbed a female Marsh harrier 
into a forced landing in reeds on 
January 27th. one was over hide 
Bay on april 14th.
Common swift The first was 
near abberton road on april 25th 
but in poor weather next day 100 
were seen with hirundines.  

more arrived until the 20th when 
30 were reported. however, on the 
26th numbers had reached 
summer normal with at least 60 
present, 43 of these resting on the 
‘old road’ bund at the northern end 
of hide Bay, hopefully to settle 
there, since Black-headed gulls had 
usurped both nesting rafts with 
just one tern seen to land on one.
arctic tern one was seen among 
common Tern of gwen’s hide on 
april 25th and was there again next 
morning.
Feral rock dove occasional on 
fields to the north of the site and 
at Billett’s farm...
stock dove regularly seen around 
Billett’s farm fields where two 
pairs occupied the owl nest boxes.
Common Cuckoo at least one 
calling male was present from the 
19th with two from next day 
onwards and a pair was seen well 
together on the 25th.
Western Barn Owl individuals 
were seen on november 21st, 
december 3rd and 8th, January 
5th, february 14th, March 3rd and 
april 1st.
short-eared Owl one was 
reported on april 29th.
Little Owl one was seen on March 
18th and another on april 9th in a 
tree next to Billet’s farm for the 
second year running
Common Kingfisher reported 
regularly, most often from the 
layer Breton causeway. Two were 
seen together on november 12th, 
24th, 26th and 30th. 

eurasian Woodcock one was 
present at the north-eastern end 
of layer Breton causeway on new 
year’s day.
Common snipe single birds were 
seen on november 6th, January 
1st and april 4th.
Common greenshank Three 
appeared on april 10th. Passage 
was light with single birds on the 
15th, 16th and 20th and there 
were four on the 24th and two on 
the 28th.
green sandpiper individuals were 
reported on november 7th, 
december 2nd and 6th, January 
1st, february 22nd and 25th, 
March 4th and april 15th.
Common sandpiper one only 
through during the period was 
north-west of layer de la haye 
causeway on april 25th.
Common redshank single birds 
were seen in late november and 
into early december when two 
were present on the 2nd. one was 
seen on January 1st, 13th and 14th 
with two on the 26th.  what was 
almost certainly the same bird was 
reported from february 15th to 
March 4th.
great skua one flew west mid-
afternoon on november. 28th 
amazing the observer who was 
drinking coffee on the terrace 
outside the reserve centre café at 
the time.
mediterranean gull Two in full 
summer plumage were present on 
March 21st.  an adult pair was on 
and around the tern raft off 
gwen’s hide, calling frequently 
and being aggressive towards 
Black-headed gulls on april 15th.
Little gull Three adults were seen 
on april 15th, one next day and 
one in first -summer plumage was 
seen from gwen’s hide on the 
25th, flying around among feeding 
terns.
glaucous gull a first-winter bird 
was alone on water south-west of 
layer Breton causeway; then later, 
on the ‘scrape’ to the west.
mew gull around 100 were 
present in January and on two 
dates in late february as this gull 
increased as a flocking species at 
that time.
Common tern The first appeared 
later then usual on april 15th and 
there were 12 by the 18th but no Barn Swallows in the rain shower (andrEw sTroud)
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January 3rd accompanying the 
dartford warbler during the early 
part of the month. none were 
reported after the 31st.
Common nightingale The first 
singing male appeared on april 
14th and there were two on the 
17th and three present next day. 
one was in song at layer Breton 
causeway north end on the 20th. 
Three were reported on the 28th.
northern Wheatear a male was 
by wigborough Bay on april 13th 
and remained near Billett’s farm 
until the 16th.  a second bird was 
near layer de la haye causeway on 
the 23rd and another reported on 
the 29th.
Fieldfare a flock of 30 was seen on 
november 11th and 50 were 
reported on december 16th with 
100 were present two days later. 
48 were counted on new year’s 
day and 108 were present on 
January 22nd. in february there 
were 20 on the 10th, 65 on the 
15th, a single bird on the 20th and 
24 on the 22nd. one was spotted 
on april 2nd and a late flock of 15 
next day.
redwing one was present on 
november 16th and 50 on 
december 16th.  after cold 
weather none were reported until 
a single bird on february 10th and 
two on March 22nd were the last 
of the period.
song thrush Three were seen on 
november 10th.
mistle thrush one was seen on 
april 28th.
eurasian rock Pipit Two reports 
of single birds: december 3rd and 
March 19th.
meadow Pipit few were reported 
besides flocks of 14 and 34 on 
January 22nd and 31st 
respectively.
grey Wagtail single birds were 

the year was in old woodland near 
the visitor centre entrance on 
March 25th and there again next 
day. Three were present on april 
1st and five singing males on the 
5th.with 11 by the 20th.
eurasian reed Warbler a singing 
male was at layer Breton 
causeway on april 20th and 26th.
sedge Warbler a male was heard 
singing south-west of layer Breton 
causeway at mid-day on april 
25th.
Lesser Whitethroat first reported 
from wigborough Bay on april 
16th with three in song at the 
western end on the 20th.
eurasian Blackcap The first was 
seen on april 10th with up to eight 
were present after that date, at 
least seven of them singing males.
dartford Warbler Present in scrub 
between the visitor centre and 
gwen’s hide from december 3rd 
to January 1st, this addition to the 
site list was an unexpected bonus 
from the recent increase in this 
species which has seen others turn 
up in winter around the county!
Common Whitethroat Two 
singing males were at layer Breton 
causeway on the late arrival date 
of april 20th and there was a male 
and female in the young treed area 
to the north of the reserve centre 
on the 26th.
eurasian stonechat Three pairs 
were present in early november - 
around layer de la haye church 
and the fields between there and 
island hide, on the west side of 
wigborough Bay and near the 
visitor centre, it may well be that 
the bitter conditions in the new 
year claimed some birds as reports 
were then mainly of odd birds in 
the same areas though the pair 
was around the visitor centre on 

Two were seen on the wet, cold 
and cloudy 28th.
eurasian skylark 20 were counted 
on January 1st. singing males were 
reported from february 19th 
(four), then on the 22nd (five) and 
March 2nd (15).
sand martin arrivals began on 
april 3rd when seven were seen 
and next day 40 were counted. 50 
were seen on the 11th and 24th 
and 20 in rain on the 28th.
Barn swallow The first of the year 
were seven with sand Martins and 
a house Martin on april 3rd. 21 
appeared next day. 15 were 
present on the 11th and 25 on the 
15th. 50 were seen on the 24th 
and 100 + suddenly appeared as 
heavy shower hit on the 25th and 
as many again were present in 
unseasonal cold and rain on the 
28th and during the gale of the 
30th.
Common House martin one was 
with the other hirundines on april 
3rd. Ten were recorded on the 11th 
and on the 24th with 30 present 
next day. five were present on the 
28th and 30 on the 30th in cold, 
wet gale force conditions.
Coal tit now a rarity on the site, 
one was reported on april 11th.
Common Firecrest one was 
between island hide and hide Bay 
on april 15th
Cetti’s Warbler as usual, reported 
heard from time to time the layer 
Breton causeway area with 
occasional sightings. in the 
breeding period song was heard 
from the western end on april 
22nd and 25th.
Willow Warbler first reported on 
april 10th and present until the 
end of the period with two on the 
19th and one on the 28th.
Common Chiffchaff The first of 

From left to right: Common Cuckoo (PETEr TrisTon); Common Starling (MaTT TurnEr); Dartford Warbler (PETEr TrisTon)
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february 5th.
european goldfinch The only 
large flock noted was of 30 on 
January 5th.
Common Linnet 40 were seen on 
January 1st, and 150 on the 7th. 
225 were counted on the 22nd, 50 
of them at Billett’s farm and 175 
by abberton church and there 
were flocks of 150 on January 7th, 
and 40 on both february 11th and 
22nd.
House sparrow regular only at 
Billett’s farm.

The following were present 
regularly and call for no 
comment: mute swan, mallard, 
tufted duck, great Cormorant, 
Common Pheasant, red-legged 
Partridge,
Common moorhen, eurasian 
Coot, Black-headed gull, 
european Herring gull, Lesser 
Black-backed gull, great 
Black-backed gull, Common 
Wood Pigeon, eurasian Collared 
dove, eurasian Jay, eurasian 
magpie, Western Jackdaw, rook, 
Carrion Crow, eurasian Blue tit, 
great tit, Long-tailed tit, 
eurasian Wren, european robin.

buntings near abberton church on 
January 22nd and 31st. in early 
april there were of seven on the 
1st and six on the 4th; the majority 
males. nine were present on the 
20th.
Corn Bunting a male was heard 
singing on the late date of 
november 11th.a flock of 100 
plus was near to the abberton 
church east viewpoint on 
november 2nd. Birds there 
frequently used power lines above 
a quite new hardwood plantation 
and were present later as follows: 
17 on november 12th, 75 on 
february 22nd and 31st and on 
March 22nd with two males in 
song. There was peak of 45 two 
days later; 50 on the 26th and 32 
on april 1st. and 50 again on the 
11th. Three were near Billet’s farm 
on the 15th, nine were reported in 
song on the 20th and a singing 
male was close to the car park at 
Billett’s the 26th with three seen 
on the 28th.
Brambling one at abberton 
church on november 16th 
eurasian Bullfinch Poorly 
represented with single birds on 
January 7th and 28th and a pair on 

seen on november 3rd and 24th.
Western Yellow Wagtail The first 
was at layer Breton causeway on 
april 2nd and eight were present 
on the 5th. 15 plus were reported 
on the 10th. there were peak 
counts of 30 on the 14th, 15 on 
the 16th and 20 on the 20th; the 
birds apparently being males, with 
the only female reported being 
near Billett’s farm on the 24th.
White Wagtail a male was at 
Billets farm car park on March 
26th and another at layer de la 
haye causeway on april 
5th.  another was present on the 
10th and two the floods opposite 
Billett’s farm on the 24th.
Yellowhammer 25 were near 
abberton church on January 15th 
and eight there on february 22nd 
with a single bird two days later.  a 
pair was present on april 1st and 
there were six pairs there and at 
Billett’s farm on the 5th. 14 were 
present there on april 10th, two 
next day and three at the western 
end on the 20th.
Common reed Bunting Probably 
under-recorded and not until 
January 5th after which there were 
reports of eight with other 

dengie Peninsula by Judith ross

november started with reports 
from our man at deal hall of four 
taiga Bean geese showing well on 
mud before flying north, plus 
Common merganser and 
Black-throated Loon off coney 
hall, then three good raptor records 
– a red Kite which settled on a 
nearby field, and Peregrine Falcon 
and a merlin. This was followed on 
the 3rd by a ring Ouzel and a big 
fall of Common Blackbirds, song 
thrush, redwing and some 
Brambling. There were five 
Brambling over st lawrence village 
on the 4th, and the winter thrush 
theme was reflected in big counts 
of Common Blackbird, european 
robin and dunnock at the 
Bradwell obs., and 25 Fieldfare 
and five redwing finishing off 
apples in the Mark farm orchard.

also, on the 1st around the 
othona Pond and compost area, 

was a Firecrest with three 
goldcrest, which hung around 
for a while.

wader and wildfowl highlights 
were 10,000 red Knot on the 5th, 
1250 european golden Plover, 
1115 dunlin, 154 eurasian 
Curlew, 313 northern Pintail 
and 482 eurasian Wigeon on the 
19th (weBs)

Birds of the month were a 
dartford Warbler which 
frequented the weymarks beach 
suaeda Bushes from the 5th to 
22nd; and in the same area in the 
fields and borrow-dykes, from the 
15th to 26th a great egret. on the 
21st this joined by a grey Heron 
and three Little egrets for a real 
heron-fest.  and to end the month 
where it began, at deal hall on the 
26th were four Pink-footed geese 
among 3000 Brant geese, plus 
one snow Bunting.

december’s most notable record 
from the obs. on the 3rd was 
probably the Lapland Longspur 
that flew in off the sea, and 
continued inland, calling. on the 
same date european golden 
Plover numbers were up to 3500 
(2000 at ramsey on the 2nd), 
grey Plover at 1577.  another 
large flock of european golden 

Ring Ouzel (Liz Huxley)
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friend was spotted from Bradwell, 
a great egret flying towards the 
power station which later settled 
again at weymarks until the 29th.

april, the delayed migrants 
finally made it in, but resident 
species’ interest included a pair  
of Western marsh Harrier and 
15 Common snipe at ramsey 
Marsh on the 2nd; the Firecrest 
still almost resident at othona 
on the 16th, and a displaying 
Common Buzzard pair at Mark 
farm on the 27th.

Migrants in order of 
appearance: 6th at Burnham, two 
sandwich and one arctic terns 
flying down river. 8th at creeksea, 
three eurasian siskin. 10th at 
deal hall, male northern 
Wheatear. 11th at creeksea, 15 
eurasian siskin and one 
Brambling. 13th at st lawrence, 
Barn swallow, Common 
Chiffchaff and two eurasian 
Blackcap. 15th at asheldham 
Pits, eight eurasian Blackcap, 
two Common Chiffchaff and 
Lesser Whitethroat. 17th at 
deal hall, eurasian Hobby.  
19th at Blue house farm, four 
Wood sandpiper on the marsh. 
19th at Burnham wick, Common 
Whitethroat, Lesser 
Whitethroat, Yellow Wagtail 
and eurasian reed Warbler. 
24th at st lawrence, Common 
Cuckoo. 25th at Mark farm, 
Common Cuckoo, Lesser 
Whitethroat and 3 Common 
Whitethroat. 26th at Blue 
house farm, drake garganey and 
two male Whinchat. 27th at 
Burnham, european turtle 
dove.  and on the 29th at Blue 
house farm, now a pair of 
garganey. 

Plover were noted on the 24th, 
along with merlin, two Western 
marsh Harriers, plus a Peregrine 
Falcon pair at the power station.

christmas Eve - birding or 
shopping? lakeside or a walk 
around the fields and tracks of 
Mark farm, Tillingham, with the 
berry-laden hedges full of winter 
thrushes, finches and a few 
yellowhammers? guess which i 
did! The thrushes were 
predominately Common 
Blackbird, about 100 around the 
lanes, and a further 200 or so in a 
small wood bordering the farm 
fields, around Bradwell brook; 
along with about 50 Fieldfare and 
redwing, plus several eurasian 
Bullfinch in the ash trees.

not quite in the dengie area, but 
on January 3rd from s. fambridge 
a Horned grebe was seen in 
clements’ green creek, and again 
there on the 19th when there was 
also a female Common 
merganser and a red-throated 
Loon on the crouch.

on the 7th the Peregrine Falcon 
pair were around again at Bradwell, 
plus a Little Owl in the othona 
thickets, and a merlin. The obs. 
feeders in early January were 
popular with the various finches, 
including up to 50 Common 
Chaffinch, 15 House sparrows 
and a Corn Bunting, also ten 
White Wagtail. on the 14th, 
wildfowl and wader counts 
included 1099 Brant geese, 202 
northern Pintail, 552 eurasian 
Oystercatcher, 2000 european 
golden Plover, 4500 red Knot 
and 1044 dunlin. 36 red-
throated Loons were logged on 
the 17th.

from mid-month onwards a 

Firecrest was regularly seen 
around the othona Pond site – 
this bird or another of its’ species 
was still being reported in the 
area into early february.

a lone Common Buzzard which 
had been frequenting Mark lane, 
Tillingham, was seen on the 1st 
whilst attempting to feed on 
newly-ploughed land being 
mobbed by rooks also following 
the plough. There is a rookery 
nearby, and i sometimes remind 
the farmer that rook-squab are a 
favourite Buzzard food! (our 
broad beans being a favourite 
rook food!)

on the 7th from Burnham wick 
came reports of a Whimbrel, 
Brambling, grey Wagtail and 
Common Kingfisher.

The birds must have known 
what was on its way at the end of 
february, on the Motts farm (st 
lawrence) fields i counted c550 
northern Lapwing, 12 european 
golden Plover, eight eurasian 
Curlew and finch flocks probably 
Yellowhammer; a scene typical 
of fields all over the dengie in 
advance of the Beast! on the 
28th i briefly faced my ‘scope into 
the f8 snow squalls from the 
beach at st lawrence and noted a 
drake smew and great 
northern Loon flying up-river.

By March 5th the road to deal 
hall must have re-opened and a 
shorelark was reported as 
showing well on the shell bank, 
and on the 7th a Purple 
sandpiper was seen there 
amongst 2000 red Knot.

on the 21st a Firecrest was 
seen in front of the power station, 
and another around othona Pond 
saw the month out.  another old 

From left to right: Purple Sandpiper (grahaM EKins); Fieldfare (grahaM EKins); Common Whitethroat (siMon cox)
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full details of the birds seen each 
month are available here: https://
sites.google.com/site/
foulnessareabirdsurveygroup/
webs-2010/webs

we are in need of new observers 
in the foulness area. Passes are 
available for anyone willing to 
engage with the application 
procedure, which can be found 
here: 
https://sites.google.com/site/
foulnessareabirdsurveygroup/
membership
november 2017
single ring-tail Hen Harriers were 
seen on 6th and 13th. The weBs 
count on 19th included seven 
common Buzzard, two Peregrine 
Falcon and a merlin; the year’s 
highest counts of Pied avocet 
(179) and red Knot (16050); a 
grey Wagtail, 12 european 
stonechat and a small influx of 
finches – 120 european goldfinch, 
120 Common Linnet and a 
Brambling.
december 2017
9 red-throated Loons were close 
inshore on the Thameside on 3rd. 
The weBs count on 17th produced: 
three Barnacle geese and a 
light-bellied Brant goose, nine 
northern Pintail and four 
red-breasted merganser; the 
year’s highest counts of eurasian 
teal (1295), mallard (331) and 
european golden Plover (1460); 
two Hen Harriers and three 
Western marsh Harriers; a Jack 
snipe and a short-eared Owl.
January 2018
The weBs count was largely 
abandoned in poor weather. The 
only thing worth mentioning is a 
pair of tree sparrows reported by 
islanders at great Burwood farm 
and present for most of the month.
February 2018
highlights of the weBs count on 
18th were: two Light-bellied Brent 
geese, two Black Brant, 12 
red-breasted merganser, a great 
egret (on Potton island), nine 

Foulness island by dr Chris Lewis

Please note that WeBs counts are available on the FaBs group website: 
https://sites.google.com/site/foulnessareabirdsurveygroup/

Western marsh Harrier, 4 Hen 
Harrier, 3224 european golden 
Plover, 2378 northern Lapwing, 
a Jack snipe and four short-
eared Owls.
march 2018
our only sighting of greater 
White-fronted geese this season 
was of four in the fleet area on 
18th.  also seen the same day 
were 16 northern Pintail, 52 
northern shoveler, six ruff, two 
Black-legged Kittiwake and a 
Yellowhammer (at wakering 
stairs). This is the first record of 
Yellowhammer in the foulness 
area since 2010.
april 2018
There was a smattering of 
common migrants when we did 
our count on 15th, but the most 
important observations were 
reported by an islander from his 
garden: two european serin on 
8th (first record for foulness) and 
a Hawfinch on 14th, (3rd record 
for foulness, the first two in 1960 
and 1961).

Above: Common Buzzard (sEan nixon)
Below: Hawfinch (KEiTh oVErall)
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twelve, mid-month, but the very 
low numbers of aythya ducks 
continued. on the 21st two more 
Brant geese flew round; eleven 
dunlin were feeding in fishing 
lodge Bay and a mediterranean 
gull was reported from the 
centre.  a lone greater White-
fronted goose joined the 
greylag geese for a few days 
from the 28th and at the end of 
the month the resident but elusive 
red deer population numbered 
seventeen. 
February 2018
rising water levels meant the few 
waders had departed and for the 
first time for many years no green 
sandpipers overwintered on the 
west Bank. over twenty Common 
merganser were counted on a few 
occasions during the month and 
the aythya flock returned to more 
normal numbers in the first week 
with four hundred tufted duck 
and hundred Common Pochard, 
mostly confined to the south 
lagoon. on the 3rd two eurasian 
Woodcock were flushed from the 
west Bank woods and four 
red-crested Pochard were 
between the lagoons on the 8th. 
eurasian siskins and Lesser 

Common merganser numbers 
were low, especially when 
compared with abberton, with a 
maximum of just seven. The last 
day of the year produced another 
great northern Loon which was 
reported for a week into the new 
year but was often absent or 
elusive. More surprising, given the 
time of the year when there have 
always been hundreds, was the 
almost total lack of tufted ducks 
and Common Pochards yet 
Common goldeneye numbers 
were relatively high at over thirty.
January 2018
a great egret was in rawl hide 
Bay on the 1st and two red-
crested Pochard, much scarcer in 
winter, were on the north lagoon. 
The Yellow-legged gull, a few 
Black-tailed godwits and the 
occasional ruff, dunlin and 
Common redshank were still 
present until the last week and a 
large finch flock near the filter beds 
on the 5th included a least one 
Brambling. The 13th proved to be 
a more interesting day with 
Caspian gull, Common scoter 
and Brant goose all putting in an 
appearance. Common merganser 
numbers increased slightly to 

november 2017
The low water levels meant a few 
ruff, Black-tailed godwits, 
dunlin and the apparently 
resident Yellow-legged gull 
continued to find the conditions 
suitable around the hides.  wet 
weather on the 4th brought in ten 
Common ringed Plover and a 
Little stint which stayed for a few 
days and was joined by a 
sanderling on the 8th and two 
common ringed Plover on the 
11th. Two Peregrine Falcons and 
a Horned grebe enlivened the 
next morning and up to five green 
sandpipers and two grey 
Wagtails were regularly seen on 
the west Bank whilst Bearded 
reedlings and the occasional 
Cetti’s Warbler continued to be 
heard more than seen on the 
north lagoon throughout the 
winter.  a great northern Loon 
was in west hanningfield Bay on 
the 19th and a Pallas’s Leaf 
Warbler was found in the tit flock 
in the same area on the 22nd, the 
first record for the reservoir. The 
ringed juvenile Peregrine Falcon 
was devouring a Common Coot in 
fishing lodge Bay on the 29th and 
fourteen Black-tailed godwits 
were feeding near the causeway 
the next morning; their numbers 
increased to over twenty in the 
next few days.
december 2017
a Whooper swan was off the 
causeway on the 1st and a 
Common redshank joined the 
godwits there the following 
morning when three Peregrine 
Falcons were seen flying 
together.  a great northern 
Loon flew in on the morning of 
the 3rd. but, despite the influx of 
Hawfinches, the only report was 
of one at crowsheath on the 
8th.  a Whooper swan was 
reported again on the 13th when 
a Water Pipit was seen from 
Point hide and two northern 
ravens and a red Kite were 
reported from west hanningfield 
the next morning. up to twelve 
dunlin were around the hides 
towards the end of the month but 

Hanningfield reservoir by david acfield

Bearded Reedling (daVid acfiEld)
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redpolls usually move through 
the reservoir in late winter and 
early spring and a few were in 
west hanningfield on the 12th. six 
Pied avocets paid a brief visit on 
the morning of the 14th and an 
adult european Herring gull 
which was ringed as an orphan 
chick in East sussex in 2010 and 
trapped at Pitsea and seen in 
north spain in 2011 was on the 
island on the 21st.  another 
Whooper swan was reported 
from the hides on the 23rd and a 
second winter european Herring 
gull, ringed at a landfill site in 
west yorkshire in May 2017, was 
on the island the following 
morning.  Western marsh 
Harriers were regularly reported 
throughout the winter but there 
were three on the north lagoon 
on 25th with male and female 
interacting for the first time.
march 2018
The bitter blizzards from the East 
at the start of the month produced 
little of note but two Black-
necked grebe were off the 
causeway on the 4th and a dunlin 
was on the island with a great 
Black-backed gull, ringed as a 
chick in the usual Vest-agder 
region of norway in 2016.  a 
Common Chiffchaff was singing 
on the 10th, presumably the first 
migrant and a Horned grebe, just 
beginning to adopt its summer 
finery was off the causeway. it was 
very photogenic during its two and 
a half week stay during which time 
the moult was almost complete. 
on the 16th a female a greater 
scaup joined the aythya flock on 
the south lagoon and a Black-
necked grebe was near the west 
Bank Pier. That weekend saw the 
return of snow and bitterly cold 
easterlies, so the Barn swallow 

seen on the 18th must have 
regretted its timing.  a Water Pipit 
was in fields below the dam on the 
19th and a red Kite was in the 
same area. red-crested Pochard 
numbers start to build up again in 
March and two pairs were on the 
north lagoon on the 22nd when a 
second Horned grebe was 
between the lagoons. on the 
25th, two Common scoter were 
at the north end, two eurasian 
Oystercatchers and a Common 
redshank were on the west Bank 
and two Black-necked grebes 
joined the second Horned.  a 
green sandpiper was between 
the lagoons the next morning and 
rain on the 27th produced the first 
sand martins as well as another 
red Kite sighting at the north 
end. The female and immature 
male Western marsh Harriers 
were sky diving on the 29th and 
both eurasian siskin and 
Brambling were reported from the 
centre during the last week. 
april 2018
a eurasian Blackcap was singing 
on the reserve on the 1st and the 
second Horned grebe, which 
showed little sign of moult into 
summer plumage, stayed until the 
3rd. The pair of eurasian 
Oystercatchers was often 
reported but, with water levels at a 
maximum, there seemed little 
room on the island for them to 
attempt their usual nesting and 
waders in general were few and far 
between with nowhere to land 
except the perimeter walls. Just 
three Common and two green 
sandpipers were reported during 
the month. The Western marsh 
Harriers appeared to have settled 
on a nest site during the first week 
but the Cetti’s Warblers, which 
initially seemed to have survived 

the harsh weather, were reduced 
to just one singing by mid 
month.  a pair of Black-necked 
grebes was surface feeding on 
the 7th and the first House 
martin arrived in misty weather 
on the 9th.  a eurasian reed 
Warbler was singing on the13th 
and a sedge Warbler, much less 
common, joined it the next day 
when the first Common terns 
were off the causeway. Two 
Brant geese and a drake 
Common scoter were found 
when the fog lifted on the 15th 
and bright and breezy weather on 
the 17th produced three adult 
Little gulls, three Black-necked 
grebes, a red Kite and a possible 
Western Osprey. The first 
Common Cuckoo was recorded 
on the 18th, a ruddy shelduck 
was off the causeway the 
following morning and a 
northern Wheatear was in an 
adjacent field on the 20th. small 
numbers of arctic terns trickled 
through from the 20th with four 
more Little gulls on the 22nd. 
garden Warblers began to arrive 
at the beginning of the fourth 
week and at least fifty Common 
swifts were hawking very high 
above the north dam on the 
26th. The first Hobby of the year 
was reported on the 28th when 
cold, wet weather produced the 
first significant gathering of 
hirundines which included a 
red-rumped swallow. This was 
probably the fourth record for the 
site comprising five birds and the 
first since two were present in 
2004. Three Yellow Wagtails that 
morning was the sole record of a 
once common spring migrant at 
the reservoir and the month 
ended with another northern 
Wheatear at west hanningfield. 

From left to right: Black-necked Grebe (daVid acfiEld); Red-crested Pochard (daVid halE); Horned Grebe (daVid acfiEld)
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november 2017
some notable counts from the 
langdon reserve on the 1st 
included 42 eurasian Blue tits, 38 
great tits, 47 Long-tailed tits, 23 
goldcrests, nine song thrushes, 
105 House sparrows, five 
european green Woodpeckers, six 
Hawfinches, five eurasian siskins, 
three eurasian Bullfinches and a 
Common Firecrest.

five european green 
Woodpeckers were also noted 
from the westley heights area on 
the 3rd, with six great spotted 
Woodpeckers, 20-plus Long-
tailed tits, two eurasian 
Bullfinches, a eurasian 
treecreeper and at least one 
Lesser redpoll. Two Hawfinches 
were found at the dunton Plotlands 
on the afternoon of the same day; 
in addition to at least ten european 
goldfinches and three european 
greenfinches.

at least 12 redwings were noted 
from the Plotlands on the 4th; 
records from here on the 10th 
included three european green 
Woodpeckers, five Fieldfares, at 
least ten european goldfinches, 
eight-plus Common Chaffinches 
and three eurasian Bullfinches.   
a Common Kingfisher was 
present at the lake and a grey 
Wagtail flew over.

Two Hawfinches were recorded 
from Marks hill on the 12th while 
the Plotlands on the 14th saw 17 
Fieldfares, five-plus redwings and 
two eurasian Bullfinches present. 
next day reports included 14  
song thrushes, 53 redwings, 112 
House sparrows, two Lesser 
redpolls, Hawfinch, Common 
Firecrest, two meadow Pipits, 
Common Kingfisher and eurasian 
Woodcock. on the 17th there 
were four european green 
Woodpeckers, five great  
spotted Woodpeckers, 15-plus 
european goldfinches, a Lesser 
redpoll and at least three eurasian 
Bullfinches.  a Common Kestrel 
was seen in the afternoon, as were 
two Fieldfares and a eurasian 
siskin.

a sunny day on the 19th saw  
a comma butterfly sunning itself  
in the Plotlands orchard. Birds 
included a eurasian 
sparrowhawk, ten Long-tailed 
tits and at least seven 
goldcrests.  a Common 
Kingfisher was reported from  
the lake on the22nd.

a Little egret flew over the 
dunton ridge field on the 24th.   
an afternoon walk around westley 
heights included records of  
mistle thrush, two eurasian 
treecreepers and a Coal tit. The 
edge of the recreation ground at 
langdon hills saw 50 House 
sparrows and a sprinkling of 
Common Chaffinches and 
european greenfinches.

finally, on the 25th, the dunton 
Plotlands and lincewood held at 
least four european green 
Woodpeckers, five great spotted 
Woodpeckers, a eurasian 
nuthatch, eurasian treecreeper, 
one or two Coal tits, 30-plus 
redwings, three european 
greenfinches, 13-plus european 
goldfinches, two eurasian siskins 
(male and female), a Hawfinch 
and three eurasian Bullfinch.

a pair of mandarin ducks were 
notable from Thameside on the 
5th; other records included a 
Common goldeneye, Water rail, 
25 Common ringed Plovers, 
seven grey Plovers, 85 dunlins, 
1268 Black-tailed godwits,  
11 ruddy turnstones, a Barn 
swallow, european stonechat,  
33 Common Linnets and three 
common Chiffchaffs.

a solitary Common goldeneye 
was seen again on the 12th, with 
three egyptian geese, three 
Common scoters, 32 ringed 
Plovers, 500 dunlins and 900 
Black-tailed godwits.  a pair of 
northern Pintails were here on 
the 14th.

singles of Bar-tailed godwit and 
red Knot on the 19th were in 
addition to 13 Fieldfares.  wildfowl 
counts on the 26th comprised five 
northern Pintails, 11 northern 
shoveler, 71 eurasian Wigeon, 

221 eurasian teal, 115 tufted 
ducks, 20 common Pochard and 
one each of Common goldeneye 
and Common merganser.  a 
Black-necked grebe was 
notable.  waders included 1123 
Black-tailed godwits and 665 
Pied avocets. Fieldfares had 
increased to 34 and a solitary 
european stonechat was seen. 
Three northern Pintails appeared 
on the 30th.
december 2017
five eurasian teal were notable at 
the dunton lake on the 1st; two 
male tufted ducks being more 
typical. Elsewhere on the langdon 
reserve at least four goldcrests 
were in addition to Coal tit and at 
least ten european goldfinches.

langdon hills on the 8th saw at 
least seven goldcrests present, 
with singles of Coal tit, eurasian 
nuthatch and eurasian 
treecreeper along with 14-plus 
Long-tailed tits, 15 redwings, 
two Fieldfares and three Lesser 
redpolls. nine european 
goldfinches and at least three 
eurasian Bullfinches were seen 
on the 10th.

a morning visit to the dunton 
Plotlands on the 15th saw 21 
eurasian siskins and at least 13 
european goldfinches feeding on 
the lakeside alders. other sightings 
included 15 Fieldfares, 25-plus 
redwings, four eurasian 
Bullfinches and five Hawfinches. 
The last named flew over my head 
and disappeared into the 
south-western corner of the 
reserve. next day the afternoon 
brought a different set of records: 
Peregrine Falcon, eurasian 
sparrowhawk, Common Kestrel, 
a Water rail (showing well by the 
lake), three song thrushes, at 
least ten Long-tailed tits and at 
least 20 european goldfinches.  a 
Water rail was reported again 
from the lake.  at least six 
Fieldfares were at the dunton 
Plotlands on a misty 17th, with a 
eurasian nuthatch in lincewood.

still at the Plotlands on the 18th 
there were two european green 
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at least ten Eurasian skylarks, 
11-plus meadow Pipits and 13 
european goldfinches were 
noted.

wildfowl and wader numbers 
had increased on the 23rd: 265 
eurasian Wigeon, 358 Common 
shelduck, 190 eurasian teal, 28 
northern shoveler, 493 Pied 
avocets and 693 Black-tailed 
godwits.  also, here were 26 
Common ringed Plovers, two 
Common snipe, three Brant 
geese, 13 Fieldfares and two 
Western marsh Harriers- an 
adult male and female.

notable on the 31st were 
northern Pintail, two Water 
rails and three Black-legged 
Kittiwakes.
January 2018
Early in the new year, ten tufted 
ducks could be seen on the lake at 
dunton, on the 5th. six males and 
four females were present.  around 
the Plotlands were four great 
spotted Woodpeckers and at 
least seven eurasian Bullfinches; 

Common scoters on the 1st and a 
Western Barn Owl on the 7th. The 
golden gate lakes on the 10th held 
singles of Common goldeneye, 
Common merganser and 
Black-necked grebe; three great 
Crested grebes, two Little 
grebes and 26 Common Coots.  a 
Western Barn Owl was seen again 
next day.

wildfowl counts on the 17th 
included two egyptian geese, 234 
Common shelducks, 137 
eurasian Wigeon, 168 eurasian 
teal, ten northern shoveler, 109 
tufted ducks and 23 Common 
Pochards.  waders comprised 122 
Pied avocets, 709 dunlin, 568 
Black-tailed godwits and 134 
Common redshanks. other 
records included 51 eurasian 
siskins and a pair of european 
stonechats. reports on the 21st 
included 24 grey Plovers, 28 
eurasian Curlews and singles of 
Bar-tailed godwit, ruddy 
turnstone and Brant goose.  a 
single european stonechat 
showed briefly on the 22nd, when 

Woodpeckers, two great 
spotted Woodpeckers, 20 
european goldfinches and six 
eurasian siskins.  an afternoon 
visit to lincewood and hall wood 
brought three european green 
Woodpeckers, five great 
spotted Woodpeckers, a 
eurasian nuthatch, at least ten 
Long-tailed tits, two Coal tits, 
two Hawfinches and a eurasian 
siskin.  at least three Hawfinches 
were in hall wood on the 22nd, 
with a eurasian nuthatch and a 
Lesser redpoll noted.

christmas Eve afternoon at the 
Plotlands was rather quiet; 
excepting a Peregrine Falcon and 
a female eurasian Bullfinch. 
Boxing day saw ten european 
goldfinches at westley heights, 
with eurasian nuthatch and 
Hawfinch in hall wood. The latter 
was a female which had been 
noted on a couple of previous 
visits roosting in an old squirrel’s 
dray.

reports from Thameside started 
with a short-eared Owl and 28 

Common Shelduck (siMon cox)
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country Park) featured Common 
Buzzard and eurasian 
sparrowhawk; as well as four 
european green Woodpeckers, 
nine great spotted 
Woodpeckers, eight-plus 
redwings, three song thrushes, 
three each of goldcrest and Coal 
tit, five eurasian nuthatches, 
three-plus eurasian treecreepers, 
two eurasian siskins and at least 
three Hawfinches.

Early morning at the dunton 
Plotlands on the 23rd saw 16 
european goldfinches and 15 
eurasian siskins feeding on the 
lakeside alders. Two Common 
Kingfishers were reported as 
having been present.  around the 
reserve generally were four 
european green Woodpeckers, 
four great spotted Woodpeckers, 
20-plus redwings, three song 
thrushes, three european 
greenfinches and four eurasian 
Bullfinches (two males and two 
females, feeding on 
blackberries).  a visit to westley 
heights in the afternoon saw at 
least 56 redwings feeding on the 
ground, along with 11 song 
thrushes and a mistle thrush.  a 
eurasian treecreeper and at least 
two eurasian nuthatches kept to 
the trees, as did two Hawfinches 
(in their usual haunt of hall wood). 
These looked to be a pair, some 
early signs of courtship being 
noted. The male appeared very 
colourful and sported the blue bill 
of the breeding season.

four egyptian geese were at 
Thameside on the 4th, as were five 
great Crested grebes, 731 Black-
tailed godwits, a Jack snipe and 
two european stonechats. next 
day a Common Kingfisher was at 
stanford warren.

on the 11th three female 
Common goldeneyes could be 
seen on golden gate lakes, with 
567 Pied avocets, 907 Black-
tailed godwits and 804 dunlins 
out on the mudflats.  a Common 
Kingfisher was again reported 
from stanford warren, on the 
22nd, in addition to a Western 
Barn Owl and six Bearded 
reedlings. red Knot and 
sanderling (no counts) were 
noted from Thameside on  
the 25th.

and a Common snipe. Ten 
Black-legged Kittiwakes could be 
seen out on the river.

counts on the 24th revealed five 
egyptian geese, 411 eurasian 
Wigeon, 127 Common shelduck, 
47 Common ringed Plover, six 
grey Plover, 125 Common 
redshank, 41 eurasian Curlew 
and three ruddy turnstones. 
other records comprised a 
Peregrine Falcon, three Black-
legged Kittiwakes, 80 Fieldfares 
and five european stonechats.

Two days later 400-plus Pied 
avocets and 1000-plus Black-
tailed godwits carpeted the 
mudflats.  Western Barn Owl and 
Common Kestrel were seen on 
the 29th; with a male Western 
marsh Harrier and a Common 
Kingfisher reported from stanford 
warren.
February 2018
Early in the month, on the 2nd, at 
least 50 european goldfinches 
fed on elm buds at the top of the 
dunton Plotlands ridge. Two male 
eurasian Bullfinches were also 
noted. Elsewhere on langdon hills, 
later in the day, were three 
european green Woodpeckers, 
two eurasian nuthatches, two 
mistle thrushes, three Fieldfares, 
11 redwings and two european 
greenfinches. flocks of 30 
Common Chaffinches and 
60-plus Common Linnets were 
present at one Tree hill; one or two 
eurasian sparrowhawks and a 
Common Kestrel also being 
noted. seven european 
goldfinches frequented my 
feeders at laindon west on the 7th.

up on langdon hills on the 11th 
four european green 
Woodpeckers were in addition to 
four eurasian nuthatches, three 
eurasian treecreepers, at least 16 
Common Chaffinches, Coal tit, 
two goldcrests, mistle thrush, 
two song thrushes, six-plus 
redwings and a Common 
Buzzard.  at least three 
Hawfinches in hall wood included 
a male and two females.  a dozen 
european goldfinches fed on elm 
buds, this time in lincewood, 
joined by a solitary male eurasian 
siskin.

The same general area on the 
16th (mostly westley heights 

including three males and a female 
feeding on blackthorn buds.

on the 12th langdon hills 
generally held seven european 
green Woodpeckers, eight great 
spotted Woodpeckers, 50-plus 
redwings, four goldcrests, 
20-plus Long-tailed tits, two 
Coal tits, four eurasian 
nuthatches, ten Common 
Chaffinches, six european 
greenfinches and at least 50 
european goldfinches.

Back at the Plotlands on the 19th 
a Peregrine Falcon flew over and 
one or two eurasian 
sparrowhawks were present. Two 
european green Woodpeckers 
were in addition to at least four 
great spotted Woodpeckers. 
small birds comprised at least 
three Fieldfares, ten Long-tailed 
tits, at least eight eurasian 
siskins in the alders by the lake, 
62-plus European goldfinches: 12 
with the eurasian siskins and at 
least 50 feeding on elm buds at 
the top of the ridge. six eurasian 
Bullfinches included four males in 
view together feeding on 
blackberry seeds. later in the 
afternoon, two Hawfinches (male 
and female) graced hall wood.

The following were among the 
records for the EwT area on the 
24th: three tawny Owls, a 
eurasian Woodcock, two Lesser 
redpolls; and counts of 37 
eurasian Blue tits and 32 great 
tits.

The two (pair) of Hawfinches 
could be seen again in hall wood 
on the 26th, showing well as they 
perched on top of an oak, just prior 
to roosting in a big holly tree.  also, 
around westley heights were 
three european green 
Woodpeckers, five great 
spotted Woodpeckers and four 
eurasian nuthatches. reports 
from the EwT reserve included 
red Kite, Peregrine Falcon, 
Lesser spotted Woodpecker, and 
a male eurasian Blackcap.

records for Thameside on the 
7th included two Brant geese, 
two egyptian geese, 201 
eurasian Wigeon and a female 
Common goldeneye.  waders 
comprised 630 Pied avocets, 740 
Black-tailed godwits, 1505 
dunlin, ten Bar-tailed godwits 
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with at least six Hawfinches, all in 
hall wood.

‘Beware the ides of March’ said 
shakespeare- slightly late, he 
wasn’t wrong this year: after the 
idyllic spring day just mentioned, 
winter returned with a vengeance, 
with more heavy snow on the 17th 
and 18th. The Hawfinches again 
deserted hall wood for lincewood, 
being joined there by at least two 
eurasian Bullfinches (male and 
female) and eight european 
goldfinches.  a small flock of 11 
eurasian Blue tits fed together in 
an oak tree. The eurasian 
Bullfinches were still present on 
the edge of lincewood on the 
18th, while european 
goldfinches increased to at least 
17, scattered around the area. 
Minimums of 15 Fieldfares and 
ten redwings were noted, while 
four song thrushes and ten 
Common Blackbirds could be 
seen feeding in a snow free patch 
of the recreation ground. seven 
Hawfinches seen in flight along 
the trees of hillcrest avenue at the 
top of the dunton Plotlands were 
in addition to the usual group 
further up the hills.

Two eurasian teal and a 
eurasian Woodcock were 
reported from dunton on the 21st; 
with two mute swans and a 
Common snipe recorded two 
days later.

heading towards the month’s 
end, the snow was now a memory 
and warmer, more spring-like 
conditions had returned by the 

just before 16:00, in a big holly.
four each of european green 

and great spotted Woodpeckers 
were present in the Plotlands on 
the 9th, with a mistle thrush and 
20-plus redwings.

Back up around lincewood/
westley heights on the 10th, the 
Lesser spotted Woodpecker, a 
male, was finally seen in hall wood. 
his larger relatives were also much 
in evidence- five european green 
Woodpeckers and at least six 
great spotted 
Woodpeckers.  also noted were a 
eurasian sparrowhawk, four 
eurasian nuthatches, five 
eurasian treecreepers, two 
european greenfinch, four 
eurasian siskins and three-plus 
Hawfinches. The latter were 
calling noisily but typically elusive, 
only showing in glimpses.

spring had finally arrived on the 
16th- two Common Buzzards 
displaying over hall wood made 
use of the pleasantly warm 
sunshine.  at least seven european 
green Woodpeckers called noisily, 
with at least six great spotted 
Woodpeckers also active. Two 
Lesser spotted Woodpeckers 
were noted- the male in hall wood 
was showing well, calling and 
drumming; another was calling 
from the main wooded part of 
willow Park.  at least five eurasian 
nuthatches came from three 
territories in westley heights and 
the usual lincewood bird. four-plus 
eurasian treecreepers and two 
Lesser redpolls were noted, along 

march 2018
at the beginning of the month 
early spring had turned back into 
mid-winter, with heavy snow and 
freezing temperatures. lincewood 
held a fine selection on the 2nd- 
four great spotted Woodpeckers, 
nine Fieldfares, at least six 
Long-tailed tits, a Coal tit, 
eurasian nuthatch, goldcrest, a 
Common Firecrest (at very close 
range, feeding in a laurel bush), two 
european greenfinches, nine 
european goldfinch and four 
Hawfinch.  winter thrushes had 
descended onto suburban laindon: 
20 Fieldfares fed on garden shrubs 
near Berry lane; at least 40 each of 
Fieldfare and redwing around 
berry-bearing trees and shrubs at 
laindon west.  a male northern 
shoveler was on the small area of 
unfrozen water at dunton lake.

next day the dunton/lincewood 
area held four eurasian 
treecreepers, ten european 
goldfinches, 25-plus Fieldfares 
and ten redwings.

By the 5th most of the snow had 
gone. up around westley heights 
two Common Buzzards and a 
Common Kestrel were seen, in 
addition to three european green 
Woodpeckers, three great 
spotted Woodpeckers, a Lesser 
spotted Woodpecker (calling 
unseen) and three eurasian 
nuthatches (including a pair 
clearing out an old nest hole). The 
Hawfinches were back in hall 
wood- at least three went to roost 

Above left: European Greenfinch (daVid halE).  Above right: Long-tailed Tit (MaTT TurnEr)
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26th.  a Brambling was found 
among the Common Chaffinches 
in hall wood; at least four 
Hawfinches in here included two 
males and a female perched 
together and showing well. The 
former appeared very colourful, 
with metallic blue bills and bright 
copper-chestnut heads and amber 
eyes. five european green 
Woodpeckers, three eurasian 
nuthatches and two eurasian 
treecreepers were also noted.

reports from Thameside included 
counts of wildfowl on the 4th- 131 
greylag geese, six Brant geese, 
five northern Pintails, 28 
northern shovelers, 293 eurasian 
Wigeon, 28 Common Pochard, 39 
tufted ducks and singles of 
Common goldeneye and 
common Merganser 
(females).  waders comprised 243 
Pied avocets, 1352 dunlin, four 
red Knots, 239 Black-tailed 
godwits and 127 Common 
redshanks, while other species 
included two red-legged 
Partridges, seven Little grebes 
and a merlin.  a pair of northern 
Pintail were noted next day.

The 11th saw 90 eurasian teal 
present, with six great Crested 
grebes and a eurasian 
sparrowhawk. Pied avocets had 
increased to 495 and Black-tailed 
godwits to 1008. other waders 
included 32 common ringed 
Plovers, 16 grey Plovers, a 
Bar-tailed godwit, 16 eurasian 
Curlews and four eurasian 
Oystercatchers.

nine Common snipe were here 
on the 24th, as were three Lesser 
redpolls.
april 2018
a morning visit to the Plotlands on 
the 2nd saw four great spotted 
Woodpeckers, a singing goldcrest 
and two eurasian Bullfinches. in 
the afternoon, up on langdon hills, 
six european green Woodpeckers 
were in addition to four eurasian 
nuthatches, two eurasian 
treecreepers, at least ten 
Common Chaffinches and a 
sprinkling of Common Chiffchaffs. 
These last became a regular feature 
through the month. 

five eurasian siskins remained 
on the 4th, as did four Hawfinches 
in hall wood.  a Brimstone butterfly 

was seen on the 5th.
More butterflies next day 

included Brimstone, comma and 
Peacock. Birds included Common 
Buzzard, eurasian sparrowhawk, 
six european green Woodpeckers, 
three great spotted 
Woodpeckers, a Lesser spotted 
Woodpecker (the hall wood bird), 
two singing mistle thrushes, at 
least four song thrushes, 
goldcrest, eurasian treecreeper, 
six eurasian nuthatches, 
eight-plus Common Chaffinches 
and at least two each of european 
greenfinch and european 
goldfinch. Two male eurasian 
Blackcaps eventually showed well 
from the old cricket pitch at the top 
of hall wood.  as with the 
Common Chiffchaff, this species 
became ubiquitous for the rest of 
the month.

at least two Hawfinches 
remained in hall wood on the 8th 
but had become (even more) 
elusive; one could be heard 
singing.  a eurasian Woodcock was 
also here, with two mistle 
thrushes, five great spotted 
Woodpeckers and five eurasian 
treecreepers also noted., around 
the westley heights/lincewood 
area.  a pair of the latter appeared 
to be nesting beneath some bark 
flaking away from an old cherry 
tree.

friday the 13th dawned rather 
misty and murky; though not 
necessarily unlucky- four Willow 
Warblers being recorded from the 
dunton lake area.  at least two 
Barn swallows and four european 
goldfinches were also here. 
tufted ducks on the water 
numbered 18: 11 males and seven 
females. four Common Buzzards 
were over hall wood in the 
afternoon, when a single Hawfinch 
called, unseen.  a pair of eurasian 
Bullfinches frequented the edge of 
the wood, by the old cricket pitch.

a sunny evening in the Plotlands 
on the 18th saw small Tortoiseshell, 
comma and Peacock butterflies 
still active. These last two species 
were recorded again on the warm 
20th, as were three Brimstones 
(two males and a female) and two 
male orange Tips.

The male Lesser spotted 
Woodpecker showed well, if 

briefly; still in hall wood, on the 
21st, while at least six Common 
Whitethroats had arrived; five of 
them in willow Park.  a pair of 
eurasian Bullfinches in this area 
could be seen feeding on 
blackthorn buds.  around langdon 
hills generally were five european 
green Woodpeckers, four 
eurasian nuthatches, three each 
of Common Buzzard and eurasian 
sparrowhawk, two Barn 
swallows and two goldcrests.

approaching the month’s end, a 
singing goldcrest was recorded 
from the Plotlands two days 
running.  a Willow Warbler sang 
briefly from here on the 27th; a 
Common swift flew over westley 
heights on a chilly 28th. 

a Horned grebe made an 
appearance on the golden gate 
lake at Thameside nature Park on 
the 8th, with a male european 
stonechat, 35 Common Linnets 
and a Corn Bunting noted on the 
12th.

other species recorded during 
the first half of the month included 
Western marsh Harrier, 
Black-tailed godwit, Pied avocet, 
Common ringed Plover, dunlin, 
Common redshank, northern 
Lapwing, ruddy turnstone, 
Common Kingfisher, Fieldfare 
and Common reed Bunting.

wildfowl still present on the 15th 
included a Brant goose, two 
egyptian geese, 64 eurasian teal 
and 44 tufted ducks.  among the 
other species were two green 
sandpipers, two mediterranean 
gulls, a male european 
stonechat and a Common 
Whitethroat.

reports on the 22nd comprised a 
Peregrine Falcon, a Little ringed 
Plover, six Whimbrels, five 
Common terns, two common 
Cuckoos, two Lesser 
Whitethroats and eight eurasian 
reed Warblers.
a eurasian Hobby was recorded 
on the 28th; possibly, large 
numbers of hirundines around the 
golden gate area had attracted it: 
250 sand martins, 50 Barn 
swallows and ten House 
martins.  a mediterranean gull, 
three Whimbrels and 136 dunlins 
were notable.
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eurasian Bullfinches and also a 
male Western marsh Harrier and 
another (male) red-breasted 
merganser on 19th.  a lone 
Common greenshank was still 
loitering around heybridge gP on 
21st, along with six+ eurasian 
Bullfinches, including five that 
appeared to fly off west and 
another, or same, unseasonal 
mediterranean gull, northern 
shovelers increased to 57 and a 
cracking winter-plumaged 
red-throated diver flew in and 
appeared on and off until 3rd 
december.  a real gem occurred in 
the writer’s garden on 27th, a 
Common Firecrest in a bush right 
by the front door! also, that day, 
there were still four Common 
Chiffchaffs at chigborough lakes, 
two eurasian treecreepers and, a 
poor winter high count of, 45 
gadwalls at the same locality.  a 
record count of 80 northern 
shovelers were on heybridge gP 
on 21st. The highest winter count 
of Bearded reedlings around 
heybridge gP was 13 on 28th, the 
same day that there were 600 
european golden Plovers on the 
estuary with 170 Pied avocets, 
seven rock Pipits and a Western 
marsh Harrier over northey 
island.
december 2017
a very quiet month!

four Common greenshanks 
were still roosting on heybridge 
gP on 6th, and the highest count 
of Common goldeneyes of the 
year, just five, were on the estuary 
the same day with 950 european 
golden Plovers and 600 
northern Lapwings and a lone 

number on the Maldon end of the 
estuary; 1,500 dunlins in southey 
creek on 8th was a very high local 
count and typical of this trend 
which is also seeing increasing 
numbers of Bar-tailed godwit and 
Knot. Pied avocet numbers had 
reached 120 off northey island on 
8th but failed this winter to get to 
half of the total seen last.  a 
Western marsh Harrier quartered 
southey creek on 8th. 

There were still three Common 
Chiffchaffs at chigborough lakes 
on 13th where one of the winters 
few local Common goldeneyes 
also turned up. The same location 
held three Common Kingfishers 
that day, pointing to good numbers 
around locally. eurasian Bullfinch 
numbers remained higher than 
usual with at least five at 
chigborough on 5th and about 50 
northern shoveler were dabbling 
about. 

on 14th, a Brambling flew over 
heybridge gP, a rare bird locally 
these days, and Cetti’s Warblers 
had increased to ten, with a similar 
number on 17th. four Common 
greenshanks were still roosting on 
heybridge gP the same day whilst 
a total of 17 Corn Buntings, 
apparently leaving a roost there, 
was a good total, as were 42 
northern shovelers and seven 
rock Pipits.  around heybridge gP 
on 5th, Cetti’s Warblers had 
increased to 11, two Common 
greenshanks roosted and about 
50 Common Linnets flew over 
with three eurasian siskins in tow. 
Three Bearded reedlings 
appeared briefly on 17th with four 
Common greenshanks, six+ 

maldon area by simon Wood 

summary
following on from a very average 
2017, the winter of 2017/18 
proved poor with numbers of 
some waders lower than normal, 
albeit some showed a significant 
and unexpected increased, very 
few raptors or owls about and a 
distinct lack of thrushes and 
finches. coupled with no real 
special birds, it was all a bit quiet 
until the very end of March…

as previously stated the number 
of Maldon birders has declined 
markedly over the last couple of 
years, so anyone considering a new 
local patch, couldn’t do much 
better than round here!
november 2017
The month began with nine 
Cetti’s Warblers singing around 
heybridge gP, and 11 Common 
greenshanks roosting there.  also, 
on 1st, a “flock” of four Common 
Kingfishers was unusual and were 
part of a site total of five at 
heybridge gP that day.  a female 
greater scaup also put in an 
appearance on heybridge gP on 
1st as well as an adult 
mediterranean gull; records are 
uncommon here at this time of 
year. northern shovelers have 
been turning up more regularly on 
heybridge gP recently so 32 on 
1st were a sign of things to 
come.  also, there on 1st, a single 
Common merganser appeared 
whilst two european stonechats 
graced the seawall but move on 
quickly.  a female Western marsh 
Harrier was over northey island 
the same day.

in recent years, some wader 
species have been increasing in 

From left to right: Red-throated Diver (Paul chaMBErlain); Ruff (grahaM EKins); Barnacle Goose (Paul chaMBErlain)
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mediterranean gull, quite 
possibly the same individual 
reported in previous months.  a 
Brambling in a garden at langford 
on 10th was the second, and last, 
winter record this year. on 21st 25 
Corn Buntings was another 
excellent count at heybridge gP, 
with a grey Wagtail also flying 
over that day. The last record of 
the year of note was a Western 
marsh Harrier over northey 
island on 28th. 

and so, ended a forgettable year 
as far as local birding was 
concerned.
January 2018
The year started with a positive 
glut of eurasian Bullfinches at 
chigborough lakes where a 
conservative total of 12 were 
noted on 2nd, with a similar 
number again on 16th and nine on 
12th.

The 2nd also saw a green 
sandpiper appear around a 
flooded field edge at chigborough 
– a much declined winter, and 
indeed migrant, visitor in recent 
years, a eurasian Woodcock 
nearby and a small influx of 
goldcrest with at least ten 
around. The scraley road Little 
Owls have been elusive in recent 
months, but one did finally give 
itself up on 2nd.  a grey Wagtail 
flew over heybridge gP on 7th 
whilst at the same location on 9th 
there were at least eight Bearded 
reedlings, a couple of Common 
greenshanks, a similar number of 
Common Kingfisher, 21 
Common Pochards and 900 
european golden Plovers on the 
estuary.

a Western marsh Harrier 
appeared over northey island on 
10th while a greater scaup made 

a brief appearance on heybridge 
gP on 12th, and a small flock of 
Common Linnets in game cover 
north of chigborough had reached 
50 birds. it’s been a very poor 
winter for Common Chiffchaff, so 
the writer was pleased to see one 
briefly in his garden on 12th. 

a Common merganser 
appeared on home water at 
chigborough on 16th, whilst there 
were two+ Lesser redpolls and 
22 Common Pochards nearby. on 
the 20th there were six red-
breasted mergansers with three 
Common goldeneye (and a 
common seal) off osea island as 
well as six rock Pipits along the 
sea wall. The Pied avocet flock on 
the estuary numbered 170 on 
22nd whilst on the estuary the 
next day there were 900 european 
golden Plover and 210 Pied 
avocets, the highest count of the 
winter.  another Common 
Chiffchaff appeared, this time at 
chigborough lakes, on 26th and 
the Common Linnet flock had 
increased to c70.

Just north of Maldon, two 
eurasian Blackcaps visited a 
garden on 25th where they fed on 
Myrtle berries. Ten eurasian siskin 
at chigborough on 26th was the 
highest mid-winter count
February 2018
with spring supposedly just 
around the corner, the “Beast from 
the East” hit late in the month 
bringing snow, hard frosts and 
bitterly cold winds for several days. 
The local Little egret population, 
up to 20 of which had been 
feeding regularly on home water, 
chigborough, disappeared 
completely, presumably having 
headed south and west. on the 
coldest days the sea wall at 

Maldon was a haven for birds that 
were clearly struggling with the 
temperatures – Fieldfare, song 
thrush, meadow Pipit and reed 
Buntings. Fieldfares also began to 
appear in gardens; being a ground 
feeder prolonged frost causes 
them real difficulties.

Two Peregrine Falcons were 
hunting by northey island 
causeway on 20th.

highlight of the month was the 
patch’s second, and then third 
great egrets. one appeared on 
8th, with two being seen from 21st 
to 23rd, the later the last date any 
were seen. 

There was a report of a 
red-necked grebe on the river 
chelmer on 4th, but despite 
subsequent searches it could not 
be re-found.

The 8th saw six Corn Buntings 
at heybridge gP, a Common 
Chiffchaff visited the writer’s 
garden briefly on both 12th and 
15th and (the wintering?) 
mediterranean gull dropped in at 
lofts farm gP on 14th. 

a few northern Pintail have 
been appearing in heybridge Basin 
in the last couple of years but c40 
was a very significant local count. 
inland a bit and hazeleigh wood 
held a eurasian Woodcock on 
16th; they have been particularly 
scarce this winter. Two Western 
Barn Owls were seen to the east 
of heybridge on 18th.  at least five 
Bearded reedlings were still 
around on 21st; how many 
survived the severe weather is 
unknown but there were no 
further records until early april. 
The next day there were 5+ 
eurasian siskins at chigborough 
lakes, presumably birds passing 
through the county, a Common 

From left to right: Common Tern (Brian BolTon); Arctic Tern (grahaM EKins); Little Gull (Brian BolTon)
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a flock of 15 european 
greenfinches in an observer’s 
garden on 18th was a significant 
flock by recent standards, whilst the 
merlin seen the same day just 
south of limebrook way, Maldon 
was the only local record of the 
winter.  a Western Barn Owl was 
seen hunting near Purleigh on 20th.

on 21st there were three 
Common Chiffchaffs at 
chigborough lakes, eight Common 
Buzzards up north of lofts farm 
gP, two Common Kingfishers at 
chigborough lakes together with 
50 Common Pochards, 110 tufted 
ducks, eight+ eurasian 
Bullfinches, two+ siskins, and a 
single grey Wagtail. 

The last third of the month saw a 
Western Barn Owl regularly 
visiting the southern end of 
heybridge gP from northey island.

By 23rd some passerine migrants 
were beginning to battle through 
with a single singing Common 
Chiffchaff making it to hazeleigh 
wood. The 24th saw an 
unprecedented count of red Knots, 
some 1,200, off heybridge Basin; 
counts of 100+ are exceptional at 
this end of the estuary.  with them 
were c40 Bar-tailed godwits and 

Chiffchaff was in a garden in 
Maldon on 25th and another was 
at heybridge gP the same day 
where there was also a single 
Common greenshank on 28th, 
another species a bit thinner on 
the ground this winter than of 
late.  also, on 28th, as the cold 
weather started to bite, there was 
an influx of meadow Pipit with 
15 round heybridge gP and a 
good count of 25 Corn Buntings 
there the same day.
march 2018
The month started bitterly cold 
with the estuary freezing over and 
dead birds being picked up. on 
the 1st, the largest ever recorded 
flock of Corn Buntings was at 
heybridge gP with about 70 
wheeling around on the saltings 
and may have roosted on the Pit; 
five rock Pipits were nearby.  a 
lone Common goldeneye was 
on the estuary the same day, 
whilst mew gull numbers were 
increasing as the annual spring 
passage began.

The 4th saw two green 
sandpipers and four Common 
snipe feeding in a farmland ditch 
just south of Maldon, c50 

Eurasian siskins at Beeleigh and a 
dozen Common merganser at 
rickets Mere, langford.

The cold spell had moved a few 
eurasian Woodcock about with 
three at least around hazeleigh 
wood on 5th whilst a calling 
Lesser spotted Woodpecker 
there refused to show itself, just 
like the calling Little Owl.

duck passage was evident 
around chigborough lakes on 6th 
when there were c70 Common 
Pochards, 27 northern shovelers 
and c100 tufted ducks.  also 
moving through were about 40 
redwings and a eurasian 
Woodcock and c40 great 
Crested grebes suggested 
movement into the area as well.

12th March saw 30 Bar-tailed 
godwits on the estuary with three 
Common goldeneyes too and at 
least two mediterranean gulls 
patrolling the gull colony at 
heybridge gP.

Common Buzzards appeared to 
be on the move on 14th with 10+ 
kettling to the north of lofts farm 
gP and there were three+ 
eurasian siskins over the road at 
chigborough, where tufted ducks 
had increased to c140. 

From left to right: Male Hen Harrier (andrEw sTroud)
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arrived at the heybridge gP and 
the 19th before Common 
Whitethroats appeared.  a 
Yellowhammer appeared at 
heybridge gP on 17th, now a very 
rare visitor to the site; it is a 
couple of years since the last one. 
The first local Willow Warbler 
also sung rather weakly at 
chigborough lakes the same day 
and a singing Common 
nightingale was at hazeleigh 
woods with four by 20th.  a red 
Kite was over heybridge gP on 
18th and the same day an adult 
northern gannet was seen 
fishing between osea and 
northey islands.

Both Western Barn and tawny 
Owl were seen within a few 
hundred metres of each other in 
hazeleigh on the evening of 17th, 
both Peregrine Falcon and red 
Kite were over the writer’s house 
in heybridge on 19th, with a 
Peregrine Falcon again on 23rd. 
Common tern numbers reached 
13 at heybridge gP on 19th and 
the first eurasian reed Warblers 
finally turned up on 20th. 

a walk out to osea road on 
21st produced 420 Brant geese, 
15 Whimbrel, a Water rail, a 
male Western marsh Harrier 
and five eurasian reed Warbler. 
on 22nd there were 2 greenland 
race northern Wheatears at 
limbourne creek. eurasian 
Blackcap numbers had increased 
still further at chigborough with 
21 present on 23rd and there was 
a 1st-calender year great 
Black-backed gull still about as 
well as 25 Common House 
martins. 

The end of the month turned 
very cold and the last day was 
truly horrendous with heavy rain 
all day and a biting gale force 
northerly.  a very damp morning 
walking round hazeleigh wood on 
27th produced an estimate of six 
- ten Common nightingales on 
territory, although it is hoped to 
survey in better weather to get a 
more accurate indication of the 
population. Two Hobby were over 
heybridge gP on 28th and 27 
Common tern were around the 
Pit on 30th after the rain and 
cloud finally cleared.

The 8th was a day of surprises at 
heybridge gP. firstly, a low Blue 
tit alarm call alerted to the 
presence of a rather early 
Common Cuckoo, one of the 
earliest this year in the country 
and then a cracking arctic tern did 
a short fly-by before heading back 
to the estuary; they are a rare 
species here and it was a day 
earlier than the writer’s first 
Common tern of the year at the 
same location.  also present were 
at least four mediterranean gulls 
and 25 Common Pochards, whilst 
out on the estuary there were 
around 1,500 Black-tailed 
godwits and two northern 
Pintails. The next day there was a 
Black Brant at southey creek. 
There were four pairs of 
mediterranean gulls and at least 
ten eurasian Blackcaps singing at 
heybridge gP on 9th, together 
with three eurasian Wigeon, eight 
Common Chiffchaffs and six 
Cetti’s Warblers. rounding the 
morning off, a single male Black 
redstart popped up just yards 
from the writer’s house. That 
afternoon a hundred Barn 
swallows, a dozen sand martins 
and ten Common House martins 
were over lofts farm and at least 
two Yellow Wagtails were in the 
paddocks with about 15 White 
Wagtails. The same afternoon 
over at heybridge gP a Little gull 
appeared, with two birds there the 
next day. The 11th saw a Little 
stint on the estuary from 
heybridge gP. 

By 12th, 13 eurasian Blackcaps 
were singing round heybridge gP, 
together with 12 Common 
Chiffchaffs and eight Cetti’s 
Warblers.  a White stork was 
seen heading north on the west 
side of Maldon on 14th, the same 
day a Common snipe was at 
heybridge gP and on 16th an 
Western Osprey was off the 
Prom. over the weekend of 
14th/15th, Little egrets returned 
to chigborough lakes with ten 
occupied nests by mid-week 
joining the ten or so nests each of 
grey Herons and great 
Cormorants. 

it was 16th before the first 
Lesser Whitethroats and 17th 
before the first sedge Warblers 

a Common greenshank.
singing Cetti’s Warblers were 

slow to get going but there were 
six around heybridge gP by 
26th.  a Woodcock and 2 grey 
Wagtails were at Beeleigh on 
26th. The 29th saw two very early, 
at least this year, Common House 
martins at lofts farm gP, the first 
12 sand martins and a Barn 
swallow were also there the next 
day and chigborough lakes first 
eurasian Blackcap was singing it’s 
heart out on 31st, the same day as 
two Common Kingfishers were in 
full display mode there too.
april 2018
The slow start to spring carried on 
into april, despite a very warm few 
days mid-moth. Many warblers 
were down on numbers even by 
the last week of the month, 
although some species were early.

The 1st saw two Little egrets 
return to chigborough lakes, 
where a single Lesser redpolls 
also appeared. fourteen sand 
martins and two Barn swallows 
were over lofts farm where a 
White Wagtail pottered around 
with a small flock of White 
Wagtails.  about 120 Fieldfares 
roosted at chigborough lakes on 
2nd.  a Little Owl was present 
along chigborough road on 3rd 
and on and off during the rest of 
the month whilst Water rail were 
heard early in the month at 
heybridge gP. seven Common 
Chiffchaffs were singing around 
heybridge gP on 5th where there 
were three mediterranean gulls 
and a Western Barn Owl was 
hunting round the farm buildings 
at lofts the same day whilst 
overhead a Common House 
martin, seven Barn swallows and 
15 sand martins had arrived and 
another White Wagtail was in the 
paddocks there.

at least eight Common 
Chiffchaffs were singing in 
hazeleigh wood on 6th together 
with at least four eurasian 
treecreepers, and a 
Yellowhammer was a good local 
bird these days. The 7th saw the 
first heybridge gP record of a 
Bearded reedling since february, 
a male.  also, on the 7th there was 
a Black Brant amongst the Brant 
geese at south house farm.
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on the 8th off coast road three 
great northern Loons, seven 
mediterranean gulls, 35 
Common scoter and 14 
red-breasted mergansers.  
on the 11th seven red-legged 
Partridges (Bromans lane) the 
next day a red Kite at Maydays 
farm.

a Black-necked grebe in 
Mersea quarters on the 14th.  
a Black Brant and two horned 
grebes at cudmore grove on the 
20th. The Cetti’s Warbler can be 
heard not seen from the park  
pond hide, it’s been there now for 
a few years. The glossy ibis seen 
again on the saltings in front of 
ray island. The month ended  
with a Black redstart around the 
club house at coopers Beach 
caravan park. 
February 2018
The Black redstart stayed around 
the club house and seawall at 
coopers Beach caravan park all 
month, also the glossy ibis on 
high tide, if you were lucky, could 
be found on the saltings in front of 
ray island from the strood seawall, 
unless it was at Tollesbury. The 
Black-necked grebe was seen off 
west Mersea on the 3rd, 6th and 
12th.  also, on the 3rd nine 
Horned grebes, Common murre 
and european shag seen off west 
Mersea. 

as usual, counts for great 
northern Loons in the river 
Blackwater do well, with possibly 
eight on the 6th - four on sea 
the others flying past up river.  a 
grey Wagtail found on the 9th at 
coopers till the 11th feeding 
around the puddles on the track 

langenhoe private army ranges 
two snow Buntings and 14 
european stonechats recorded 
on the 24th. 
december 2017
on the 3rd a Black-necked grebe 
and great northern Loon off 
Esplanade, also a female Common 
scoter, two Common Kingfisher 
along strood channel. The next day 
a Brambling at firs chase.

on the 8th a Tern seen fishing at 
west Mersea going towards 
Tollesbury to distant to identify a 
possible Forsters tern seen by 
two top birders visiting the island 
(not by me) hope that the record 
of the siting might jog someone 
else’s mind. Two ruff at the park, 
Common scoter and european 
shag along coast road on the 9th. 

Black-necked grebe again off 
west Mersea on the 10th 2000 
red Knot off the park on the 12th 
and a sandwich tern (coast road) 
same day. 17 Western marsh 
Harriers and a merlin over on 
langenhoe on the 18th.  a female 
Hen Harrier on 19th to 24th seen 
anywhere between the strood and 
langenhoe.  a pair of Common 
mergansers off Maydays on the 
29th the year ended with a fly pass 
a 1st winter glaucous gull off 
coopers Beach on the 31st.
January 2018
on the 1st off west Mersea one 
european shag, one common 
Murre, two Horned grebes, four 
red-throated Loons and 28 
Common scoter. The glossy ibis, 
eurasian Blackcap and european 
shag off coast road, the glossy 
ibis later seen on saltings in front 
of ray island, nearby five ruff.  

november 2017
The month started with up to 
three Bramblings feeding on the 
rowan berries in the car park at 
cudmore grove country park up to 
the 4th.  Water rail, three 
eurasian siskins, two Lesser 
redpolls (pond area) 40 Common 
Linnets, two song thrush, two 
redwings, one pair european 
stonechats, (golf house area) 
three Common scoter, european 
stonechat, Common Kingfisher 
(youth camp area) all on 1st. Eight 
red-legged Partridges on fields 
along Bromans lane the next day.

a green sandpiper at strood 
fields on the 3rd.  a Black Brant off 
the packing shed island, nearby a 
ruddy shelduck flew in then up 
the salcott channel, two great 
northern Loons off west Mersea, 
snow Bunting cobmarsh lsland, 
great northern Loon, red-
throated Loon and five Horned 
grebes (between cudmore and 
coopers Beach) on the 5th. on the 
7th a female northern Pintail, 
Cetti’s Warbler, four eurasian 
siskins and Water rail in park 
pond area.

The next day a ring Ouzel 
(Maydays) 13 grey Partridges, 
Pale-bellied Brant at cudmore 
grove.  also 8th three juvenile 
Black Brant found in a flock of 233 
Brant geese.  a full summer 
great northern Loon off Mersea 
on the 12th.  a green sandpiper 
(strood channel) on the 17th, next 
day there was 11 ruff on the 
saltings there and a grey Wagtail 
by youth camp. Two Common 
eider and a Horned grebe off 
Esplanade on the 20th. over on 

mersea island by steve entwistle

Above left: Great Northern Diver (sTEVE griMwadE) Above right: Common Scoter (sTEVE griMwadE)
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down to the club house.  a 
short-eared Owl at cudmore 
grove on the 17th. Two different 
merlin seen on the 18th - one ray 
island and one langenhoe.  a 
spotted redshank along the 
strood channel on the 23th (a very 
good bird for Mersea) surprising as 
common either side of us.  a male 
Hen Harrier seen from strood 
seawall on the 26th. 
march 2018
with the snow heavy and drifting, 
as always eurasian Woodcock can 
be found around at the park with 
one or two birds on the 1st to 3rd, 
northern Pintails also showed at 
this time with four on the 1st, nine 
on the 2nd, six on the 3rd and eight 
on the 9th on the island.  a male 
eurasian siskin at the park from 
4th to 7th.  a male Brambling at 
firs chase on the 2nd, the odd 
Common snipe at last been seen 
around east Mersea all month. Eight 
Horned grebes off park on the 7th 
and five great northern Loons off 

west Mersea on the 7th. 
a Pale-bellied Brant goose with 

two Black Brant along the strood 
channel mid-month.  a full summer 
male Black redstart at coopers 
Beach caravan on the 17th, but 
even better on the 19th three at 
coopers and one at west 
Mersea.  on the 20th two Black 
redstarts at coopers and a red 
Kite over west Mersea. The month 
ended with a eurasian Blackcap 
and Common Chiffchaff at firs 
chase.  
april 2018
on the 1st a red-throated Loon 
and six+ mediterranean gulls at 
youth camp.

next door at coopers beach a 
ring Ouzel and short-eared Owl 
seen on the 8th, the owl was seen 
again on the 10th.  a sedge 
Warbler singing at rewsalls Marsh 
on the 9th, three Willow Warblers, 
five+ eurasian Blackcaps and 20 
eurasian siskins at the park on the 
11th. on the 13th a male 

Brambling and Lesser 
Whitethroat, the first northern 
Wheatear same location. 

on the 15th after an afternoon 
after dipping on another sedge 
Warbler at Maydays i met andy at 
the car park, we had a phone call 
saying there was a male red 
Crossbill at the park and to hurry 
up! after five minutes we saw it 
well, but other locals did not make 
it in time, nearby there were also 
five eurasian siskins. 

also, on the 15th two great 
northern Loons off Esplanade 
and a few Whimbrel and 
Common greenshank along the 
Pye fleet. on the 18th another 
short stay egyptian goose at 
Maydays (l was at work). Two 
different Little Owls seen at east 
Mersea on the 19th, the next day a 
red Kite flew over firs chase 
towards the strood where eight 
Common Buzzards were showing. 

our only pair of Common 
nightingales started singing on 
the 24th at east Mersea, and 
possibly passing through was a 
pair of eurasian Bullfinch.  a male 
Hen Harrier also seen flying over 
rewsalls Marsh the same day. The 
report ended on the 29th with two 
full summer Whinchat and up to 
20 northern Wheatears between 
the park and stone Point.

To end with some good news, 
House sparrow numbers are 
going up well, and six+ sedge 
Warblers are breeding now (a 
couple years ago only one pair).

metropolitan essex and Lea Valley by Howard Vaughan

november 2017
Hawfinches were once again the 
target of many local birders and 13 
sites scored with a minimum of 38 
birds involved. ongar Park wood 
and the Thorndon cP woods seem 
to be reliable at the moment with 
at least 13 in the latter in late 
november.  There was a scattering 
of Bramblings and Lesser 
redpolls too but no proper flocks 
amongst the large numbers of 
Common Chaffinches on the 
move.  Common Firecrests were 
equally well spread with 12 sites 

hosting nearly 20 birds this winter 
so far and given the autumn influx i 
suspect there will be more found. 
The red-necked grebe on the 
roding Valley Meadows nr 
disappeared in early november but 
then reappeared on the 13th in 
now full first winter plumage and 
lingered into december.  wanstead 
flats attracted yet another 
Woodlark on the 2nd and a smart 
second winter mediterranean 
gull on the 12th. The KgV 
reservoir hosted a juvenile 
eurasian spoonbill on the 1st 

with a Merlin through there the 
next day. Common mergansers 
remained at five and the Black-
necked grebe was still around.  an 
immature male greater scaup 
arrived on the 11th and a great 
northern Loon was found on the 
25th. The same day a Leach’s 
storm Petrel was across the road 
on the girling, but it did not last 
long. Two eurasian Bitterns were 
seen on seventy acres lake and the 
first smew, a female, was on friday 
lake on the 30th.  a second 
Black-necked grebe was noted on 

Velvet Scoter (sTEVE griMwadE)
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From left to right: Long-tailed Tit (daVid halE); Great Spotted Woodpecker (daVid halE); Common Blackbird (daVid halE)

walthamstow reservoirs on the 
1st along with a short-eared 
Owl.  a second short-eared Owl 
was noted over sewardstone on 
the 26th and eurasian Woodcock 
were seen here and in the 
ingrebourne Valley where there 
were also four grey Partridge on 
the 15th.  a small group of 
Black-tailed godwits commuted 
between here and dagenham 
chase where a eurasian 
treecreeper from the 11th was 
only the second site record.  for 
the second winter a Yellow-
browed Warbler was found in a 
garden in gidea Park and 110 
eurasian magpies roosted at 
dagnam Park on the 12th. red 
Kites were seen on five days and a 
pair of northern ravens were 
over weald Park on the 17th. 
down on the Thames a new 1st 
winter Caspian gull arrived at 
Thames Barrier Park on the 19th 
and gallions reach had a 
short-eared Owl (3rd) and 
juvenile sabine’s gull was a great 
find on the 12th. 
december 2017
The lion’s share of the county’s 
Hawfinches seemed to have 
become wedged in the south west 
corner with 13 sites hosting at 
least 84 birds! Thorndon cP with 
30 and ongar Park wood with 20 
were the only double figure sites 
and Lesser spotted Woodpeckers 
were seen at both these.  Many of 
these locations are historical 
hawfinch woods. Common 
Firecrests were seen at nine spots 
with four together at the 
waterworks nr being the most 
together while a siberian 
Chiffchaff was with 12 ‘normal’ 
ones at creekmouth on the 30th.  
The great egret at fairlop waters 

cP was joined by another from the 
18th and a great northern Loon 
dropped in for a day.  another gnd 
was on the KgV reservoir from the 
13th and Common mergansers 
peaked at 12 and the male greater 
scaup remained throughout.  a 
Black-necked grebe was seen on 
the 15th and mediterranean gull 
and two Caspian gulls were 
reported. up the lee Valley there 
were up to 13 Common 
mergansers and a single smew in 
the seventy acres area and two 
eurasian Bitterns were see at the 
watchpoint and a Black-necked 
grebe was on holyfield (17th).  an 
adult Whooper swan dropped 
into walthamstow on the 1st and 
both greater scaup and 
red-breasted merganser arrived 
there on the 3rd.  another smew 
was seen on the wm girling (13th) 
and a drake was on connaught 
water (4th) with eight Common 
mergansers. Common merganser 
and Common goldeneye were 
seen at roding valley Meadows nr 
on the 1st and the red-necked 
grebe returned from the 9th-16th.  
six tundra swans overflew 
wanstead flats on the 16th and 
Jack snipe were seen at 
sewardstone (19th) and Beckton 
(24th). There were several eurasian 
Woodcock flushed in the cold spell 
and a single Black-tailed godwit 
was seen sporadically at 
dagenham chase where the 
Treecreeper remained.  Caspian 
gulls were seen at Beckton and 
creekmouth and a 3rd proved very 
popular on leyton flats from 
the14th. northern ravens were 
seen over Pyrgo Park, Epping forest 
and weald Park with a red Kite 
over the latter on the 31st.

January 2018
Hawfinches were again 
prominent with Thorndon cP 
attracting the most attention with 
at least 25 being regularly seen 
(along with Lesser spotted 
Woodpecker too!). Three were 
still in ongar Park wood (5th) and 
five were found in hainault forest 
(10th) with singles over fairlop 
waters (1st), havering-atte-Bower 
(7th), Bedfords Park (4th), roding 
Valley Meadows (20th) and 
wanstead Park (21st) while Epping 
forest at last started to produce 
some sightings with seven on 
ludgate Plain (14th), five on white 
house Plain (23rd) and singles at 
Black Bush and warren Pond (both 
on 22nd).  a Yellow-browed 
Warbler at fairlop waters on the 
first went well with the hawfinch 
and two great egrets and one of 
the latter stayed till the 3rd when 
it was then seen at Mayesbrook 
Park (6th) and the in wanstead 
Park on the 8th, 16th and 17th.  
The Caspian gull remained at 
Eagle Pond until the 15th and 
amazingly ‘Valentino’ the ancient 
mediterranean gull returned to 
Valentines Park after being absent 
last year. Two grey Partridge were 
a good find in the ingrebourne 
Valley on the 3rd with two tundra 
swans on the 6th being popular. 
The Valley also had a red Kite on 
the 1st with four others reported 
across the area during January. The 
male greater scaup remained on 
the KgV throughout with a 
Horned grebe there from the 3rd 
being joined by a 2nd (and a male 
smew) on the 13th with all three 
birds staying into february. Three 
Black-necked grebes were on the 
wm girling and the other male 
greater scaup remained on 
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walthamstow reservoirs where 
an elusive Little Bunting took 
centre stage from the 19th.  a 
pair of smew were knocking 
around friday lake and two 
eurasian Bitterns and six 
Common merganser were on 
seventy acres with another six 
occasionally at connaught water. 
down the lee Valley there were 
five Common sandpipers 
wintering at Bow creek and just 
down the Thames a bit there was 
a male Bearded reedling at 
gallions reach.  a juvenile 
glaucous gull was at leyton Tip 
on the 28th. Common Firecrests 
were wintering at four sites and 
another Lesser spotted 
Woodpecker was seen in a 
garden adjacent to dagenham 
chase on the 26th which is 
encouraging.  similarly, 21 
Yellowhammers on orsett fen 
and 12 in the ingrebourne was 
pleasing and 213 White 
Wagtails were counted coming 
in to roost in Epping high street 
on the 10th. last but not least 
two Long-eared Owls are still 
wintering at a private site – a rare 
find in recent years.

February 2018
The Little Bunting remained a 
draw at walthamstow reservoirs 
all month with a male european 
serin reported there on the 10th 
and 17th. The male scaup 
remained there throughout and 
four red-crested Pochards were 
seen on the 13th. The male 
greater scaup and smew also 
remained on the KgV with up to 
18 Common mergansers and the 
two Horned grebes – one of 
which stayed till the 9th. Two 
smew were still in the mid-lee 
Valley and a eurasian Bittern was 
seen again at seventy acres after 
a month’s absence.  four more 
Common mergansers were at 
weald Park (4th) and three were 
on the roding Valley Meadows nr 
on 21st.  The 3w Caspian gull 
remained at Eagle Pond with new 
birds at creekmouth (adult on 
10th) and at Thames Barrier Park 
(1w on 12th). The latter site also 
hosted a cracking adult ring-
billed gull for 20 minutes on the 
11th.  a juvenile glaucous gull 
was around the walthamstow 
filterbeds from the 23rd- 26th 
before relocating back to the 

orient way Tip for the next two 
days while juvenile iceland gulls 
were seen at roost at nazeing on 
the 3rd and 4th and at 
creekmouth on the 24th.  adult 
mediterranean gulls were seen 
at dagenham chase, Mayesbrook 
park, the filterbeds and gallions 
reach where two Black-legged 
Kittiwakes were also seen on the 
28th.  when the weather changed 
on the 24th there was a 
noticeable influx of northern 
Lapwings and Fieldfares heading 
west including 860 of the former 
over wanstead flats on the 28th 
alone.  a flock of 22 greater 
scaup were noted off gallions 
reach on the 28th with Jack 
snipe and sanderling the same 
day.  a flock of 46 Pied avocet 
were at west Thurrock Marshes 
on the 24th and another Jack 
snipe was seen on wanstead 
flats on the 27th while two 
eurasian Woodcock were at 
fairlop waters (10th).  red Kites 
were seen over upminster (7th) 
and several sites in Epping forest 
and the lee Valley including three 
over seventy acres on the 
12th.  and the two Long-eared 
Owls continued to winter out of 
harm’s way.  a great egret was 
seen leaving warren gorge on the 
1st.  a superb 220 eurasian siskin 
were counted at hooks Marsh 
(19th) and 212 european 
goldfinch roosted in a romford 
garden on the 2nd. Hawfinches 
still to be found at Thorndon cP 
with up to 12 being seen while 
seven were still in ongar Park 
wood (15th). several Epping 
forest sites held birds and three 
were in a churchyard in nazeing 
on the 21st.  a solitary bird took 
up residence in wanstead Park 
from the 27th. Common 
Firecrests were noted at four 
sites and siberian Chiffchaffs 
were identified at cornmill 
Meadows (5th and 18th) and at 
creekmouth (11th-12th) while a 
dartford Warbler was seen with 
four european stonechats on 
some waste ground in Theydon 
Bois on the 15th.
march 2018
The Little Bunting continued to 
oblige at walthamstow reservoirs 
all month and the european 

Stock Dove (daVid halE)
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four Yellow-legged gulls.  what 
was presumably the leyton 
glaucous gull was seen over the 
olympic Park on 18th along with 
a sandwich tern! another 
sandwich tern was noted at 
gallions reach the same day 
while mediterranean gulls were 
seen on wanstead flats, ardleigh 
green and at roding Valley 
Meadows nr. Three red Knot at 
west Thurrock Marshes were 
notable on the 17th but the 
Purple sandpiper on the grays 
foreshore on the 18th-21st was a 
superb find. hard weather pushed 
Jack snipe out and they were 
noted at fairlop, the ingrebourne 
Valley, dagenham chase, 
upminster and four were on 
orsett fen on the 3rd. There was 
also a good scattering of eurasian 
Woodcock too and a eurasian 
Oystercatcher and Brant goose 
over ardleigh green on the 17th 
in the snow was remarkable.  The 
15th saw several local birders 
picking up migrating Coot for a 
couple of hours after dark. 
Hawfinches were now down to 
mainly singles with woodford 
green, creekside lnr, dagenham 
chase and wanstead Park 
recording them while two were 
still in Thorndon cP on the 6th.   
a great egret was seen over 
wanstead flats on the 24th and 
three northern Wheatears here 
on the 16th followed the first 
local one in upminster on the 
14th. The same site also scored 
the first sand martins on the 
10th as well as the rainham 
eurasian spoonbill as it departed 
up the Mardyke Valley on the 
12th.  a Common Cuckoo was 
heard at dagenham chase on the 
22nd and 24th and Common 
Firecrests persisted at four sites.  
red Kites were reported almost 
daily with 13 sites noting birds 
and the rainham Western 
Osprey of the 29th was seen over 
romford just a few minutes later.
april 2018
The Little Bunting at 
walthamstow reservoirs stayed 
until the 5th and was singing over 
its last few days but the site was 
not yet done with visitors and a 
eurasian Hoopoe on the 6th and 
7th set the pulses racing once 

again. other notable records 
were an Western Osprey (2nd), 
two Common scoter (8th-9th), 
sandwich tern (9th), ring Ouzel 
and six Brambling (11th-13th), 
Brant goose (11th), Whinchat 
(20th) and another superb find in 
the shape of a Black Kite 
(24th).  a few arctic terns were 
also noted here and this was 
reflected elsewhere in the lee 
Valley with the KgV holding 
them on several dates from the 
4th. six sandwich terns were 
there on the 6th with two more 
Common scoter on the 8th and 
12thand ten on the 10th.  a 
red-throated Loon was a great 
find on the 10th but it did not 
linger long. The male smew 
stayed until the 18th and the 
male greater scaup till the 13th. 
The 19th was a four ‘Tern’ day 
with a Little tern new in. Two 
were present the following day.  a 
garganey was seen on the 22nd 
and Little gulls were present on 
seven dates including 14 on the 
14th.  away from watery birds 
there were two Black redstart 
sightings and one of Common 
redstart (22nd), another flyover 
Hawfinch (15th) the same day 
as an early european turtle 
dove, multiple northern 
Wheatears and White Wagtails 
and Whinchats on the 13th and 
18th.  a red-rumped swallow 
was a superb find amongst the 
throng of other species at 
nazeing from the 28th-30th. The 
female smew remained at friday 
lake throughout and Western 
Ospreys were over sewardstone 
(5th) and the olympic Park 
(10th) with another over west 
horndon (18th). The olympic 
Park also hosted Black redstart, 
Whinchat and ring Ouzel 
(22nd). The Pink-footed goose 
was at holyfield Marsh all month 
with another at Mayesbrook Park 
on overlapping dates.  wanstead 
flats was ring Ouzel central 
with six days and possibly 11 
birds involved.  a supporting cast 
of Common redstart (5th), 
Black Kite (6th), four red Kite 
(23rd) amongst other singles, 
Brambling (11th), tree Pipit 
(13th), Caspian gull (17th) and 
two Whimbrel (27th) make for 

serin reappeared from the 
6th-8th while the male greater 
scaup remained.  with many 
displaced waders around the sites 
added red Knot and Bar-tailed 
godwit and got a Little ringed 
Plover on the 15th. The first sand 
martins here were on the 13th 
with a northern Wheatear on 
the 16th and a Woodlark the 
following day but it was the male 
white-spotted Bluethroat on the 
23rd that drew yet another 
crowd! up Valley the KgV 
continued to host both the male 
greater scaup and smew along 
with up to 21 Common 
mergansers while a male 
red-breasted merganser from 
the 6th-11th proved popular.  a 
new Horned grebes arrived on 
the 16th and the greater scaup 
was joined by two females on the 
4th with one till the 11th. dunlin, 
ruff, and Pied avocet were all 
noted here, and two Little gulls 
danced on the 18th while the first 
northern Wheatear was seen on 
the 30th with a fine male merlin 
the following day. eurasian 
Oystercatchers, eurasian 
Curlew, grey Plover and several 
eurasian Woodcock were noted 
in the valley during the 
displacement and a single 
Pink-foot goose noted at 
sewardstone (9th) and holyfield 
(from the 23rd) and a greater 
White-fronted goose was at 
netherhall on the 16th. The 
female smew remained on friday 
lake throughout.  The glaucous 
gull was seen again at leyton tip 
on the 1st and 19th and the 
Caspian gull was on nearby 
leyton flats till the 16th.  a 
marsh tit at holyfield on the 5th 
was the first mid-Valley record in 
several years.  away from the lee 
Valley, fairlop waters joined in 
with the Pink-foot goose action 
with a single from the 10th-12th 
and had a great day on the 3rd 
with great northern Loon and 
Caspian gull. There was more 
good gull action down on the 
Thames were two of the latter 
were noted at west Thurrock 
Marshes (17th), with three at 
creekside lnr (18th). The latter 
site also regularly hosted up to 
two juvenile iceland gulls and 
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Hawfinch was seen in leyton 
(2nd) and the single reappeared 
in the ingrebourne Valley (6th) 
where tree Pipit (12th), 
Common redstart (17th), 
garganey (21st) and an 
impressive passage on nine red 
Kites were noted (21st). nearby 

good patch birding.  a pie-bald 
ring Ouzel was seen on the 19th 
at north weald where a Purple 
Heron was noted briefly on the 
20th.  another ring Ouzel was at 
orsett fen (8th) and two were 
recorded at night over chafford 
hundred on the 13th.  a 

north-east essex bysimon Cox

november 2017
it was a productive month for 
sea-watching, most sightings 
coming from frinton and holland 
haven but with contributions from 
The naze and colne Point. great 
skuas were noted offshore 
throughout the month, maximum 
count eight, and there were 
repeated reports of up to 51 
northern gannets, 17 red-
throated Loons, 225 Common 
scoters, 12 Common eiders, 
small flocks of Black-legged 
Kittiwakes, a few Little gulls and 
Common murres, several 
Black-throated Loons, Common 
mergansers and Long-tailed 
ducks, two Horned grebes and 
two Pomarine Jaegers, also single 
Long-tailed Jaeger, Leach’s 
Petrel, northern Fulmar, greater 
scaup and Velvet scoter. 
Probably the same iceland gull 

was seen off The naze on the 18th 
and off frinton the following day 
whilst a Little auk at holland 
haven on 30th was, sadly, 
predated by a large gull.

reports from the river stour 
included single european shag, 
Long-tailed duck, great 
northern Loon and Horned 
grebe, 40 great Crested grebes 
and 30 red-breasted 
mergansers; a Black Brant was 
identified at The naze; a great 
egret, five long-staying Pink-
footed geese and a Caspian gull 
were all seen at holland haven; a 
Pale-bellied individual was in the 
Brant goose flock at Brightlingsea 
and four Barnacle geese and a 
single greater White-front were 
present on howlands Marsh. grey 
Partridges are now scarce here 
but there were 12 at The naze on 
the 25th and a flock of 310 

Yellow Hammer (daVid curlE)

golden Plovers at clare was 
notable. There were a few reports 
of eurasian Woodcock, Purple 
sandpiper and ruff during the 
month, also several Water rails.  a 
single red Kite was viewed over 
the John weston reserve on the 
25th; otherwise there were a few 
sightings of merlin, Peregrine 
Falcon and short-eared Owl.

on the passerine front there was 
a moderate arrival of thrushes with 
126 Fieldfares and 174 redwings 
counted at wivenhoe on the 
6th.  at The naze, there was a 
Yellow-browed Warbler on the 
8th, both dartford Warbler and 
Lapland Longspur on the 11th, a 
Common Firecrest on the 14th, 
two Horned Larks on the 19th 
and a Black redstart on the 25th 
and up to five snow Buntings 
were noted at coastal sites on 
several dates.  another dartford 

dagenham chase had a tree Pipit 
(11th), reeling Common 
grasshopper Warbler, 
mediterranean gull (12th) and 
the first two Little gulls for many 
years (15th). The first Common 
nightingale was at The warren in 
Epping forest on the 11th with the 
lee Valley sites following quickly 
on and another was at Belhus 
woods cP on the 19th when 
Common redstart and Woodlark 
were also recorded.  a tree Pipit 
was over upminster on the 14th 
and a Black redstart was in a 
garden in woodford green on the 
13th with the first local Common 
swifts in loughton on the 
20th.  another Black redstart was 
at gallions reach (3rd) and the 
site held ring Ouzel and one of 
the local iceland gulls on the 
17th and eight mediterranean 
gulls the following day.  an arctic 
Tern was at roding Valley 
Meadows nr (6th) with another 
at fairlop waters cP on the 11th.  
red Kites were a daily feature 
with some eastern area sites 
recording multiple birds on several 
days. This is nothing but 
encouraging but just how many 
are involved is anyone’s guess. 
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further Hawfinch 
sightings were two 
in the hamford 
water area and six 

in chalkney woods and there 
were several scattered reports 
of wintering eurasian 

Blackcaps and Common 
Chiffchaffs.  at Twinstead, three 

marsh tits and a eurasian 
nuthatch were noted; 100 
Fieldfares were at Mount Bures; 
100 Chaffinches at langham; 105 
eurasian skylarks at wix; 30 
Lesser redpolls and two eurasian 
nuthatches in highwoods 
country Park; six Bramblings at 
alresford, and two Common 
Firecrests at wivenhoe (on 
christmas day).
January 2018
four Whooper swans at holland 
haven on the 1st was a good start 
to the new year and a Yellow-
legged gull was seen there the 
following day at which point the 
Jaywick snow Bunting flock had 
risen to 14.

There were five wintering 
Common greenshanks at Mistley 
and odd ones elsewhere; also, 
several green sandpipers and two 
spotted redshanks were reported. 
Purple sandpipers were present at 
The naze and holland haven (two), 
the red Knot flock on the stour 
was estimated at c2,500 and the 
colne Pied avocet flock at 400.

There was a mini-influx of 
Barnacle geese mid-month with 
several reports of up to 36 and 

From left to right: Brambling (KEn hudgEll); Bohemian Waxwing (sEan nixon); Hawfinch (KEiTh oVErall)

Western Osprey 
(siMon cox)

Warbler was seen at wivenhoe on 
the 10th and a few Bearded 
reedlings passed through coastal 
reed-beds.

diurnal passage was observed, 
principally at frinton, with modest 
numbers of eurasian siskins and 
Lesser redpolls, two eurasian 
tree sparrows and a few 
Bramblings moving along the 
coastline. This will long be 
remembered as the winter of the 
Hawfinch and 12 moved through 
frinton on the 5th, three were at 
great leighs on the 14th and four 
were in chalkney woods on the 
18th.

late departures were Common 
tern (8th), sandwich tern (11th), 
House martin (16th) and Barn 
swallow (19th).
december 2017
sea watchers continued to prosper 
with two great northern Loons, 
two great skuas, a razorbill and 
three Little auks amongst the 
sightings off holland haven on the 
1st. from frinton on the 5th, one 
great northern, an impressive 
ten Black-throated and 159 
red-throated Loons were logged 
as well as a european shag and 
two of both great skuas and 
Common murres. four great 
skuas were seen off holland 
haven on the 7th while the peak 
red-throated Loon count, again 
from frinton, took place on the 
26th when there were 205, plus 
three great northern Loons, 197 
great Cormorants, five Black-
legged Kittiwakes and, again, two 
great skuas, 

The river stour held a Black-
throated and two great 
northern Loons plus two 
Common eiders, two Common 
greenshanks and a green 

sandpiper; also, two Water rails 
and 15 song thrushes were of 
note in the wrabness reserve on 
the 18th. Two Horned Larks 
reappeared at The naze 
on the 2nd (remaining 
for a few more days) 
along with a Black 
redstart and later reports 
from there included merlin, 
Purple sandpiper, and six 
stonechats.  additional 
sightings at holland 
haven were a Lapland 
Longspur on the 4th 
the five Pink-footed 
geese remaining 
from november, one 
red Kite, two Purple 
sandpipers, a 
short-eared Owl and, on 21st, a 
tundra swan.

as in last winter, Lapland 
Longspurs visited wigboro wick 
farm, st osyth, but on this 
occasion only three were located 
and they soon moved on. snow 
Buntings returned to the beach at 
Jaywick with at least ten recorded 
and probably four of these reached 
colne Point on one occasion. good 
wader numbers for the colne 
Estuary included 1,000 red Knot, 
1,000 european golden Plovers 
and 400 Bar-tailed godwits and 
there were also five ruffs and 
single spotted redshank and 
green sandpiper. one Hen 
Harrier and 12 Western marsh 
Harriers were seen over the 
geedon saltings on the 5th—the 
same or another Hen Harrier was 
at Brightlingsea on the 24th-- and 
two Pale-bellied Brants, 15 
Common mergansers and five 
Horned grebes were also 
recorded in the estuary during the 
month.
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there were two Black Brants and 
two pale-bellied Brants in the 
colne Estuary with one of the 
latter also in the stour Brant 
flock.  a flock of 78 greater 
White-fronted geese flew past 
frinton on the 13th. The lagoon at 
stone Point, walton, attracted 67 
gadwall and up to 16 Common 
mergansers were present at 
various sites in the colchester/
wivenhoe area. 

Two european shags and four 
Horned grebes were seen at 
wrabness and single Black-
necked and Horned grebes were 
identified at Brightlingsea. 
red-throated Loons were in good 
numbers offshore with a 
maximum count of 351 and one or 
two Black-throated and great 
northern Loonss were recorded 
in the region. four northern 
Fulmars off frinton on the 29th 
was unusual in January and small 
numbers of Black-legged 
Kittiwakes were also seen there 
on several dates; also, a sandwich 
tern on the 12th.

red Kites were noted at several 
sites, notably four at stebbing, and 
a harrier roost in hamford water 
held up to 16 Western marsh and 
four Hen Harriers with one of the 
latter species seen at holland 
haven on the 7th. Peregrine 
Falcon sightings included three at 
colne Point on the 22nd. Two 
northern ravens over chalkney 
woods may have been the pair 
that bred at Markshall last year.

Hawfinches continued to 
delight observers with up to four 
seen at five scattered locations 
during the month. The largest 
Brambling flock reported was 13 
at alresford but more impressive 
was a gathering of 83 Pied 

Wagtails, also three grey 
Wagtails, at copford. The largest 
thrush flocks reported were 100 
Fieldfares at wix and 200 
redwings in highwoods country 
Park and a Black redstart 
frequented the university of Essex 
campus.  a Lesser spotted 
Woodpecker visited a garden in 
halstead as last year and three 
snow Buntings were seen in 
hamford water on the 31st.
February 2018
Early reports mirrored January 
with Horned and Black-necked 
grebe again on the river colne, 
Black Brant at The naze, great 
northern Loon and four Horned 
grebes on the river stour, five 
Pink-footed geese at holland 
haven, Black redstart on the 
university of Essex campus, 21 
Common mergansers at 
wivenhoe and 13 snow Buntings 
at Jaywick.

new arrivals were five Bohemian 
Waxwings at harwich which 
showed on and off from the 
7th-11th. flocks of 50-100 
Fieldfares were noted at several 
locations, mainly in the north of 
the region, though redwings were 
less evident. Bramblings, eurasian 
siskins and Lesser redpolls were 
recorded at several sites but in 
generally small numbers and single 
Common (mealy) redpolls were 
identified in the Bull Meadow 
reserve in colchester and at 
alresford.  a count of 44 
Yellowhammers at langham was 
the largest to be reported.

at The hythe, a red Kite was 
seen on the 1st, then two Water 
Pipits on the 8th and two 
northern ravens on the 16th.  a 
dartford Warbler, Common 
Firecrest and two Hawfinches 

were noted at wivenhoe and 40 
meadow Pipits at holland haven 
was a good count for this season. 
Three eurasian tree sparrows 
were present at Beaumont Quay, 
single Hen Harrier and short-
eared Owl were reported at 
Beaumont and The naze, 
respectively, and wader sightings 
included 15 ruffs briefly at colne 
Point and a Jack snipe at 
cattawade. 
march 2018
There were several reports of 
eurasian Woodcocks early in the 
month plus a Jack snipe in 
colchester castle Park and four 
grey Wagtails at copford.  
a Ferruginous duck visited leez 
reservoir on the 3rd when 37 
Little gulls and 450 mew gulls 
were offshore at frinton. Though 
impressive by normal standards, 
this latter count was dwarfed 
when 3,000 mew gulls were 
estimated at Mistley on the 14th. 
other sightings at this location 
included a Whooper swan which 
remained for several days and a 
mandarin duck. There were also 
three of the latter at Boxted and, 
on the 18th, two northern 
Fulmars, four northern gannets 
and 58 Black-legged Kittiwakes 
at frinton.

on the 5th, a Little auk was 
photographed at harwich and the 
long-staying Black redstart was 
seen again at the university of 
Essex.  Water Pipits were 
identified at wrabness and The 
hythe over the next few days and 
thrushes were passing through 
with 550 Fieldfares—also 52 
eurasian skylarks and 250 
Common Linnets—at 
wormingford and flocks of 
150-200 redwings at several 

From left to right:  Lesser Redpoll (sTEVE griMwadE); Great Cormorant (MaTT TurnEr); Mandarin Duck (sTuarT andErson) 
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eurasian siskins.
other reports included several 

red Kites and ruffs, up to 250 
red-throated Loons at The 
naze, a eurasian spoonbill 
at colne Point (29th), and 
White Wagtails from 
the 21st, Whimbrels 
from the 22nd, 
northern 
Wheatears from the 
23rd and a single Little ringed 
Plover on the 25th. Common 
Chiffchaffs became increasingly 
evident as the month progressed. 
Two Horned grebes and a 
european shag were seen at 
wrabness on the 26th.
april 2018

Both Black redstart and 
Common Firecrest continued 
to feature during the opening 
fortnight with roughly 15 
more of each reported. 
similarly, red Kite sightings 
were regular and included 
two over great holland Pits; 

Common Buzzards 
are now widespread, 
but a count of 15 in 

the Brightlingsea area 
was notable; an early 
eurasian Hobby at 
weeley on the 6th was 
the first of several, and 
three Western Ospreys 
passed through—at 
colchester on the 3rd, 
rowhedge on the 22nd 
and The naze on the 28th. 
a Black Brant was still 

present at Brightlingsea on 
the 5th, more northern 

shovelers than usual 
frequented the holland haven 

scrape, maximum 63, and at least 
two drake garganeys were seen 
on walton hall Marsh. Two 

Black-necked grebes on the sea 
off frinton on the 2nd were 
unusual there as were two rock 
Pipits at langham on the 6th, a 
rose-ringed Parakeet at halstead 
on the 9th, a Lesser spotted 
Woodpecker seen in flight near 
wrabness on the 17th and an 
escaped Chiloe Wigeon on 
walton hall Marsh on the 29th. 

wader passage was largely 
unremarkable with a few each of 
Little ringed Plover, Common 
and green sandpiper, ruff, 
Common greenshank and 
spotted redshank recorded, and 
Whimbrel passage was steady 
including c125 passing frinton on 
the 27th.  a Purple sandpiper 
remained at holland haven to the 
27th and different eurasian 
spoonbills (one was colour-
ringed) made brief appearances 
there on two dates, probably 
another flew over clacton-on-sea, 
and a great egret was seen at 
cattawade on the 13th. 
mediterranean gulls were 
reported on several occasions with 
a maximum of 12 at frinton on 
the 4th.

welcome reports of species in 
decline included 67 Corn 
Buntings at colne Point on the 
1st, at least 20 singing Common 
nightingales at fingringhoe wick 
and two european turtle doves 
back at wrabness reserve plus 
another at fingringhoe.  a ring 

locations. one individual in 
colchester castle Park was 
considered to be of the icelandic 
race, coburni. nearby in 
highwoods country Park, a flock of 
Lesser redpolls contained one 
Common redpoll and a larger 
flock of over 70 Lessers at little 
leighs held several birds thought 
to be Common though viewing 
was difficult. 50 Common reed 
Buntings and 30 Yellowhammers 
were on farmland at 
langham.

at The naze, the 
Black Brant, two 
merlins and two 
short-eared Owls 
were present; also, two 
european shags with 
these or possibly two more 
seen further down the coast 
at frinton and holland 
haven.  a Hen Harrier was 
seen a Kirby-le-soken on the 
13th when an observer at 
holland haven was surprised to 
see one Barn swallow 
hawking 
insects along 
the seawall, 
and at 
frinton a Common Crane flew 
north. The following day, two 
sandwich terns passed frinton 
and the first passage Black 
redstarts and Common 
Firecrests appeared. By the 
month end, a dozen or more of 
the former and some 40 of the 
latter had been logged at coastal 
sites. Hawfinches were seen at 
colne Point, The hythe and 
wivenhoe (four including one at 
sunnymead farm) and finch 
passage at frinton late in the 
month involved over 1,000 
Common Chaffinches and 150+ 

From left to right:  Rose-ringed Parakeet (Tony wElls); Snow Bunting (grahaM EKins); Northern Pintail (sTEVE griMwadE)

Below left: Alpine 
Swift  (siMon cox)
Left: House Martin 

(sEan nixon)
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day and the next.  a male 
Common redstart was present at 
holland haven on the 14th; a 
eurasian Bullfinch was unusual 
there these days; the largest count 
of Yellow Wagtails was 13; 
northern Fulmars were regularly 
seen offshore late in the month, 
and an alpine swift flew over 
frinton on the 23rd. 

  

Warblers were badly hit by the 
severe late-winter weather but 
three were singing at holland 
haven on the 3rd and there were 
two reports of Common 
grasshopper Warblers – at 
holland haven on the 20th and 
cattawade on the 28th.  a tree 
Pipit paused briefly at holland 
haven on the 12th whereas a 
Common redpoll lingered along 
the seawall by frinton 
golf-course both that 

Ouzel at holland haven on the 
10th was followed by two at The 
naze and this site which has such 
tremendous potential had better 
coverage than has often been the 
case resulting in reports of two 
Water Pipits, two Blue-headed 
Wagtails, one Pied Flycatcher, 
several Common redstarts, a 
count of 17 northern Wheatears, 
and two Hawfinches on two 
occasions in the John weston 
reserve. There were additional 
Hawfinch sightings at wigboro 
wick, st osyth, four fly-overs at 
frinton and five briefly in a 
garden at Point clear. 
eurasian siskin passage 
continued to be noted at 
frinton with 106 on the 11th 
the largest number.

There are indications that Cetti’s 

From left to right:  Tawny Owl (glEn MoorE); Water Pipit (sEan nixon); Eurasian Sparrowhawk (KEn hudgEll); Rock Pipit (daVid l sMiTh)

november 2017
The finch passage of late october 
continued apace into mid-
november with common 
Chaffinches once again 
predominating along with very 
good numbers of Lesser redpolls, 
eurasian siskins and a few 
non-local european goldfinch. 
Brambling were seen on the 3rd 
4th and 26th, a mealy redpoll on 
the 9th and at least three 
Bullfinches took up residence in 
the woodland. Hawfinches were 
still on the move nationally and six 
were seen on the 3rd followed by 
singles on the 5th, 6th and 8th. 
Both Lapland Longspur (3rd) and 
snow Bunting (24th) were seen 
albeit briefly and at least three 
Common Firecrest began winter 

circuits.  a late Whinchat was seen 
on the 10th and 16th and was in 
the company of a Black redstart 
on the latter date which then 
stayed until the 23rd.  a second 
Black redstart was seen at the 
Barges on the 12th.  a few 
Blackcaps and Chiffchaffs were 
to be found and an elusive 
Yellow-browed Warbler was 
encountered on the 13th, 15th and 
16th. There were even three late 
swallow sightings with singles on 
the 2nd, 9th and the 24th.  at least 
five Water Pipits were to be found 
regularly outside the hides and 
were often in the company of 
some of the five ruff wintering. 
eurasian Woodcock were flushed 
on three dates and a single 
Bar-tailed godwit on the 15th 
was found roosting with the 

Black-tailed godwits. european 
golden Plover and northern 
Lapwing built up and a ruddy 
turnstone was seen on the 19th.   
a Hen Harrier on the 1st was the 
first of the year and at least six 
Western marsh Harriers seem to 
be wintering while a red Kite on 
the 27th keep up the monthly 
trend. The Thames was quiet with 
just 12 each of Brant geese (17th) 
and Common scoter (20th) of 
note but two redhead Common 
merganser on aveley Pool on the 
19th proved popular.  a Western 
Cattle egret spent the 2nd moving 
between herds and the first and so 
far the only short-eared Owl was 
seen on the 13th while the 
northern ravens are now back 
into an almost daily routine.

rsPB rainham marshes by Howard Vaughan

Common Nightingale 
(sTEVE griMwadE)
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Eurasian Stonechat (daVid halE)

december 2017
it remained pretty dry and 
westerly during december but rain 
in the last week encouraged duck 
and lapwing numbers to increase. 
up to 180 european golden 
Plover were seen and 26 Pied 
avocet and 1435 dunlin were 
good peak counts. Three wintering 
ruff obliged and 220 Black-tailed 
godwit moved between the 
reserve and Barking Bay. eurasian 
Woodcock were noted three 
times, but no Jacks were seen 
amongst the Common snipe. The 
Thames was quiet with just a 
single male Common goldeneye 
(1st), two Brent geese (10th) and 
two merganser (27th) of note 
along with seven Kittiwakes and 
three Little gulls on the 
11th.  another Little gull was 
seen on the 29th and at least three 
Caspian gulls and up to 12 
Yellow-legged gulls were noted. 
egyptian geese were seen on 
several dates and three ruddy 
shelduck flying through on the 
18th were a surprise.  a eurasian 
Bittern was first seen during the 
snow on the 10th and made four 
more appearances before month 
end.  a short-eared Owl was seen 
on the 16th with two on the 28th 
and a single on the 30th. six 
Western marsh Harriers are 
wintering along with at least four 
Peregrine Falcon and occasional 
merlin sightings while the last red 
Kite of the year was seen on the 
13th. Two northern ravens have 
started to become regular once 
again. The woodland has been 
productive with two Common 
Firecrest and up to three eurasian 
Bullfinch testing the patience of 
observers.
January 2018
2018 started off fairly well with a 
steady increase in eurasian 
Wigeon and northern Lapwing. 
There was a huge movement of 
Black-headed gull on the 3rd 
with at least 10,000 up river but 
there was nothing caught up with 
them. several Caspian and 
Yellow-legged gulls were noted 
during the month with a first 
winter iceland gull on the 4th 
and 26th and mediterranean 
gulls on the 20th and 26th. Pied 

avocet reached a peak of 32 and 
five ruff are wintering but there 
were only two Jack snipe records 
and singles of ruddy turnstone, 
eurasian Woodcock, Common 
and green sandpiper. up to 300 
Black-tailed godwits have been 
seen over high tide and four 
sanderling on the 17th were a 
surprise. The only new geese were 
a single Brant goose on the 1st, 
14th and 18th and a Barnacle 
goose on the 4th and 9th. six 
each of Western marsh Harrier 
and Peregrine Falcon were 
hunting the reserve and a merlin 
was seen twice but a single 
short-eared Owl was only seen 
on the 1st and 2nd. red Kites 
were noted on the 17th and 25th 
and the northern raven dropped 
in occasionally. up to five eurasian 
Bullfinches and two Common 
Firecrests continued to attract 
visitors to the woodland and four 
Water Pipits could be found 
amongst the commoner rock 
Pipits and meadow Pipits while a 
Hawfinch with redwings on the 
2nd was a nice early year bonus.
February 2018
february carried on where January 
left off and it was a quiet month 
with little incoming in the 
predominate westerly airflow. 
Black-tailed godwits peaked at 

312 and Pied avocet at new high 
of 37. The first eurasian 
Oystercatchers were back piping 
on the 20th and three ruddy 
turnstone were roosting on the 
Barges on the 25th. snipe numbers 
were low but single Jack snipe 
were noted on the 14th and 28th. 
gull watching produced a few 
Yellow-legs, mediterranean 
(17th) and Caspian’s on the 12th, 
26th and 27th while the juvenile 
iceland gull was noted again on 
the 10th and 12th.  a male 
Common goldeneye (7th) was 
the only notable winter duck.  at 
least five Western marsh 
Harriers were on site and the 
merlin was seen again on the 16th 
while our third red Kite of the 
year was seen on the 22nd as it 
cruised over the car park. The 
eurasian Bullfinches and 
Common Firecrest remained in 
the woodland and there were 
sporadic Bearded reedling 
sightings.  a Black redstart was 
seen briefly on the 12th.
march 2018
with two cold spells in March it 
was not surprising that the birds 
had a more wintery feel with the 
intense cold of the 2nd pushing 
waders up river resulting in 
unseasonal red Knot and 
Bar-tailed godwits along with at 
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Above left:  Eurasian Collared Dove (PETEr hEaTh) Above right: Grey Heron (PETEr hEaTh)

least eight Jack snipe and a 
smattering of european golden 
and grey Plovers. similar weather 
on the 18th gave the same count 
of Jacks and other singles were 
seen during the month.  a spotted 
redshank arrived on the 23rd and 
the first Whimbrel was seen on 
the 30th while northern 
Lapwings were trying to incubate! 
single Brant (4th) and Pink-
footed geese were seen (5th) and 
three greater White-fronts on 
the 18th were followed by 25 
heading high and east on the 26th. 
four Common scoter on the 25th 
were the first of the year and the 
adult eurasian spoonbill on the 
12th tried to kid us that it was 
spring. The eurasian Bittern was 
seen on five widely separated 
dates and a great egret took up 
residence from the 28th. There was 
plenty of gull action with ten 
Little gulls on the 5th and six 
more on the 17th along with 
several mediterraneans and three 
sightings of a juvenile iceland 
gull. There were a couple of 
Caspian gull sightings, but it was 
the unprecedented passage east of 
128 Black-legged Kittiwakes on 
the 13th that surprised everybody. 
Thirty more were seen on the 16th 
and a single on the 25th. To cap off 
all this action an adult ring-billed 
gull was seen briefly on the 23rd. 
Two sandwich terns were early 
(and in a snow storm) on the 17th 
with a single on the 26th. There 
were still plenty of wintering duck 
around including an interesting 
female eurasian Wigeon and a 
female garganey was seen on the 
30th.  Western marsh Harriers 
were putting on a great show and 

red Kites were noted on five 
days.  a female merlin was seen on 
the 3rd and an Western Osprey 
west on the 29th was a pleasant 
surprise.  a short-eared Owl 
reappeared on the 13th and up to 
three made occasional visits into 
april. Migrants were hard to come 
by and after two northern 
Wheatears on the 16th we had to 
wait till the 25th for another.  a 
Little ringed Plover was heard on 
the 16th and seen on the 24th.
april 2018
The great egret from late Marsh 
continued into april and strutted 
around until the 15th and a great 
accompaniment to the first proper 
spring arrivals.  a Black-necked 
grebe spent six days from the 
12th on the pools and was the first 
to stay more than a day while ring 
Ouzels put on a great showing 
with 11 seen over four dates 
including a record five on the 19th. 
The 14th saw the arrival of the first 
of four Common grasshopper 
Warblers as well as Hobby and a 
Hawfinch and the two tree Pipits 
that day followed two on the 12th 
and another on the 26th. Yellow 
Wagtails were in short supply and 
northern Wheatears dribbled 
through apart from the 28th when 
19 were seen.  Whinchats were 
caught up in the end move with 
five from the 24th.  a Common 
redstart was seen on the 17th 
and a red-rumped swallow 
briefly on the 26th was a most 
welcome addition to three site 
lists and was part of the first 
proper hirundine push of the year. 
The first Common swift arrived 
the day before.  arctic and 

sandwich terns were seen on 
several dates with the usual 
numbers of Commons terns and 
mediterranean gulls were 
moving back into the Thames with 
regular sightings of adults in pairs 
loafing up and down. Three 
iceland gulls on the 14th 
included the 2cyr bird seen all 
winter and it was still around as we 
headed into May. Two Parasitic 
Jaegers on the 8th were the first 
for several years. Caspian tern, 
Little tern (7th) and several 
Black-legged Kittiwakes 
(including ten on the gloomy 9th) 
were noted and the latter date 
also saw a record 42 Common 
scoter on the river along with a 
pair of Common merganser. 
seven more Common scoter 
were noted on the 14th. There was 
a good assortment of waders to be 
seen with Jack snipe till the 15th, 
up to 12 ruff, spotted redshank, 
Whimbrel from the 6th with 19 
on the 28th and seven Bar-tailed 
godwit and 21 grey Plover 
(11th). Common redshank and 
northern Lapwing numbers 
already suggest an increase in 
breeding pairs. double red Kites 
were seen on the 21st and 25th 
and two pair of Western marsh 
Harriers are looking settled. There 
was the traditional spring 
Common Buzzard movement 
with a peak count of 35 north on 
the 14th.  after basically no 
short-eared Owls all winter it 
was odd to still have them all 
month and into May...  a european 
turtle dove was seen on the 29th 
and at least four male Common 
Cuckoos are patrolling the marsh.
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southend area by Paul Baker

november 2017
There was an obvious influx of 
clouded yellows across the area 
from the 2nd to the 5th with up to 
four seen at several sites.  a 
Brambling dropped in briefly to 
feed with Common Chaffinches 
in gunners Park on the 2nd.  a 
seawatch from gunners Park the 
next day produced a female 
Common eider which lingered 
until the 9th and a short-eared 
Owl which tried unsuccessfully to 
cross the Thames from Kent but 
was thwarted by repeated 
mobbing by gulls. The family party 
of four egyptian geese visited 
gunners Park on the 4th and 
8th.  a wintering flock of 100 
Common Chaffinches at Bowers 
Marsh pulled in the first of three 
Bramblings on the 4th with at 
least one remaining into 2018. 
canvey Point was the place to be 
on the 5th when the unusual array 
of species present included a 
razorbill, a rose-ringed 
Parakeet, a White Wagtail, and a 
Black redstart, the first of the 
year.  adding further to the 
excitement of the 5th was the 
discovery of a marsh tit in private 
woodland near canewdon, and a 
Firecrest in a canewdon garden. 
The second Black redstart of the 
year closely followed the first 
when a female was found at south 
fambridge on the 6th, the same 
day that two Little stints were 
reported at Vange Marsh. 
Common merganser are less than 
annual in the area so news and 
video of a redhead on the lake in 
gunners Park on the 6th caused 
much excitement, although its 
stay was all too brief and it soon 
departed. Their congener, the 
red-breasted merganser, is 
becoming increasingly scarce 
around the tidal waterways now so 
three off canvey Point on the 8th 
were notable.  wallasea hosted a 
short-eared Owl on the 10th and 
a merlin on the 10th and 11th 
only.  a Little stint was noted at 
Bowers Marsh on the 11th where 
unusually it chose to overwinter, 
being seen through into 2018.  a 
redhead Common merganser at 

Encouragingly, Coal tits were 
reported from six gardens in the 
last half of the month ranging 
from Thundersley to hockley and 
rayleigh.  a seawatch from canvey 
Point on the 29th produced 85 
northern gannets, a Pomarine 
Jaeger, and last week’s Black-
throated Loon which went on to 
overwinter on the Thames.
december 2017
The month started well with a 
seawatch from canvey Point 
where a record 140 red-
throated Loons were counted 
along with the year’s only Little 
auk, and singles of Common 
eider, Common murre, 
razorbill, and great skua. on 
the 3rd, european shags were 
seen at hullbridge and the Pier 
whilst eurasian Woodcock were 
noted at canvey wick and Bowers 
Marsh.  also, on the 3rd a 
eurasian Bullfinch was reported 
from its former stronghold at 
Magnolia nr. The Black-
throated Loon was again 
offshore from gunners Park on 
the 4th when the pair of 
egyptian geese were favouring 
the wat Tyler cP scrape. The 
Common merganser at 
hullbridge was reported for the 
last time on the 6th and a single 
Hawfinch was seen in Pound 
wood on the 8th.  another 
canvey seawatch on the 11th 
produced two european shags, 
nine great skuas, three Little 
gulls, and 40 Black-legged 
Kittiwakes.  wallasea hosted a 
short-eared Owl and merlin on 
the 12th with the merlin putting 
in another appearance on the 
19th. following a recent and rapid 
increase in records, a great egret 
over Bowers Marsh on the 14th 
was surprisingly the first of the 
year.  a great northern Loon 
was reported off canvey Point on 
the 14th and again on the 20th 
and 24th. Three Hawfinch were 
found in Pound wood on the 16th 
but still eluded all but the finder. 
in the adjacent Tile wood, two 
eurasian nuthatches were 

canvey Point on the 12th may 
well have been the gunners Park 
individual. Two Hawfinch dropped 
in briefly to coombe wood on the 
12th but the invasion which other 
areas were enjoying was still yet to 
materialise in our area with no 
further records this month.  a red 
Kite was watched drifting over 
coombe wood to Bowers Marsh 
on the 13th. There were now four 
red-breasted mergansers 
stationed off canvey Point on the 
14th whilst a european shag was 
favouring the Pier on the 15th.  an 
influx of scoter into the Thames on 
the 16th saw an impressive 110 
Common scoter and two Velvet 
scoter off canvey Point. There was 
an unconfirmed report of a 
eurasian Bittern at wat Tyler cP 
on the 17th whilst at adjacent 
Bowers Marsh a pair of egyptian 
geese could be found.  a redhead 
Common merganser, potentially 
the same as the Thames bird, took 
up station on the crouch at 
hullbridge from the 17th through 
to early december where it 
afforded very close views 
swimming among the mute swan 
herd there. Hen Harriers were 
very scarce this winter and along 
with short-eared Owl were seen 
on wallasea only twice this month 
and once in december with the 
18th being one of the dates that 
the Hen Harrier was seen.  a 
Common sandpiper at hullbridge 
on the 19th was an interesting 
record although it was not seen 
subsequently. The two Barnacle 
geese which flew onto Paglesham 
lagoon on the 23rd were probably 
the feral duo which has been 
around the roach for several 
months.  a Black-throated Loon 
was a good find off gunners Park 
on 24th particularly as it showed 
well in flat calm conditions. There 
was some evidence of short-
eared Owl passage in the final 
week of the month with singles at 
south fambridge on the 24th, 
Benfleet on the 26th, and Two Tree 
island on the 29th. The Hen 
Harrier put in its second and last 
appearance of the month on 
wallasea on the 26th. 
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found the same day with another 
confiding eurasian nuthatch 
showing regularly in Pound wood 
from the 18th through to 2018.  a 
Horned grebe reported from the 
Pier on the 20th was surprisingly 
the first record of the year.  a flock 
of 16 Lesser redpolls settled 
briefly on Two Tree island on the 
21st. The only eurasian Blackcap 
of the month visited a south 
Benfleet garden on the 23rd. 
Yellowhammers continue to 
decline locally with a flock of 11 at 
lower raypits on the 26th one of 
the highest counts this year. The 
Black-throated Loon was noted 
off canvey Point again on the 
30th, the same day that a Pygmy 
shrew was found sheltering under 
a reptile mat on canvey wick. The 
year ended with a flourish with 
Horned grebe, four Common 
murres, a razorbill and two 
merlins seen from canvey Point, 
and great egret, Hen Harrier, 
and a (or the) redhead Common 
merganser at wallasea on the 
31st.

in summary there were 215 
species reliably reported this year 
which represents an average year 
and matching last year’s total 
exactly which is surprising 
considering both passage periods 
felt relatively slow. highlights 
included Black-winged stilts, 
temminck’s stints, and Cory’s 
shearwater although only the 
stilts were widely available. The 
same can be said of the Lesser 
White-fronted goose, a first for 
the area, and a clear contender for 
bird of the decade had it lingered 
for any more than twenty minutes 
on wallasea. Therefore, given that 
most local birders were able to 
connect with it, and there has not 
been a local record for over 
twenty-five years, the bird of the 
year was arguably the marsh tit in 
hockley.
January 2018
The year kicked off with a 
Common Firecrest in Belfairs on 
the 1st which was disappointingly 
the only record in the whole area 
this winter. More obligingly a 
female Brambling was found at 
Bowers Marsh on the 1st where it 
remained with the finch flock 

feeding on the sunflower heads 
through to mid-february whilst 
another visited a garden in 
ashingdon briefly on the 2nd. 
nearby on the lagoon a Little stint 
overwintered from the 2nd through 
to mid-March.  a Long-eared Owl 
could be seen at dusk in the 
south-west from the 1st to the 
10th. The Thames estuary held 
three great skuas and a great 
northern Loon on the 1st with the 
great skuas remaining until the 
6th.  a pair of eurasian Blackcaps 
survived on rayleigh Mount during 
the early part of the month.  a 
single Hawfinch around Pound 
wood teased everyone by being 
extremely elusive and mobile from 
the 2nd to the 11th.  wallasea 
island on the 5th produced two 
greater White-fronted geese, 
two Barnacle geese, and 
worryingly the only Hen Harrier 
sighting of the month, a ringtail.  a 
report of a Horned grebe near 
Brandy hole was followed up on 
the 5th when it was successfully 
found frequenting the crouch 
upriver of south fambridge where 
it continued its stay through to the 
end of the month.  a eurasian 
Penduline tit was apparently 
photographed on private land near 
Bowers Marsh on the 5th. 
seawatching from canvey on the 
8th was productive with a Horned 
grebe, a pair of Common eider 
(which proved to be the only ones 
of the first-winter period), a Little 
gull, 20 Black-legged Kittiwakes, 
20 red-throated Loons, a 

Black-throated Loon, a razorbill 
and a Common murre.  a small 
flock of potentially wild Barnacle 
geese dropped in to west canvey 
Marsh on the 9th; their number 
increased to ten over the next few 
days and they often commuted to 
nearby Bowers Marsh but departed 
after the 12th.  a male eurasian 
Blackcap visited a Thundersley 
garden on the 12th. The Hawfinch 
invasion finally arrived for many on 
the 13th when five Hawfinches 
arrived at a pre-roost gathering in 
Pound wood. The flock had 
increased to seven there the 
following day with three remaining 
through to early april along with a 
handful of Lesser redpolls and one 
or two eurasian siskins.  whilst 
south fambridge continued to host 
the Horned grebe, a european 
shag provided a welcome 
distraction. it was colour-ringed in 
the nest on the isle of May in June 
2016 and had previously wintered 
along the crouch last year and 
remained on the crouch until at 
least the end of January. Two 
Whooper swans were an excellent 
find along the roach on the 14th; 
they were clearly newly arrived, and 
were initially very wary and as a 
consequence, very mobile before 
they settled down on wallasea on 
the 18th for four weeks. Mirroring 
the paucity of Hen Harrier records 
this winter, short-eared Owls 
were also unusually scarce this 
month with a single on wallasea on 
just two dates, 14th and 19th, and 
another at south fambridge on the 

Red Knot (daVid halE)
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20th. The only Common 
Chiffchaff of the month was in 
friars Park on the 14th. The redhead 
Common merganser which was 
wintering along the crouch settled 
onto one of the lagoons on 
wallasea on the 18th where it 
remained loyal to the general area 
through to mid-february.  a red 
admiral flying around a leigh 
garden was not unsurprisingly the 
only butterfly seen this 
month.  another good local find 
was a wintering red-necked grebe 
on the 19th along the crouch 
opposite Bridgemarsh island; it 
continued to be seen until 8th 
february.  almost as scarce in 
recent winters was the redhead 
red-breasted merganser also 
seen there on the 19th and 
20th.  wallasea proved attractive to 
geese over the next few days with 
an adult male Black Brant from the 
21st through to mid-March, and 
the two greater White-fronted 
geese along with a Pink-footed 
goose which took up residency 
from the 22nd until late March. red 
Kites were seen over ashingdon on 
the 22nd and hadleigh Marshes on 
the 25th.  another wintering 
eurasian Blackcap was favouring a 
hockley garden on the 27th.
February 2018
The duo of greater White-fronted 
geese on wallasea was joined by 
another pair on the 2nd with all 
four remaining through to late 
March.  a ringtail Hen Harrier was 
seen on wallasea on the 3rd and 
5th, visiting Barling on the former 
date. The first of a handful of Water 
Pipits was found on the 3rd along 
the roach near Barling. The Thames 
estuary held 25 Common murre 
and four razorbills on the 3rd and 
all three loon species on the 4th. 
The first of four eurasian 
Blackcaps this month was in a 
south Benfleet garden on the 4th 
where it was briefly joined by a 
second bird. other singles visited 
gardens in rochford and rayleigh. 
The flock of Barnacle geese 
returned to Bowers Marsh on the 
8th where ten resided through to 
the 24th, occasionally visiting west 
canvey Marsh.  a Water Pipit 
frequented Bowers Marsh from the 
8th and a Jack snipe was at Vange 
Marsh from the 9th until early april. Common Gull (daVid halE)

one of the highlights of the winter 
was the discovery of a flock of 11 
Horned Larks on wallasea on the 
10th. They were often elusive and 
difficult to find among the myriad of 
creeks and pools but they remained 
on site until the 23rd and were the 
biggest ever flock in the recording 
area. small groups of six and four 
eurasian siskins passed over 
rochford golf course on the 11th 
and 18th and were surprisingly the 
only records this month.  a male 
Hen Harrier on wallasea on the 
11th was a welcome sight; although 
it would often go missing for long 
periods it lingered on the island until 
mid-april.  Water Pipits arrived at 
Vange Marsh from the 13th with a 
single there initially, increasing to 
two from the 17th and then three in 
early april. only the second 
Common Chiffchaff of the winter 
was braving the cold in a rochford 
garden on the 14th and a red 
admiral on wallasea the next day 
must have been feeling equally 
hardy or foolish.  a Horned grebe 
was off the Pier on the 15th and was 
possibly the same as that off canvey 
last month.  a single Brambling was 
at wakering stairs on the 16th and a 
rose-ringed Parakeet visited wat 
Tyler cP. it was pleasing to report 
two eurasian nuthatches in 
hockley woods on the 17th - after a 
single last october and again last 
month, there remains hope that 
they may recolonise this former 
stronghold. Both the ringtail and 
male Hen Harrier were seen on 
wallasea on the 22nd where a 
female merlin was also now 
showing daily.  a Horned grebe 
dropped in briefly on the lagoon at 
Bowers Marsh on the 24th but did 
not linger. Pound wood continued to 
hold one or two Hawfinches and a 
eurasian nuthatch as well as a 
Brambling on the 24th. The first 
adder braved the weather on 
hadleigh downs on the 24th.  a 
short-eared Owl on wallasea on 
the 26th was the only record this 
month although an escaped Bengal 
Eagle owl in leigh the same day 
would have been quite a sight. 
during the heavy snow came news, 
swiftly followed by a photograph, of 
a european serin visiting a back 
garden near gunners Park on the 
27th and 28th.

march 2018
a Common merganser and a 
great skua were reported from 
canvey seafront on the 1st which 
saw the start of a weather induced 
movement of eurasian Woodcock 
across the area. There was an initial 
wave from the 1st to the 6th with 
nine birds turning up in unusual 
locations, often gardens.  a second 
movement occurred from the 21st 
to the 23rd when a further ten 
displaced birds were seen. Little 
gulls were also affected by the 
conditions resulting in a total of 
20 birds passing through the 
estuary between the 2nd and 4th.  
an adult iceland gull was claimed 
at Bowers Marsh on the 7th. 
continuing the gull theme, the 
rarest bird of the period was a 
second-winter Franklin’s gull 
which flew east past the Pier on 
the 9th.  a Bohemian Waxwing 
was photographed in shoebury the 
same day but also evaded all but 
the finder. The first of six red Kites 
this month was over Bowers Marsh 
on the 10th.  a first-winter 
Caspian gull roosting on the 
boom at shoebury East Beach on 
the 10th was an excellent find 
locally. Between the 10th and 12th 
the european serin showed 
briefly in gunners Park allowing 
those with time and patience to 
connect.  a pair of greater scaup 
visited wallasea on the 13th where 
the drake remained until the 22nd. 
Two sandwich terns off canvey 
on the 17th were particularly early 
given the prevailing weather.  also 
off canvey there was a second, 
smaller passage of Little gulls 
from the 17th to the 19th with 
seven birds in the estuary. Both the 
ringtail and adult male Hen 
Harrier were seen on wallasea on 
the 20th where the merlin also 
continued its stay.  a return 
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roach were seen daily through to 
the 9th. The Prittlewell Bohemian 
Waxwing was finally pinned down 
on the 9th and remained faithful 
to some roadside berries through 
to the 12th and was one of the last 
ones in the country this winter. 
The first of nine red Kites this 
month were birds over canvey 
wick and Thundersley on the 10th. 
finch passage picked up noticeably 
mid-month with Bramblings 
peaking at six in canewdon on the 
10th, eurasian siskins peaking at 
19 in ashingdon on the 11th, and 
Lesser redpolls peaking at seven 
on canvey wick on the 12th. The 
male Hen Harrier on wallasea was 
seen for the last time on the 11th 
when there was still an impressive 
flock of 90 Fieldfare in wakering, 
contrasting with a high of just four 
redwings at lower raypits on the 
13th.  a pair of Little ringed 
Plovers made it back to wallasea 
on the relatively early date of the 
11th where they stayed for the 
rest of the month. The wintering 
merlin was seen there for the final 
time on the 12th.  a Common 
Firecrest was seen in central 
southend on the 13th when one 
of last month’s rose-ringed 
Parakeets was seen again on 
canvey. Cuckoos arrived back 
from the 13th with a widespread 
arrival at eleven sites by month 
end. Common tern struggled back 
on the 14th with a single at wat 
Tyler cP.  a displaced Hawfinch at 
Bowers Marsh on the 15th was 
unexpected.  an arctic tern was 
resting up on wallasea on the 17th 

Park individual, visited feeders in a 
canewdon garden on the 26th. Two 
great northern Loons were 
present on the 27th including one 
in full summer plumage.  a 
Bohemian Waxwing was reported 
from Prittlewell on the 27th.  a 
eurasian spoonbill flew upriver 
past gunners Park on the 29th and 
was likely the bird that arrived at 
cliffe Pools later that day.  a great 
egret was seen distantly from 
Paglesham on Potton on the 29th 
and 31st.  The first northern 
Wheatear was predictably in 
gunners Park on the rather late 
date of the 31st when three 
red-breasted mergansers were 
on the roach and a Common 
Firecrest was found in Pound 
wood. Brimstone, small 
Tortoiseshell, and Peacock 
butterflies were all seen from the 
21st onwards.
april 2018
seven grey Partridges were seen 
at wakering stairs on the 1st with 
two still there on the 13th and 
another at fleet head on the 6th 
indicating a recent release rather 
than a revival in fortunes. The 
Bohemian Waxwing in Prittlewell 
was reported again on the 3rd. 
Yellow Wagtails arrived back on 
wallasea and lower raypits on the 
7th.  a Black redstart in an inland 
suburban garden in leigh on the 
8th was a remarkable record and 
two water Voles were particularly 
showy on wallasea from the 8th to 
the 16th whilst nearby the three 
red-breasted mergansers on the 

passage of short-eared Owls was 
noted from the 20th onwards with 
two birds on wallasea through to 
the end of the month and one or 
two at canvey Point, Two Tree 
island, and Paglesham in the final 
week. The european serin 
reappeared in the private garden 
near gunners Park on the 20th 
through to the 23rd. on the 21st 
wallasea hosted a Barnacle 
goose with the four greater 
White-fronted geese and the 
Pink-footed goose all for the 
final time along with a red-
breasted merganser and three 
Barn Owls.  a Black redstart in 
paddocks along the roach on the 
21st was a good spring record 
when Common Chiffchaffs 
began arriving back in force with 
up to ten together at nine sites. 
There was another Horned grebe 
sighting on the 22nd, this time 
from a boat on the roach.  after an 
unexpected record of a marsh tit 
in private woodland near 
canewdon last october, the bird 
surprised everyone when it was 
seen again on the 22nd. 
Permission was obtained to enter 
the wood where the bird was seen 
daily through to the 7th april. 
Lesser redpolls were clearly on 
the move from the 23rd onwards 
with groups of up to nine passing 
through in the last week at canvey 
wick, hadleigh downs, and Pound 
wood. The canvey wick flock also 
held between one and five 
Common redpolls throughout. 
Bizarrely we experienced a small 
passage of rose-ringed Parakeets 
from the 24th to the 26th with 
singles seen at canewdon, canvey, 
gunners Park, rochford, and 
westcliff all in a three-day window 
and involving more than one bird. 
eurasian siskins were also on the 
move from the 25th onwards with 
up to seven seen at eight sites 
through to the end of the month. 
similarly Bramblings also passed 
through, albeit in smaller numbers, 
with up to five at two locations.  a 
Common Firecrest was a good 
find in gunners Park on the 25th 
and 26th.  a Jack snipe was seen 
to fly out across the Thames at 
canvey on the 25th. Quite 
unbelievably a male european 
serin, different to the gunners Pied Avocet (daVid halE)
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the south-west at a day roost from 
the 26th until early May. The first 
eurasian Hobby, the only one of 
the month, was over gunners Park 
on the 27th when a flock of 18 
arctic terns passed canvey with a 
further 22 there two days later. it 
was good to hear european turtle 
doves back at canewdon and 
wakering stairs on the 29th with a 
ring Ouzel also seen at the latter 
site on the 29th. finally, a drake 
garganey was deserved reward for 
braving the wind and the rain at 
lower raypits on the 30th.

day although all six fell quiet after 
the 22nd.  a stunning Black-
necked grebe was at Bowers 
Marsh from the 21st to the 23rd 
where three Little ringed 
Plovers could also be found. 
Common swifts returned on the 
22nd by which time all the 
hirundines and common warblers 
had returned.  a smart male 
Whinchat in gunners Park on the 
23rd was an excellent spring 
record and four northern 
Wheatears were also present.  a 
Long-eared Owl was seen again 

and Common nightingales 
returned to three sites from the 
18th, peaking at six at canvey 
wick.  a eurasian stone-Curlew 
was heard flying over a rochford 
garden in the dark on the 19th 
heading north.  a fine drake 
garganey was on the lagoon at 
Bowers Marsh on the 20th and 21st 
where a Common grasshopper 
Warbler was also seen and 
heard.  a further three Common 
grasshopper Warblers were at 
canvey wick on the 21st with a 
single at wakering stairs the next 

Wat tyler and Vange marshes 
by andrew Cox & southend rsPB website (graham mee)

november 2017
The Cattle egret was still to be 
seen at wat Tyler on the 1st, with 
30 Common Chaffinches also 
there.  Vange held 100-plus 
eurasian Wigeon, 20 gadwall, 30 
eurasian Teal, 10 northern 
shoveler, 220 northern Lapwings, 
28 Black-tailed godwits, two 
Common greenshanks, two 
green sandpipers and singles of 
spotted redshank, ruff and 
Common sandpiper.  Western 
marsh Harrier and european 
stonechat were seen.

four Common reed Buntings 
were at Vange on the 3rd; notable 
on the 6th were 15 Common 
snipe, a spotted redshank, two 
Little stints, a Common 
Kingfisher and a male Western 
marsh Harrier.

Two male Western marsh 
Harriers could be seen on the 10th 
(still at Vange); other records 
included a northern Pintail, two 
ruffs, four dunlins, two Common 
greenshanks, eight Curlews and 
46 Black-tailed godwits.  Wigeon 
numbered 225 on the 13th, with six 
dunlin and a stonechat noted.

Back at wat Tyler, a Bittern was 
reported on the 17th, as were five 
marsh Harriers.

a female marsh Harrier at Vange 
on the 25th was in addition to 20 
Black-tailed godwits, 13 dunlin, a 
pair of Pintails and a stonechat. 
Two marsh Harriers (adult male 
and immature) could be seen from 

wat Tyler’s hide.  also, around the 
park generally were Peregrine, 
sparrowhawk, two Kestrels, 20 
Black-tailed godwits, 13 
Common redshanks, five 
eurasian Curlews, and four dunlin.

Back at Vange on the 27th there 
were 230 eurasian Wigeon, 
41gadwall, 27 northern 
shoveler, ten dunlin, seven 
Common snipe, 70 Black-tailed 
godwits, two grey Plovers, 
200-plus northern Lapwings and 
the female Western marsh 
Harrier.
december 2017
a selection of waders at Vange on 
the 2nd comprised 22 Common 
snipe, 42 dunlin, 50 Black-tailed 
godwits, 250-plus northern 
Lapwings, a ruff and a Pied 
avocet.  a female Western marsh 
Harrier was seen at wat Tyler. 
Peregrine Falcon and Water rail 
were at wat Tyler next day, with 
Water rail and female Western 
marsh Harrier on the 7th.

Two Western marsh Harriers 
(including a male) appeared at 
Vange on the 12th, when other 
records included 200-plus eurasian 
Wigeon, 40 eurasian teal, 18 
northern shoveler, four Common 
redshanks, a spotted redshank 
and two green sandpipers.  wat 
Tyler on this date held Peregrine 
Falcon, six northern shoveler and 
ten stock doves.

reports from Vange on the 22nd 

included 30 gadwall, two 
northern Pintails, two Common 
snipe, 45 Black-tailed godwits, 
four Pied avocets, four green 
sandpipers and one each of ruff, 
Common ringed Plover and 
grey Plover. next day male and 
female Western marsh Harriers 
were seen at wat Tyler.

Three Western marsh Harriers 
at wat Tyler on the 29th 
comprised an adult male and 
immature from the hide/fleet and 
an adult female from the marina/
creek. other records included a 
Common Buzzard feeding on the 
scrape, at least 500 northern 
Lapwings, flushed from Vange 
wick, 19 Black-tailed godwits, a 
Common greenshank, 
european green Woodpecker 
and two Water rails. Two 
Bearded reedlings were 
reported earlier in the day.
January 2018
Most reports came from Vange 
Marsh in the first half of the 
month, with up to 300 eurasian 
Wigeon regularly present, being 
joined by 36 greylag geese on 
the 4th and 27 northern 
shoveler on the 13th. seven 
Mute swans were here all 
month.  at least 50 northern 
Lapwings and two Common 
snipe could be seen on the 1st, 
with single Pied avocet and 28 
Black-tailed godwits on the 4th, 
when four Western marsh 
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From left to right: Common Kingfisher (grahaM EKins);  Whooper Swan (sTEVE griMwadE); Common Starling (daVid halE)

Eurasian Blackcap  
(daVid halE)

Harriers were noted. Two 
Common redshanks were here 
on the 8th, a Jack snipe on the 
10th and two great Crested 
grebes on the 13th. The few 
reports from wat Tyler comprised 
a Western marsh Harrier and 
four Common snipe on the 1st, 
three Water rails on the 2nd;  
and a Common greenshank on 
the 4th.

further reports from wat Tyler 
came on the 14th, with two 
Western marsh Harriers, a 
Common Buzzard and a eurasian 
sparrowhawk being in addition to 
unspecified numbers of Common 
Pochard, tufted duck and 
gadwall.

Two male Western marsh 
Harriers at Vange on the 17th 
were joined by Common Buzzard, 
Common Kestrel, four Common 
shelduck, 29 northern shoveler 
and 14 Black-tailed godwits. Two 
days later there were six Common 
shelduck, two Common 
redshanks and a Pied avocet. 
Black-tailed godwits had 
increased to 32.

Common redshanks had 
increased to six on the 23rd, with 
360 eurasian wigeon counted. 
The last day of the month at Vange 
brought eight eurasian Curlews, 
three Common snipe, two 
Western marsh Harriers (male 
and immature) and a pair of 
european stonechats.

Two days earlier, wat Tyler held 
two male Western marsh 
Harriers, Peregrine Falcon, 
Common Kestrel, eight gadwall, 
a Water rail, 150 northern 
Lapwing, 50 stock doves, 1000 
Common starlings, six european 
goldfinches and a pair of 
Bearded reedlings.

February 2018
a glossy ibis, reported from 
wat Tyler on the 1st, may 
have been the individual which 
has been frequenting the area for 
several years. if so, this was it’s first 
appearance for some time. next 
day at Vange, there were 250 
eurasian Wigeon, 30-plus 
northern shoveler, two 
Common Pochard, two Common 
snipe, a green sandpiper and 
three Little grebes. Birds of prey 
included a Common Kestrel and 
two Western marsh Harriers 
(adult male and immature).

Western marsh Harrier, 
Common Buzzard and Peregrine 
Falcon were all noted from wat 
Tyler on the 3rd.

Male and female Western 
marsh Harriers could be seen at 
Vange on the 6th when other 
records included nine Black-tailed 
godwits, six Common 
redshanks and a Common 
Kingfisher.  a Jack snipe was here 
on the 9th.

wildfowl at wat Tyler on the 
11th included seven eurasian teal, 
eight northern shoveler and six 
Common Pochard; with three 
Little grebes, a european green 
Woodpecker, 150-plus northern 
Lapwings and a eurasian 
Woodcock also present. Thirty 
european golden Plovers were 
also reported, a notable record for 
this site.

The adult male and female 
Western marsh Harriers were 
present again at Vange on the 
16th; along with the immature 
they featured here (& at wat Tyler) 
for the remainder of the month. 
other records on the 16th 
included 13 Black-tailed godwits 
(feeding on the seawall), a Water 

rail, Common Kingfisher (a very 
brightly coloured individual), four 
Cetti’s Warblers, two eurasian 
stonechats (pair), at least two 
Bearded reedlings (calling 
unseen from the western reedbed) 
and three Common reed 
Buntings.

four Bearded reedlings were 
reported next day, as were the 
Jack snipe, four Common snipe 
and two Water Pipits.

a Horned grebe was in the 
Marina creek, wat Tyler, on the 
24th, relocating to the scrape a 
little later. records on the 25th 
from here comprised two Water 
rails, 15 Black-tailed godwits, 
23 Common Pochards, ten 
northern shovelers, a eurasian 
sparrowhawk and a Peregrine 
Falcon. This last was seen carrying 
a large prey item, gradually 
descending until it landed on the 
ground somewhere over on 
Bowers Marsh.
march 2018
Three Western marsh Harriers at 
Vange on the 3rd comprised an 
adult male and female; and an 
immature, with two males and a 
female being reported two days 
later. This suggests at least four 
present in the area. They continued 
to be reported on and off all 
month.

also seen on the 3rd were two 
Little grebes, eurasian 
sparrowhawk, Common Kestrel, 
300-plus eurasian Wigeon, 20 
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eurasian teal, two Water rails, at 
least nine Common snipe, 25 
Black-tailed godwits; and singles 
of green sandpiper and grey 
Plover.  an adult mediterranean 
gull flew over, at least three 
Bearded reedlings were heard 
and two Common reed Buntings 
noted. one each of Jack snipe and 
Common greenshank appeared 
on the 5th.

six Pied avocets and two Water 
rails were at wat Tyler on the 9th, 
with a Yellow-legged gull here on 
the 17th. eurasian teal numbered 
20 at Vange on the 15th, with two 
Common shelducks also noted.

Black-tailed godwits at Vange 
had increased to at least 100 on 
the 19th. other waders included 
ten Pied avocets, two green 
sandpipers and a Common 
greenshank. four Fieldfares and 
a eurasian stonechat were also 
here. on the 23rd 11 Common 
snipe and 12 northern shovelers 
were counted.

More wildfowl on the 27th 
comprised 27 northern 
shovelers, six Common Pochard 
and four tufted ducks.  waders 
included two spotted redshanks 
and a Jack snipe; with a Water 
Pipit and six Bearded reedlings 
being reported on the 29th.

next day, eight calling Water 
rails was a good number for 
Vange. other species noted- 12 
Common snipe, two Water 
Pipits and again, six Bearded 
reedlings.

on the last day of the month 
wat Tyler held 20 Common 
Pochards, two great Crested 
grebes and four Little grebes.

round at Vange two great 
Crested grebes could also be 
seen, as could 18-plus Common 
snipe and a Common 
greenshank. Black-tailed 
godwit numbers had climbed to 
around 500.
april 2018
waders present at Vange early in 
the month included 300 Black-
tailed godwits on the 3rd, along 
with 12 Common snipe and two 
Jack snipe.  among the wildfowl 
were 20 eurasian Wigeon and 28 
northern shoveler.  a male 
Western marsh Harrier was one 
of four (two male, a female and an 

immature) regularly reported all 
month.

on the evening of the 5th there 
were four eurasian teal (two 
pairs), five grey Herons, at least 
ten Common snipe &the first 
hirundines of the year: five or six 
Barn swallows and two sand 
martins.  a Brimstone Butterfly 
had been seen earlier in the day 
when wat Tyler held three 
Common Buzzards, two 
mediterranean gulls, a Bearded 
reedling and two Common reed 
Buntings. Male and female 
Western marsh Harriers were 
also regularly seen here, often right 
in front of the hides, flying along 
the fleet.

a solitary Pied avocet was at 
Vange on the 6th, being joined 
there by 51 Black-tailed godwits, 
five Common redshanks, three 
Common greenshanks, three 
green sandpipers and 26 
Common Pochards. next day at 
wat Tyler wildfowl included 12 
each of eurasian teal and tufted 
duck. Three Little grebes, two 
Common Kestrels and a eurasian 
sparrowhawk were 
noted.  waders comprised two 
eurasian Oystercatchers, an Pied 
avocet, nine Black-tailed 
godwits, eurasian Curlew, three 
Common greenshanks, a 
spotted redshank and two green 
sandpipers. The last three species 
were all visible from the 
Timberman’s creek viewpoint, on a 
rising tide. Two mediterranean 
gulls continued to frequent the 
scrape (at least two being seen 
sporadically all month). small birds 
included a Bearded reedling, a 
sedge Warbler and two Common 
reed Buntings (males).

a minimum of 200 
Black-headed gulls 
were on the scrape on 
the 9th, remaining all 
month.  a Peregrine 
Falcon was also noted.

a Brambling was a 
surprise visitor to the 
rsPB feeders on the 
12th, when at least 20 
Barn swallows and a 
Common House martin 
hunted over the scrape in the 
cloudy, murky 
conditions.  at least 20 

Barn swallows were also reported 
from Vange on this date, with two 
Bearded reedlings, sedge 
Warbler, 11 Common snipe and 
two Common greenshanks.

Common snipe had increased to 
15 on the 14th, accompanied by 20 
Black-tailed godwits, three Pied 
avocets and a single Common 
greenshank.

a Peregrine Falcon was seen 
again at wat Tyler on the 16th; two 
Common terns on the 19th had 
joined the throng of gulls.  also, on 
this date, from the scrape, were 
four northern shovelers (two 
pairs), ten tufted ducks (nine 
males and a female) and two 
singing sedge Warblers. Two 
Common terns noted from Vange 
on this date may have been the 
wat Tyler birds; two spotted 
redshanks and a Common 
greenshank also being seen.

Two eurasian reed Warblers 
were reported on the 22nd (from 
Vange), when four spotted 
redshanks had been joined by 24 
Black-tailed godwits and six 
Common snipe.

eurasian reed Warblers had 
made it back to wat Tyler on the 
26th, with at least two singing in 
front of the hide. Three Common 
terns graced the scrape, among 
the hordes of Black-headed 
gulls.  at least ten Barn swallows 
and eight european goldfinches 
used the telegraph wires to perch 
upon, between bouts of flight.

reported round at Vange were 13 
mute swans, seven Common 
greenshanks and three Black-
tailed godwits. The 13 swans were 
still here two days later; other 
records included nine Common 
shelducks and two Common 
sandpipers. The dull, cold 
conditions had brought a mixed 

group of 50-plus Barn 
swallows and Common 

House martins to feed 
over the water.

Common Kestrel  
(daVid saVillE)
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